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FOREWORD 
This report summarizes all work performed by Southwest 
Research Institute during the past two years, under Contract No. 
NAS8-25919, "Analysis of Propellant Feedline Dynamics. " This study 
was performed for the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and was adminis­
tered technically by Messrs. Larry Kiefling and Gary Muller of the 
Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION


I. 1. Background and Objectives 
At least three classes of feed system instabilities have been 
identified for liquid propellant rockets 1, 2, 3, 4 1. In each case, the 
dynamic behavior of the feed line plays a major role in the instability. 
Probably the best known problem1 , 2 involves a closed-loop coupling 
of the vehicle longitudinal structural modes, the feed system and the 
engine. A second problem 3 showed up on Saturn flight AS-504 when 
the S-It center engine displayed severe pressure and thrust oscilla­
tions rather late in the stage burn. In this case, the problem was 
localized, involving a closed-loop instability of the engine support 
structure, the feed system, and the engine. A third type of problem 
which can exist 4 involves only the feed system, the inducer-pump 
combination and the engine. This instability is traceable directly to 
the inducer dynamics, with the feed system and engine providing an 
impedance loading which governs the resultant oscillation frequency. 
All of the above instabilities pose a threat to the success of a 
mission. For simulation purposes, it is readily recognized that ade­
quate modeling procedures are needed for each portion of the vehicle 
involved in a given instability. The objective of this study was to de­
velop an analytical method, and its corresponding computer program, 
to allow the study of disturbances of liquid propellants in typical engine 
feedline systems. This method was to include (1) the effect of steady 
flow, (Z) the influence of distributed compliances and axial wall stiff­
ness, (3) the effects of local compliances, such as vapor bubbles, and 
(4) various factors causing coupled responses between the line and 
structure, i.e. , bends, mounting stiffness, forced changes in line 
length, and bellows and PVC couplings. 
An additional objective of this program was to construct a 
basic test apparatus to simulate a feedline system, consisting of an 
upper reservoir, a feedline, a terminational resistance (impedance), 
a lower reservoir, and a circulation pump; this-test facility was to 
be used to experimentally verify many of the various effects dis­
cussed above on the frequency response of a feedline. In general, 
the experimental program was to provide a check-out or verifica­
tion of the analytical model and computer program. 
Superscript numbers in the text refer to References presented on
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1 
In all respects, this objective has been satisfied. This report 
summarizes the modeling results for each item defined above, and 
presents a generalized computer program which allows the user to 
easily determine dynamic performance of a-line containing any nunliar 
of elemental components. Use of this computer program is illustrated 
by way of a detailed set of instructions contained in Appendix D, plus 
a presentation of several example problems. 
I. 2. General Feedline Problem 
The problem of modeling a given feedline can best be illus­
trated by an example. Figure 1 shows a hypothetical case involving 
a propellant tank, a feedline, a pump and an engine. In general, 
each element of the model is elastically supported and can experi­
ence some motion relative to a frame of reference on the vehicle. 
These accelerations, plus pressure oscillations in the engine com­
bustion chamber and cavitating inducer instabilities, represent dis­
turbance inputs to the feed system which can cause flow and pres­
sure oscillations. These flow disturbances may, in tfurn, couple 
back with the engine and/or structure to produce a large amplitude, 
closed-loop instability. The modeling problem, with respect to the 
feed system, is to describe analytically the dynamic pressure and 
flow at an arbitrary point in the system, with proper treatment of 
the end conditions, the acceleration inputs and the flexible supports. 
Generally, a feedline may be regarded as a series of elements, 
such as lengths of line, bends, bellows PVC coupling, etc. There­
fore, it is necessary to describe each element individually, and then 
define means for mathematically combining these elements so as to 
produce the proper overall system mode. In this report, each ele­
ment is basically defined by a four-terminal representation in the 
Laplace domain. Overall system model formulation is also achieved 
in the Laplace or operator domain. Where problem solution is re­
quired only in the frequency domain, this Laplace formulation is the 
one to use, and the present computer program is set up on this basis. 
For problem solution in the time domain, the Laplace operator for­
mulation must be converted to an equivalent time domain formulation 
(rational approximate model). The procedure for accomplishing 
this conversion is described herein. 
2


a, (t)
 

a a2, a3 are axial accelerations


a. (t)


3447 
Figure 1. Hypothetical Feed System And Engine 
3 
II. GENERAL LINE MODEL WITH MEAN FLOW 
II. 1. Physical Picture and Requirements 
An illustration of the physical picture of the flow behavior in 
a feedline is given in Figure 2. For the present, only the fluid dy­
namic effects in a line, assumed cylindrical, straight, and with in­
finitely stiff walls, will be considered. 
The line shown in Figure Z is assumed to contain a turbulent­
ly flowing viscous liquid. The mean vector velocity is represented 
by 70, which contains only the axial component, v 0 (r). Superim­
posed on this mean flow are two dynamic velocity perturbation 
quantities, V and t. The velocity component V represents the 
dynamic velocity perturbation of interest, and Vt represents the 
turbulent velocity fluctuations. Similarly, the total pressure is the 
sum of a mean quantity, po, a dynamic-perturbation part, p, and 
a turbulent part, pt. 
By substitution of the assumed summation forms for velocity 
into the Navier-Stokes equations 5, and short-time averaging of the 
turbulence quantities, the following form results: 
+ vox- a {:± V(vv7) - V X(VXv) + TDT (1) 
In addition, we may complete our description of the dynamic 
fluid behavior with a continuity equation: 
=+p p.V + 0 (Z)0 v0 
and a liquid equation of state: 
dp = dK (3)
PO


Equation (1) is a first-order form of the Navier-Stokes equations, 
including turbulent dissipation terms (TDT). Similarly, Equation 
(2) is a first-order continuity expression relating the dynamic velo­
city perturbation to density perturbations (p. is the mean density). 
Examination of Equations (i) and (2) shows that the presence 
of a mean turbulent flow has two possible effects. First, the 
TURBULENT PROFILE 
..t ..p 2( t 
L-x


VT( r,x,t ) vector total velocity 
Vr= Vo+ v+ t I 
Vo= time invariant mean flow 
V= dynamic perturbation of interest 
Vt= turbulent fluctuations 
=
P-rPo + P+ Pt 
2747 
Figure 2. General Physical Picture Of Flow Behavior In Feed Line 
turbulent dissipation terms introduce damping in addition to the con­
ventional "laminar" damping accounted for by the terms in brackets 
on the right side of Equation (1). Second, the mean flow introduces 
a "convective" effect represented by the terms Vo b;T/bx and 
V.o p/ ax inEquations () and (Z)..respectively. 
The requirements for a dynamic feedline model with a mean 
flow are that (1) the attenuation effects of the turbulent flow be pro­
perly treated and (2) the possible convective influences be examined 
and included if necessary. The following sections treat these two 
topics. In general, the feedline model presented will be an exten­
sion of an existing distributed parameter model which exactly ac­
counts for laminar viscous effects, but negligible mean flow. This 
existing model, which is discussed in References 5 and 6, may be 
given in the following form: 
P 2 (s) = P, (s) cosh y'L - Z A-1 Q (s) sinh yL 
-1 
Q2 (s) = Q].(s) cosh yL - Z _ API (s) sinh yL (4) 
The laminar propagation operator takes the familiar form 
1 ( 
( )

Ylam = s [Jr 
where c is the phase velocity in the fluid, J. and J4 are zero and 
first-order Bessel functions of the first kind and 
t2 = -sl (6) 
The characteristic impedance is related to the propagation operator 
by 
Ze = pO c O2 y/S (7) 
The magnitude of the additional attenuation due to turbulence 
is a function of the Reynold's number and the frequency range of 
interest; this aspect is discussed in Section IL 3. The relationship 
between mean flow velocity and the adiabatic speed of sound dictates 
the phase velocity to be used in Equation (5). Section I. 2 discusses 
the effect of mean flow convection. 
6


II. 2 Possible Convective Influences 
As indicated previously, the terms v. bv/ x and ap/axv0 
in Equations (1) and (2), respectively, represent the convective 
effect of the mean flow vo. The question to be answered at this 
point is: Are these terms of enough significance to be retained in 
the final model? Ideally we would, like to retain the convective terms 
at all times, but, from a practical standpoint, they increase con­
siderably the complexity of the final solution. 
To judge the importance of the convective terms, it is con­
venient to consider a nondissipative, one-dimensional form of Equa­
tions (1) and (2) or 
avx + (8)vo x
and 
P vx p(96P + PO v- + vo LP = 0 (9) 
Transformation of Equations (3), (8), and (9) into the Laplace domain, 
and the subsequent elimination of p and P, yields one equation in 
V (V. is the transform of v.), or 
(cv ds 2 -2 dxV -s = 0 (10) 
where 
s = Laplace variable 
1


co = (; t/p) 2 = isentropic speed of sound


Vo = axial mean flow velocity 
Assuming a solution for Equation (10) of the form 
V = CeYx (11) 
we find the characteristic equation to be 
(co -vo )) Y2 Zs v 0 y- s = 0 (12) 
whose roots or values for y are 
7 
(sC Cs: 2 
2 
c . 2where = Co - v2. The plus sign applies to waves traveling in 
the retrograde direction, and the negative sign to waves traveling in 
the mean flow direction. 
From these results, it is found that for propagation in the +x 
direction, with the mean flow, the phase velocity is greater than c0 . 
To demonstrate this result, recall that the propagation operator is 
functionally equivalent to the Laplace variable divided by a velocity 
quantity. Substituting the equivalent expression for c* into Equa­
tion (13), the following result is obtained: 
s (vO ± c.) (14) 
O(v+cO) (Vo- cO) 
For propagation in the mean flow direction, 
Y+X = (15) 
Therefore, the phase velocity for downstream propagation is greater 
than the adiabatic speed of sound. Similar reasoning verifies that 
the phase velocity for retrograde propagation is less than the adia­
batic speed of sound. 
It is important to point out that for normal conditions of 
liquid propellants flowing in a feedline at velocities up to, say, 50 
fps, the phase velocity with mean flow is so minutely changed that 
this convective effect may be neglected. The reason for this is that 
the mean velocity is much smaller than the liquid sonic velocity, Co . 
The only condition under which this might change would be where 
sufficient entrained gas is present in the fluid to cause the new ef­
fective c. value to be, say, an order of magnitude lower than for 
the pure liquid. Then the convective effect should be included. For 
example (see Section III. 1), if the level of entrained gas were to 
approach 0. 1 percent by weight of the total liquid mass, then the 
equivalent speed of sound of the mixture would be approximately 
100 fps. In this case, the speed of sound is only twice as large as 
the maximum mean flow velocity, and the phase velocity would be 
8


100 ± 50 fps, depending on the propagation direction. This example, 
however, is unrealistic because the gas concentration rarely ap­
proaches a level where the mean flow velocity is but a small frac­
tion of the mixture speed of sound. Therefore, for all practical 
purposes, the phase velocity can be taken to be the adiabatic speed 
of sound. 
11. 3 Effect of Turbulence on Damping and Phase Velocity 
It is known that the four terminal Laplace domain represen­
tation for pressure and flow in a line is extremely accurate when the 
flow is laminar and the propagation operator is of the following form: 
r %Jo(ro) L (16)PL = ); I ] Ylam 
In reality, a turbulent flow condition exists for many propellant feed­
line operating points, as indicated by Reynold's numbers of the order 
of l05 to 5 X 107 . Therefore, the effect of turbulence must be re­
flected in the propagation operator. As shown in Figures 3 and 4 
(fromnReference 7), the predominant effect of turbulence is to in­
crease the spatial attenuation at low frequencies. At high frequen­
cies, the laminar and turbulent attenuations coincide. There is some 
tendency for turbulence to reduce the phase velocity at very low fre­
quencies and high Reynold's numbers. However, after a thorough 
investigation into existing feedline geometries, propellant properties, 
mean flow velocities and frequency range for structural-hydraulic 
coupling, it was concluded that the effect of turbulence on the phase 
velocity could be neglected. 
For the exact distributed parameter line model, the effect of 
turbulent attenuation was modeled by adding to the existing laminar 
propagation operator, rL, an additional attenuation contribution, 
F, due to turbulence. 
Pt = F L + F- = (IL, + r-) + iFL (17) 
The form of turbulence induced increment in attenuation was derived 
from the form of the attenuation factor of a constant I-R-C, lumped 
parameter, representation of a line. That is, 
I 
r.0 = svIT(R/Is + 1)2f t (18) 
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By analogy, 
17=Re [A Qt + I)] (19) 
,where­
n
=vK NR (20)
ro


The constants, K and n, were determined by surface fitting the 
turbulent attenuation increment in Figure 3 as a function of Reynold's 
number and frequency. The derived values of these constants are: 
K = 0.0055 
n = 0.85 
12


IllI. 	 DISTRIBUTED COMPLIANCES 
III. 1 Distributed Bubbles 
In most practical applications, the liquid rocket propellant in 
the feedline will contain quantities of either dissolved ullage gas or 
propellant vapor, or possibly both. It is assumed that the gases or 
vapor are in the form of small bubbles, homogeneously distributed 
throughout the liquid. The net effect of distributed bubbles in the 
liquid is to modify (reduce) the effective fluid sonic velocity and 
possibly to introduce added damping because of irreversible com­
pression and expansion of the bubbles caused by a periodic distur­
bance. 
Two types of entrained gases have been considered in the 
model for the acoustic velocity in a two-phase flow: 
(1) 	 The flow of a single-component, two-phase mixture, 
such as LOX and oxygen vapor, and 
(2) 	 The flow of a two-component, two-phase mixture, 
such as LOX with entrained helium ullage gas. 
For a single-component, two-phase mixture, the actual flow 
process is theoretically bounded by the equilibrium process and the 
constant quality process. In the case of an equilibrium process, the 
vaporization and condensation rates are large enough to ensure that 
the vapor temperature and liquid temperature are always equal; 
both phases are saturated, and the quality (vapor fraction by weight) 
varies only with pressure. Based on the assumption of thermodynamic 
equilibrium, Gouse and Brown 8 have shown that the speed of sound in 
a single-component, two-phase flow can be expressed as 
1 
c= 
( Vf(vg -vf + X) (S98-Sf) A 1g0 ( ASv (21) (21 
where X is the mixture quality and (S. - Sf) is the change in entropy 
between the saturated vapor and the saturated liquid state. Evalua­
tion of Equation (21) requires the extensive use of a temperature­
entropy chart or a tabular representation of the thermodynamic pro­
perties of the fluid being considered. 
On the other hand, the condensation and vaporization rates in 
a constant quality process are assumed to be so low that no significant 
13 
phase change occurs. In a two-component mixture, a constant qual­
ity exists at all times if there is no liquid vapor present. Rearrang­
ing the derivation by Hsieh and Plesset 9 , the speed of sound in a 
two-component mixture is 
2. V + P (22) 
c7 fp gP ) PY, C? P +§Py, P cS, 
where 
P = mixture density 
P8 = gas density 
p = liquid density 
c = speed of sound in the liquid 
c = speed of sound in the gas 
and = mass gas/mass liquid. 
As the mass ratio, t, approaches zero, the speed of sound ap­
proaches that for the pure liquid. Plesset and Hsieh1 0 have also 
shown that, for very small gas bubbles dissolved in a liquid, the 
adiabatic speed of sound in the gas should be replaced by the iso­
thermal speed of sound. The reason is that the gas bubbles have a 
non-uniform temperature distribution in their interior due to the 
finite value of the heat conduction rate. Figure 5 presents the iso­
thermal versus the adiabatic model for dissolved helium ullage gas 
in LOX. For comparison, the equilibrium model for LOX with O 
vapor is also shown. Reliable experimental data are not available 
to determine which flow process actually occurs for the flow of a 
single-component, two-phase mixture. As can be seen by Figure 5, 
there is a great difference in the acoustic velocity between the equi­
librium and the constant quality flow processes. These differences 
could lead to a large error in the predicted feedline system re­
sponse, and more work should be devoted to a study of the actual 
flow process. In the present study, the constant quality model is 
applied to both single-component and two-component flows. A more 
detailed discussion of the acoustic velocity in two-phase flow is pre­
sented in Appendix B. 
The wave propagation characteristics of the mixture depend 
not only on the gas-to-liquid mass ratio but also on the bubble size 
and disturbance frequency. Bubbles of a given size resonate when 
excited at their natural frequency; this natural or resonant frequency 
14
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100 
increases in inverse proportion to the bubble radius11 . An investi­

gation has been made to determine the variation in effective sonic 
velocity in a liquid with uniformly distributed gas bubbles as the 
excitation frequency approaches the bubble resonant frequency. 
At frequencies approaching resonance, Equation (22) is no


longer useful, even as an approximation. Spitzer 1 2 derived an ex­
pression for the phase velocity at all frequencies by assuming that 
the gas concentration is small. If surface tension is neglected and 
ifthe bubble diameter is assumed to be larger than 0.001 ft, the 
bubble resonant frequency can be approximated by 13 , 14


/ 2 X 
f. rrR - 4IP (23) 
where r1, the polytropic exponent, is dependent primarily on the 
bubble size and gas thermal conductivity. For very small bubbles, 
such as those assumed to be distributed in the propellant feedline, 
the polytropic exponent is equal to unity. 
The theoretical effect of frequency and bubble size on the 
phase velocity in a mixture of air bubbles in water has been pro­
grarnmed and is presented in Figure 6. The mass ratio, , was 
-s
assumed to be 3.0 X 10 . Note that the speed of sound is only af­
fected at or near the bubble resonant frequency, which increases 
with decreasing bubble size. For the homogeneous distribution of 
very small bubbles entrained in the liquid propellant, the net effect 
over the frequency range of interest is only to lower the phase velo­
city of the pure liquid, to the value predicted by Equation (22). The 
effect of larger bubbles, which are assumed to exist only locally 
(cavitation zones), is discussed in Section IV. 
Il 2 Distributed Wall Compliance 
In general, the flexibility of the feedline wall will produce two 
possible effects which may be of concern. First, the wall compli­
ance will reduce the phase velocity and increase the spatial attenua­
tion for the longitudinal fluid wave propagation mode (called the 
zeroth mode in Reference 5), and second, the axial wall stiffness 
effect, will permit real wave propagation of the higher order modes 
at low frequency by virtue of a coupling between the fluid and axial 
wall modes. For typical feedline problems, we have concluded that 
the amount of energy which is fed into the higher order modes at the 
line terminations is so small that it can be neglected. Therefore, 
for all practical purposes, the effect of the axial wall stiffness on 
16
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the wave propagation can be neglected. This topic is thoroughly 
discussed in Section IL 3. 
The influence of the wall compliance (and mass) on the pro­
pagation of the zeroth mode -cannot-be -neglected; -Gerlach5 - investi 
gated the case of a viscous fluid flowing through a line having elastic 
flexible walls, i.e., a line whose walls have finite radial compli­
ance and impedance but do not propagate disturbances axially. By 
equating the radial impedance of the wall to the radial impedance of 
the fluid, the latter being subject to the no-slip condition on axial 
fluid velocity at the wall, the following characteristic equation for 
the eigenvalue problem was obtained: 
(y- 1) P.o 
[PJP(Or°) Ys Ji(kro)]= pths 2+hEt/r. (24) 
J.(ro) k Jo(kr 0 )I 
The parameters, and k, are separation constants of the solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations and are related by 
= t + s/v 	 = 0' + s 2Ic 0 	 (25) 
where 
h = 	 tube wall thickness 
r = 	 tube radius 
Et = 	 Young's modulus for tube material 
Pt = 	 density of tube wall 
s = 	 Laplace variable 
c = 	 isentropic speed of sound in the fluid 
V = 	 fluid kinematic viscosity 
PO = 	 fluid density 
J0,51 = 	 zero and first-order Bessel functions of the 
first kind. 
Equations (24) and (25) were solved numerically on the computer. 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the effect of an "elastic, flexible wall" 
(a wall with radial compliance and mass) on the spatial attenuation 
and phase velocity for the zeroth mode. The area of interest in 
these figures corresponds to dimensionless frequency numbers, 
wr/co, less than 1.0, since it is known that coupled structural­
18
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feedsystem instabilities occur in this frequency range. In this range, 
the wall behaves in a spring-like manner and inertia effects are neg­
ligible; radial attenuation for the elastic wall is virtually indistin­
quishable from the attenuation of the rigid wall. It has been estab­
lished that for any practical feedline problem, this is the case; 
hence, only the wall radial compliance need be considered. Wall 
mass effects are negligible. Therefore, the classic Korteweg cor­
rection to the phase velocity is valid. That is, 
c co (26) 
+ oEth 
It must be remembered, however, that this correction is the result 
of applying a boundary condition to the fluid dynamic formulation. 
III. 3 Axial Wall Stiffness 
In the preceding section, it was stated that the effect of axial 
wall stiffness on higher mode wave propagation could be neglected. 
That statement can be justified by proving the following points: 
(1) 	 Due to observable flow processes in feedlines, there is 
a rinimal amount of energy available in the higher modes 
of the fluid for coupling with the wall. 
(2) 	 The energy that is available in each higher fluid mode 
has an attenuation rate, below the cut-off frequency, of 
approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that 
for the zeroth mode. Therefore, the energy level and 
attenuation rate do not permit sustained coupling of the 
fluid and the wall in the higher modes. 
The physical effect of higher modes must be considered, because the 
proposed distributed parameter line model is based on only the 
zeroth mode of propagation, and the existence of substantially 
higher modes would invalidate its functional form. 
Recall that the magnitude of Reynold's numbers in a typical 
feedline indicates a turbulent flow condition. Hence, the velocity 
profile should be relatively flat. Gerlach 5 has calculated the pertur­
bation velocity profiles of the first four modes for the laminar, 
viscous pipe-flow problem. Characteristic results are shown in 
Figures 9 and 10 where F. 1 (r) is the velocity distribution function. 
Observe closely that, for the wide range of frequencies and damping 
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numbers considered, the zeroth mode velocity distribution is near­
ly constant across the cross-section. The obvious conclusion is 
that the zeroth mode perturbation profile approximates a turbulent 
profile, and, hence, a minimal contribution from the higher modes 
is required to fill out the turbulent profile. Therefore, it follows 
that-the energy level in -the higher modes is negligible. 
Based on the foregoing discussion, there is admittedly a 
small contribution of the higher modes to the velocity profile. How­
ever, Gerlach5 has also shown that the spatial attenuation (the real 
part of the propagation operator) for these higher modes is substan­
tially larger than for the zeroth mode. The net effect is that the 
higher modes are rapidly damped out over a broad frequency range, 
and therefore have neither the time nor the energy levels required 
to excite (couple) corresponding modes of transmission in the con­
duit wall. Figure 11 illustrates the elevated damping level of higher 
modes, while the zeroth mode attenuation is roughly insensitive to 
the frequency range. 
The above discussion substantiates the validity of the zeroth 
mode transfer equations for the line. In addition, the foregoing con­
clusions which were derived on a qualitative basis, have also been 
verified quantitatively by Lin and Morgan 1 5 . 
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IV. LOCAL COMPLIANCES


IV. i Cavitation Zones or Large Gas Bubbles 
At elbows or bends in the feedline, or at the pump inlet, local 
pressure drops are likely to create regions of cavitation. In most 
cases, these regions are composed of localized bubbles of vapor. 
These larger cavitation bubbles in the line are modeled by consider­
ing the bubbles to be local compliances. As the excitation frequency 
approaches the bubble resonant frequency, which can be quite low 
for large bubbles, the volume pulsations may be described by the 
following linear, second-order differential equation: 
4 vR 	 + b + v = -p(t) 	 (27) 
V0 
or 
m 2 ;; + bi + kv = -p(t) 	 (28) 
where 
P = 	 liquid density 
PO = 	 steady state line pressure 
V0 = 	 steady state bubble volume 
R o = 	 steady state bubble radius 
b = 	 coefficient accounting for viscous, thermal and 
radiation damping. 
The continuity equation relating the flow upstream and down­
stream of the bubble is 
q2 - ck = dv/dt 	 (29) 
where ch and q2 represent the upstream and downstream volu­
metric flow rate, and dv/dt is the change in bubble volume with 
time. Equations (28) and (Z9) can be combined conveniently in the 
Laplace transform domain to yield an expression for the change in 
flow rate due to the presence of the bubble. 
Q-(s) - Q() = sP(s) 	 (30)(mzs2 +bs+k) 
26 
where the term l/(mn s 2 +bs+k) can be visualized as a "complex"2 
compliance. The damping term, b, has been estimated by Devinl 6 , 
and is represented by a combination of the losses originating from 
three processes:


(1) Thermal damping resulting from the thermal conduction 
between the gas in the bubble and the surrounding liquid; 
(2) Sound radiation damping caused by energy dispersed by 
radiating spherical sound waves when the bubble is ex­
cited into volume pulsations; 
(3) Viscous damping from viscous forces at the liquid-gas 
interface.


In the literature, there is considerable disagreement as to 
the theoretical expressions that should be used to evaluate the 
damping constant, 6, which is related to the coefficient of damp­
ing, b, by 
6= b (31) 
The reason for this disagreement is that, while the theory is appli­
cable to all frequencies, experimental verification has been obtained 
only at the resonant condition. However, it is hypothesized that the 
theory which is summarized here and has been incorporated into the 
computer code is valid over a broad range of frequencies. 
The total damping constant is given by 
86 = th + brad + 6vis (32) 
or, b = bth + brad + bvis 
where


( sinh (20 1 R.) + sin (20 1 R.) 1 
btuh = coi° sh(R.)0- sin. 01lo 0 X Vo.- (33)2O1 R0 sinh (20 1 R0 ) - sin (201R.) vow 
13(y-l) cosh(20 1 Ro) - cos(20iRo)) 
brd=PAW 2 (34)braa - 4nc 
bvis - nRo (35) 
27 
In these expressions, 
p -= liquid viscosity 
py = liquid density 
c.6 = 	 liquiq speed of sound 
y = 	 ratio of specific heats irrespective of the thermo­
dynamic process indicated by the polytropic expo­
nent, T1. 
Also, the argument 
0 =R Ro 	 (36) 
is a measure of the rate at which heat is conducted over a distance, 
R., from the bubble center to the liquid-gas interface. The thermal 
diffusivity of the entrained gas is denoted by D1 . 
For zero damping of the oscillations, 
Q 1 (s) - Q 2 (s) - sP(s) 	 (37)k(Il+ m2S2 
At frequencies considerably below the bubble natural frequency, W0, 
QJ.(s) - Q2(s) = s P(s) (38)
k 
where 	 w. is defined as 
o = A 	 (39) 
For these low frequency cases, the compliance becomes simply 
-]Po (40) 
The correct value of the polytropic exponent I in the stiff­
ness-term k = ii P./V0 depends on the bubble size and frequency, 
28


as well as the thermal properties of the gas and liquid. This varia­
tion with bubble size and frequency of excitation is shown in Figure 
12. For a given bubble undergoing successive compressions, the 
gas near the center behaves adiabatically, while the gas near the 
liquid-gas interface undergoes no change in temperature since the 
liquid behaves as a large heat sink. The value of the polytropic 
exponent has been found to be 
y [1 + 6th 21 -1 
[+3(y=l) sinh(20Ro) -sin(20iRo))1 (41)201R, (cosh(ZjR0 ) -cos(20 1 R)). 
where 6 th is equal to the term in brackets in Equation (33). 
IV. 2 Complex Side Branch 
The types of side elements typical of a rocket feed system 
(accumulators and gas-filled pressure sensing lines) behave as local 
compliance-like elements. 
In general, any type of complicated side element may be 
modeled; these side elements can be visualized as local or lumped 
"compliances, " even though they may not be compliance-like ele­
ments. The model used for an arbitrary complex side element, 
such as a gauge and line connected onto a feedline, may be put in the 
form of a local compliance, as shown in Figure 13. This element 
is assumed to consist of a side branch line having an inertance, I, 
and resistance, R, and with a capacitance termination, C. The 
line inertance, I, and the line resistance, R, have been pro­
grammed respectively as: 
I= p0 L/Ab (42) 
and 
R = 128 L(43)
ndb( 
Here, p0 = fluid density, L = side branch length, and Ab 
is the branch cross sectional area; .t is the fluid viscosity, and db 
is the side branch diameter. To consider the effects of compressi­
bility in the side branch, the inertia and resistance effects are neg­
lected, and 
Z9
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V (dp) for gases 
qP dt/ 
q4 (d) for liquids (44) 
where q4 is the flow into the branch, V is the volume of the com­
pressible fluid contained within the side branch, Y is the ratio of 
specific heats for the fluid (if a gas), and n is the liquid bulk 
modulus. 
For the case of a gauge connected to a feedline containing a 
liquid by a branch line partially filled with air, the lumped model is 
obtained by summing the effects of the branch inertance, resistance, 
and capacitance. 
The resultant expressions in the Laplace domain relating the 
pressure and flow upstream and downstream of the side branch 
become 
P 2 (s) = Pt(s) (45) 
Q2 (s) = Lcs + Rs+ 1 sP(s) (46) 
The quantity in the brackets can be visualized as a complex 
tcompliance"- for this case, and represents a local compliance 
so far as the feedline is concerned. 
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V. COUPLED RESPONSES 
Four possible modes of structural-hydraulic coupling are 
shown in Figure 14. In cases a, c, and d, an externally imposed, 
rigid-body acceleration acts on a length of feedline. Because of 
viscous shearing forces at the propellant- conduit interface and/or 
body forces applied through the end impedances, the imposed line 
motion will couple with the fluid motion to produce modifications to 
the pressure-flow equations for the stationary line (Section I. 1). 
The functional forms of these modifications are derived herein. 
I 
V. I Accelerated Line (Cases c and d) 
The fluid may be characterized by the familiar axisymmetric, 
linearized, perturbation equations of motion, continuity and state. 
1 a%  av ± 2v2F 1
-p V+ 6 + po (47)L -Y+ I-v 
+6P PO a = 0 (48) 
-6 PoCo2(49) 
PO


Implicit in this formulation is the assumption that the radial pertur­
bation velocity is negligible compared to the axial perturbation velo­
city, v. Note that the pressure has not been assumed to be inde­
pendent of the radial coordinate. The body force F., can be re­
placed by the equivalent D'Alembert force, -poa., due to the im­
posed acceleration. Utilizing this substitution, combining the con­
tinuity and state equations and applying the Laplace transformation 
with zero initial conditions, yields the following pair of coupled 
differential equations: 
1 aP F62V 1 6v 
sv = -o x + L + -r; -AX (50) 
p = poc, bV (51) 
s5 5


where P and V represent the transformed fluid pressure and velo­
city. These equations can be combined into a single equation in the 
dependent variable V. 
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2 
sY = _ x +v [ -- + 1 -A, (52) 
Making use of the fact that A is a function only of the Laplace 
variable, s, and redefining the dependent variable to be 
U(r,x,s) = V+ A /s (53) 
results in the following easily solved, ordinary differential equation: 
2 (54)a + s2 E-. ( ­s U-- r - - -VU + 
This equation is amenable to solution by the standard separation of 
variables technique which yields 
U= (A cosh Xx + B sinh Xx) J 0 (ar) (55) 
where 
C 
= - (> ) 
2= separation constant 
A, B = integration constants. 
By definition, X is the propagation operator, Y(s) which governs the 
spatial attenuation of axially propagated waves in the fluid. This 
operator may be stated a priori: 
¥(s) - s i2 (6 
c (o1- 2 ( r)I (56)groJ 0 gro) 
where 
= -s/v , r = conduit radius 
In addition, the characteristic impedance of the line, Z., is defined 
to be 
Z = PoCc (s) (57) 
s 
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Utilizing these definitions, the fluid pressure and velocity become 
V(r,x, s) = [A cosh Yx + B sinh Yx] J.o(ar) - A,/s (58) 
P (x, s) --Z0 [A sinh lx + B-cosh Yx.] J.(r)- (59) 
The dependence on the radial coordinate may be eliminated by 
averaging these expressions across the cross section. 
V = [A cosh Yx + B sinh Yx]- Jj (cr) - A./s (60) 
P= -Z. [A sinh Yx + B cosh yx] 2 
ar- 1 (a) (61) 
Constants, A and B, can be evaluated at the origin of the line (z=0) 
by applying the boundary conditions. 
V(o,s) = V, ; P (o,s) = P (62) 
which results in the following expressions: 
V = cosh yx sinh yx - AXIs (1-cosh yx) (63)V1 zo 
P = cosh yx - Z V, sinh yx -ZA. sinh Yx (64) 
The desired four-terminal representation for the mean exit pressure 
and flow velocity are obtained by evaluating the above expressions at 
x=L. 
V2 = V: cosh YL - Pi/Z 0 sinh YL - Vx (1-cosh yL) (65) 
P 2 = P1 cosh yL - Z0 VX sinh yL - Vx Z, sinh yL (66) 
where the acceleration has been replaced by its Laplace equivalent 
s V .. These equations can be referred to local volumetric flow rate 
by introducing the line cross-sectional area, A. 
V. 2 Relative Motion of Bellows and PVC Joints 
Bellows 
Bellows are commonly used elements in propulsion feed sys­
tems, and in their most important application, they serve as a "fix" 
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for the POGO instability. Bellows vary in their structural com­
plexity from the simple array of axisynmmetric convolutes shown in 
Figure 15a to the configuration in Figure 15b which incorporates a 
gas trap liner. The following discussion is directed toward the 
latter configuration which includes the simple bellows as a special 
or degenerate case. 
When the ends of a bellows execute relative motion, the change 
in volume flow rate between the inlet and exit can be considered to be 
the sum of two separate effects: 
(1) 	 A flow rate change due to the compliance of the gas 
trapped under the liner, and 
(2) 	 An apparent local volume production. 
It should be noted that the first item exists even in the ab­

sence of relative motion.


First, the pressure drop across a bellows in the flow direc­
tion is expressed in the Laplace domain by 
P 2 (s) = F(pV2, G) P 1 (s) , 	 (67) 
where F (pV;2 , G) is a loss factor, dependent on the dynamic pres­
sure and bellows geometry. Now, the change in flow rate due to 
can be written in terms of the bellows inlet pressure.trapped gas 
q C d-	 (68) 
dt 
or in the transform domain 
Q2'(s) - Q1 '(s)= -Cs P2 (s) 	 (69) 
where C is the lumped compliance of the gas and is defined by the 
ratio of the gas volume to the gas bulk modulus of elasticity. 
The apparent volume production can be derived from the con­
tinuity equation 
q2 - q, = dv/dt 	 (70) 
or in the Laplace domain 
Q2"(s) - Q '(s) z -s Vol (s) 	 (71) 
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Figure 15. Nomenclature For Relative Motion Of Bellows 
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The volumetric production is related to the axial displacement of 
the bellows ends by 
Vol(s) = Kb [XI (s) - X2s(s)] (72) 
where Kb is a "volume change" constant, also dependent on the


bellows geometry. The resulting flow equation is 
Q "(s) - OI(s) = sKb [X 1 (s) - X (S)] (73) 
or in terms of relative velocities 
Q2"(s) - Q"(s) = Kb [Vt(s) - V2 s). (74) 
The combined effect, expressed as the sum of Equations (67) and (74) 
produces the following result for the change in flow rate: 
Q2 (s) =Ql(s) - CsP1 (s) + Kb [VI(s) - Vs(s)] (75) 
Equations (67) and (75) describe completely the four terminal pires­
sure-flow relationship for a bellows. 
PVC Joints


In many applications, the PVC (pressure-volume compensa­
tor) joint is often used in place of an elementary bellows where the 
local volumetric change effect described above is judged undesirable. 
A typical PVC joint, shown in Figure 16, generally consists of a 
bellows to allow line flexibility (either axially, or to allow angula­
tion, or both) and a compensation chamber to "absorb"Athe excess 
volume of fluid created in the line when the bellows is dfsplaced 
axially. In theory, the PVC joint is designed to permit axial length 
changes without introducing a corresponding fluid volume disturbance 
in the line. In practice, however, the PVC joint is not a perfect 
compensation device. 
The "volume flow production" of the bellows Q4, may be 
written as 
Q4(S) = Q2(s) - Q3(s) = Kb [V 1 (s) - V2(s)] (76) 
where V i (s), i = 1 or 2, is the transformed velocity associated with 
coordinate Xi. Similarly, the ideal volume compensation of the PVC 
may be written as 
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Figure 16. Illustration Of Typical PVC Joint 
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Q2(s) = Q1 (s) - Qs(s) = Ko [Vx(s) - V2(s)]. (77) 
Continuity requires that 
Q5 (s) = Q1 (s) + , (S) - Q (s). (78) 
Combining Equations (76), (77), and (78), the resultant flow be­
comes 
QS(s) = QI(s) + (Kb-K.) [VI(s)-V 2 (s)]. (79) 
It is normally intended that Kb = K. so that perfect compen­
sation is obtained. However, there is a dynamic effect associated 
with the action of the compensation unit, so a more general form of 
Equation (77) is 
(S) - [V (s) - V(s)] (80) 
where G(s) might be a simple lag, e.g., (l+'Ts), caused by a com­
bination of the PVC structure elasticity and fluid compressibility. 
Equation (79) was selected as the PVC flow rate expression in the 
feedline computer code. The pressure drop across the joint was 
assumed to have the same functional form as Equation (67). 
V. 3. Forced Changes inLine Length 
The POGO phenomenon is a coupled dynamic instability involving 
the vehicle structure, propulsion system, and propellant feed system. 
Propellant feedlines are normally supported by the vehicle structure at 
discrete points on the line as opposed to a continuous support. A forced 
change in the length of the line between consecutive supports occurs when 
vehicle structural inputs to these supports differ in phase and/or magni­
tude. In this section, the effects of changes in line length are analyzed 
and the transfer matrices that describe the pressure flow response to 
this type of excitation are derived. 
The effect that length changes produce on the pressure-flow re­
can be analyzed from two differentlationships for the liquid in the line 
viewpoints. The first approach requires the solution of the fluid dynamic 
equations of motion subject to an inhomogeneous boundary condition on the 
spatial variation of the axial wall velocity as dictated by the structural 
inputs, V, and V2. An alternate approach assumes that the dynamic 
length change can be modeled as the linear superposition of (i) the axial 
vibration of the rigid line, and (2) a volume production region that reflects 
the relative motion between the ends of the line as indicated in Figure 17. 
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The first method of analysis begins with the Laplace transform 
version of the linearized (1) radial and axial equations of motion for 
the fluid, (2) continuity equation, and (3) the equation of state. These 
equations are reduced to one-dimensional form by averaging across the 
feedline cross section. The solution of the resulting differential equa­
tions for the transformed axial velocity is matched to the transformed, 
inhomogeneous compatibility condition on wall velocity. This boundary 
condition is obtained by solving the undamped wave equation for the 
wall. 
The physical problem is shown in Figure 18. " Liquid pro­
pellant is flowing through a constant area duct of length L, internal 
radius r., and wall thickness t. The terminal ends of the line are 
acted upon by structural velocities having arbitrary relative phase 
and magnitude. The relative motion due to this excitation is assumed 
to be small in the linearized sense. 
V1(t) 	 V2 (t) 
r 
X=o 	 X=Lp=Pp()p 	 =p2 t 
q=q 	 (t) 	 q =q2(t) 
Figure 18. Geometry For Forced Changes In Line Length 
The following assumptions and assertions are made with 
regard to the fluid flow: 
(1) 	 The flow is viscous, incompressible and axisymmetric; 
(2) 	 Viscosity remains constant; 
(3) 	 The flow is laminar; this assumption is not a severe 
constraint because the added attenuation due to turbu­
lence can be adequately taken into account through the 
use of the modified propagation operator described in 
Section II; 
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(4) 	 The pressure and the axial and radial components of 
flow consist of a steady-state level plus a perturbation 
value; 
(5) 	 v, is 

than the radial perturbation, v,.; 

The 	axial v elocityp-erturbation, .- much larger­
(6) 	 Velocity gradients in the axial direction contribute a 
negligible amount to the viscous dissipation forces; 
(7) 	 Spatial derivatives of the density can be neglected since 
the compressibility of the liquid propellant is extremely 
low. 
D'Souza and Oldenberger 1 7 have shown that when these assumptions 
are 	 applied to the Navier- Stokes equations in cylindrical coordi­
nates, the continuity equation and the equation of state, the follow­
ing ,linearized differential equations describe the flow field: 
=
P°0at - ax + LP0rT +7r' 	 (81) 
1~lavr r 6V I 
+ Vr + = 0 (8Z)

x 3t +r r 
These expressions are easily recognizable as the equation of motion 
in the axial direction and the combined continuity and state equations, 
where n- is the fluid bulk modulus of elasticity. In addition, ab­
sence of an equation of motion in the radial direction implies that 
the pressure is constant across the cross section, i.e., p=p(x,t). 
The relative motion in the line wall is governed by the wave 
equation 
c Ptat2 	 = c x2 
where y is the axial displacement of a point in the wall and c. is 
the longitudinal wave speed in the wall. Equation (83) is subject to 
the imposed boundary conditions 
ayQo) =ay(L, and t) 
y(o, t) (t) and = Va(t) (84) 
The 	 no-slip compatibility condition at the wall-fluid interface is 
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ayfr, t) = v(x, r, t) (85) 
The solution for the flow field proceeds in the Laplace trans­
form domain noting that the average pressure perturbation at an 
arbitrary cross section, p(x, t), is equal to the actual perturbation, 
p(x, t). The transform of the equation of motion with zero initial 
conditions yields 
62 V2 I V s V+ (86)a r + r - V P's ax )= 0(6 
where the upper case letters indicate transformed variables. Since 
P is independent of the radial coordinate, Equation (86) can be re­
duced to an expression involving only one dependent variable by the 
transformation of variables 
U= V+ (87) 
pos 6x 
Combining Equations (86) and (87) yields a Bessel type differential 
equation with one finite solution at r = 0. 
U = f(x, s) J. (gr) (88) 
where g= - s/v and f(x, s) is an undefined function which must be 
determined. Therefore, the transformed velocity, V, becomes 
V = f(x, s) J0 (gr) - I ax (89) 
Solution of the wave equation in the wall subject to the prescribed 
boundary conditions yields 
Y(x, s) = Bi cosh sx + B2 sinh (90)cw c 
where B,= V(s) and B2 - V2(s) - V1(s) cosh sL/c. 
= as sinh sL/c w 
Combining the transformed compatibility condition, Equation (85), with 
(89) and (90), produces 
1.__= f(x, s) Jo(gr0 ) - s[Bi cosh + B2 sinh (91) 
pos ax I C, " 
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Substituting this result into Equation (89) and averaging over the 
cross section yields 
V= f(x, S)1 -.J 0 ( r 0 )]+s[B1 coshsx+ B2 sinh!- ] (92) 
As before, barred quantities indicate average values. If the con­
tinuity equation is transformed and then averaged across the cross 
section, the result is 
s bx (93) 
Note that the dependence on radial velocity vanishes since there is 
no net radial flow. Differentiating this result with respect to x and 
incorporating Equations (92) and (91) yields a second-order, in­
homogeneous, ordinary differential equation for the arbitrary func­
tion f(x, s). After considerable algebraic manipulation, the equa­
tion takes the following form: 
d2f c.2 S y2 
_ f= _ S _ g(x, s) (94) 
where 
S 
22Y2 s
roJo (gro)1 
and 
g(x, s) = B, cosh sx+ B2 sinhx C, 
 Cw


A particular integral of Equation (94) is easily obtained by the 
method of undetermined coefficients because of the cyclic nature of 
the inhomogeneous function g(x, s). The general solution of Equa­
tion (94) is 
f(x, s)=(A.icoshYx+AssinhYx)+ cosh sx + C sinh sx (95)(Q C, CW ) 
where A, and A2 are undetermined functions of the Laplace variable 
s and C, and C2 are related to B1 and B 2 by 
-(1- JooY 2 B) 
S= Y)1=, (96) 
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After simplification, the transformed velocity field, Equation (92) 
becomes 
V= (A coshYx+Aasinhyx) (2i -J(gro)) + 
( _ B, .cosh-x +B2 sinh (97) 
Noting that x = pocoa, the pressure field is obtained from Equation 
(93).


-PO c -2 
rr
(A,ysinhYx+ A2 ycoshyx) + 
sSB, sinh + B2 sh (98) 
Coefficients A1 and A2 can be eliminated by evaluating the pressure 
and velocity at the extremities of the line, i. e. , 
(99)
V(o, s,)V V(L,s)zV 2 
In the process of making these evaluations, the characteristic impe­
dance, Z,, can be defined in terms of the propagation operator, Y, 
c)y
-
Po 
S 
Applying boundary conditions (99) to Equations (98) and (97) 
incorporating the expressions for B1 and B2 , and imposing the 
condition that V2(s) = G(s) V1(s) and 0(s) = AV(s) 
21= [-Z sinhVL coshYLJ (C. yS V a.) (1 
where 
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=2 (S sL(GOh') S Xosh- L~oh~- cosh (102)a, s . sinh- -
-
ysinhyL+s)+ sinh sL c, c)
L\ =scnh _ =, a. i  sL (S cW Cy - sinh y (103) 
C, L) 
The assumed dependence of V2(s) on V1 (s) is entirely realistic since 
the vehicle structural velocities, which are the forcing functions, are 
generally describable by transfer functions. 
Equation (101) represents the desired result for forced changes 
line length. The column matrix in Equation (101) represents a 
pressure-flow modification to the square matrix that describes pres­
sure and flow in the absence of external excitation. It can be shown 
that when V, = V2 the above expressions degenerate to 
P [coshYL, Az X sinhyL FZsinh yL
LL +Vf (104)
AZ sinhYL coshYL i A(l-coshyL)1 
where 
= J.(r) 
This latter result was predicted by Gerlach 1 8 for rigid body, axial 
vibration of a line, where coupling occurs through viscous shear. 
In the second modeling approach, the pressure-flow equations 
for the rigid body motion of a line are modified with a volume produc­
tion element that reflects the relative motion of the ends of the line. 
For a rigid line oscillating with velocity, V)\, 
[:: 1=L cosh Yt -A1Zesinhnj[P [NosAsinhyL coshy . shy (105) 
The rate of volume generation due to relative motion is 
/' = A(V 2 - V) (106) 
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Total volumetric flow rate is then the sum of Q2' and Q2/. Com­
bining Equations (105) and (106) yields 
Li L coshyL -AI Z, sinhYL] Pi _V1 [ZsinhyLG (107) 
=Zc AsinhyL coshYL Q ] 
As before; G(s) describes the relationship between the externaliy 
imposed velocities, V1 and V2 . 
Equations (101) and (107) cannot be compared directly since, in 
the first case, the excitation is coupled to the fluid by a boundary 
condition and, in the latter case, the coupling takes the form of a 
body force applied to the fluid. 
We believe that the result obtained by treating the problem 
as an inhomogeneous boundary valued problem is the most accurate, 
and it is this expression, Equation (101), that has been incorporated 
into the computer code. 
V. 4. Mounting Stiffness 
Propellant feedlines are anchored to the primary vehicle 
structure by mounting brackets that exhibit varying degrees of 
elasticity and damping. These brackets act as filters which modify 
the structural excitation that is transmitted to the feedline. There 
are two techniques that can be utilized in modeling the effect of 
mounting stiffness: (1) discrete parameter-acceleration, and (2) 
impedance. Both of these methods are summarized in this section. 
The transfer equations for the discrete parameter-acceleration 
technique have been programmed as Subroutine Eight in the com­
puter program while the impedance approach is programmed in 
Subroutine Ten. 
Discrete Parameter-Acceleration Technique 
Consider the idealized configuration shown in Figure 19. The 
entire line, which has two bends, is assumed to be infinitely rigid and 
elastically restrained. A single linear spring in parallel with a vis­
cous damper represents the combined effect of all the discrete 
mounting stiffnesses whose line of action coincides with that of the 
equivalent mounting stiffness. In Section V. 1, an expression was 
derived for the pressure and flow rate in a vertical line that is ex­
cited by a velocity, VA, applied directly to the line. That expres­
sion forms the starting point for the analysis of the present configura­
tion. Initially, the velocity, V(s), is replaced by its Laplace equivalent, 
ay(s)/s. It was shown in Section V. I that the four-terminal represen­
tation of a vertically accelerated line is 
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Figure 19. Model For A Line With Mounting Stiffness 
[] CosY -Z sinhYt P s ZesinhYL 
=II asS) (108) 
3 S -AZO sinhyL coshYL- Q2 A(I-coshYL] 
The problem is to express the resultant line acceleration, as(s), in 
terms of the applied structural acceleration, aj (s), the viscoelastic 
support parameters, and the fluid mass contained in the horizontal 
limbs of the feedline. By neglecting the elbow at the exit to the fuel 
tank, this aspect of the problem is easily overcome by viewing the 
entire system as a damped, harmonic oscillator whose mass is equiva­
lent to the combined liquid mass in the horizontal limbs. The support 
is excited by a1 (s), and the inertial effects in the vertical line seg­
ment are taken into account by applying the dynamic fluid pressure 
forces on the projected areas of the elbows on the system mass. 
During oscillatory motion, the mass of fluid contained in the 
transverse limbs of the feedline contributes an added mass, (m-+m3 ), 
effect. The inertial loading, due to the fluid mass in the vertical seg­
ment of the line, is replaced by the equivalent dynamic pressure forces. 
For a support of negligible mass, the differential equation of motion 
for mass vi about its equilibrium position is, 
ML = -k(x-y) - b(i- ) + A(ps-p 2 ) (109) 
Transforming this result into the Laplace domain and noting that 
~XI= X, I~y} _-y (110) 
and 
s 2X = ag(s), s 2 Y = aj(s) (1i1) 
the following result is obtained. 
s2sbk i2sb+kl 
ayps) = ajs)L b+k]I +A[P(s)P(s)1K2b11k] 
The first term in Equation (112) reflects the externally imposed 
acceleration, and the second term reflects a passive inertial loading. 
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A straightforward combination of Equations (112) and (108) produces, 
after some manipulation, 
P3i 	 2__ P2-ia 
1n 	 - at ](113)
Q3,._ :1 _+0' 1+0) - Q 1+13'I ~ 	 a OAI- V.02-'/; 	 + 
where the Li (i,j = 1, 2) are the elements of the original square 
matrix in Equation (108) and 
,L sb+k 
= s(MsS+sb+k) Z sinhYL 
_ As ZsinhYL 
(Ms2 +sb+k) 
(114) 
0 	 sb+k 
- s (Ms2 + sb+k) A(l-coshyL) 
A2s(l-coshYL) 
Ms2 +sb+k 
All other terms have been defined previously. The input accelera­
tion, a1 (s), could be replaced by the equivalent velocity represen­
tation, s Vi(s). However, this replacement would require a minor 
computer code modification since the program currently determines 
the response to acceleration, al(s). As the support becomes pro­
gressively stiffer, Equation (113) degenerates into the expression for 
a simple accelerated line. 
Equations (113) and (114) represent the complete transfer 
functions for the discrete parameter-acceleration technique for a 
feedline segment with external accelerations applied through a mount­
ing structure with arbitrary stiffness. This technique has been pro­
grammed into the computer code as Subroutine Eight. 
A second method of analysis of problems involving structural 
mounting stiffness will now be presented, where the line accelerations 
(or velocities) are expressed in terms of the structural driving point 
impedance. 
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Impedance Technique 
The impedance technique will now be applied to the same line 
configuration that was used in the previous case with the exception 
that the mounting stiffness which consisted of a grounded acceleration, 
aj, and a viscoelastic support is replaced by a driving point impe­
dance, Z.. As before, the starting point for the analysis is the four­
terminal representation of line that is subject to velocity excitation, 
Vt(s). It is required that the line velocity be expressed in terms of 
the imposed forces and ultimately in terms of the driving point im­
pedance. The support exerts a force, F, on the feedline, and the 
equation of motion for this system that corresponds to Equation (109) 
is 
Mi = 	 -F+A_(ps-p 2 ) 	 (115) 
Applying the Laplace transformation to this expression yields 
Ms V2 (s) = -F(s)+A [ps(s)-p2(s)] 	 (116) 
The driving point impedance is, by definition, 
Z.(s) - F(s) (117)Ve(s) 
Eliminating F(s) between Equations (116) and (117) produces 
V(s) - A(P 3 -P 2 ) 	 (118)Z'+Ms 
Equation (118) may be introduced into Equation (108) and the follow­
ing result is obtained after rearrangement: 
P 3 1,1+a 	 P]12 
=I 	 (119)
L2s+ 	 11) L2 1 
where 
AZ. 2 sinhf 2 
Z3 +Ms 
A2(l-coshr 2 )2 
Z +Ms 
LI,= 	 elements of original square matrix in 
Equation (108). 
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The obvious difference between Equations (113) and (119) is 
that the latter does not contain the trailing column vector that re­
flects the enforced excitation. In the latter formulation the effect 
of t mounting support (s"irctural impedance) is absorbed into the 
square matrix. Both formulations degenerate into the simple sta­
tionary line representation for an infinitely stiff support. 
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VI. GENERALIZED FEEDLINE COMPUTER CODE 
A versatile computer code has been generated to calculate 
the frequency response of propellant feedlines. Program philosophy 
and logic are discussed in this section, and the mechanics of setting­
up and execution including specific example problems are presented 
in Appendix D. 
The construction of a computer code to generate the frequency 
response of a propellant feedline is a relatively straightforward task 
when the sequence of feedline components (lines, bellows, PVC joints, 
etc.) is fixed by a specific design configuration. However, for pre­
liminary design analyses, it is advantageous to determine the effect 
that a reordering of line components would produce on the overall 
feedline response. For example, various sequences of components 
could materially affect the structural-hydraulic coupling that is 
known to influence the instabilities that were delineated in Section I. 
It can readily be visualized that reprogramming the feedline re­
sponse equations for numerous changes in the component sequence 
is an extremely expensive, time-consuming task. To alleviate this 
situation, a master computer code was written in FORTRAN IV for 
the CDC 6400 to provide the systems engineer with a design tool for 
obtaining the frequency response of a feedline in which the type, 
number and sequence of basic line components between the propellant 
tank and the turbopump inlet can be specified in a completely arbi­
trary fashion. The dominant criterion employed in generating this 
code was that the "user" be required to perform a minimal amount 
of manual conditioning of a given problem prior to machine execution. 
Formulation of the code is based on the fact that the four­
terminal pressure-flow relationship across any line component can 
be represented in matrix form when the perturbation equations are 
transformed into the Laplace domain. That is, with no loss in 
generality, 
Di Li KCi; i1= 1,Z,.... n (120)
LQ,+J - 0 
where n represents the number of components in the line. In this 
expression, the transformed output pressure and flow for a given 
component are related to the corresponding input quantities through 
a 2 X2 square matrix, D i , plus a column matrix, C1, that is 
present only if that particular component is being excited by an 
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external forcing function, K. The parameter, K, may be the 
Laplace transform of an externally imposed acceleration or velo­
city, or the volume perturbation due to a side branch pulser. In 
general, it is desired to determine the perturbation pressure at 
.some-point in- the-line -in response-to-any -one of-the-class- of -forcing 
functions that K represents. With regard to propellant feedline 
analyses, the important pressure point is located at the entrance to 
the turbopump because dynamic variations in the inducer inlet suc­
tion head are instrumental in the growth of structural-fluid dynamic 
instabilities. Having established the desired output variable, 	 the 
ob­functional form of the transfer function for the overall line is 
tained by applying Equation (120) to each line component followed by 
sequential matrix substitution to arrive at the following generalized 
transfer equation: 
P = DQ KB 	 (121) 
Through experience we have found that matrix D can be stated 
a priori for any feedline composed of n ordered components. 
D = D Dn- D2 -2 .... D 	 (122) 
Matrix 1, however, does not possess such a well-defined property. 
In general, 
+ 	 (123)+ + 
The value of "m" is strongly dependent on the line configuration as 
is the matrix structure of each B. The distinguishing feature of 
each Bi is that it consists of a column matrix of one of the C's 
pre-multiplied by one or more Dl's. Matrix P in Equation (121) 
contains the desired pressure response to the perturbation, K, and 
matrix Q contains the pressure-flow perturbations at the exit to 
the fuel tank. By assuming that the impedance at the tank exit, ZI, 
is known and that the turbopump-injector-engine combination can be 
lumped into an equivalent impedance, Zt, Equation (121) can be ex­
panded into its constituent equations to obtain the explicit form of 
the transfer function 
P 21(dpZj+ da?)bli - (dnZi+ d) b 1 (124) 
K (d Z±+d22) - (dIZi+ d12)/Zt 
where the b13 and di3 are the elements of matrix B and D, 
respectively. 
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To illustrate the concepts that have been presented, consider 
the feedline shown in Figure 20. It is desired to determine the 
transfer function relating the pressure at the turbopump inlet, PG, 
to the line excitation velocity, Vg. Adjacent to each line compo­
nent is a matrix expression of the type presented in Equation (120). 
Performing the previously indicated matrix substitution yields 
DfDsC+rflsD +3 4 CA-D2D 4
 (125)25 D4 3 2) 
The subscripts on pressure and flow rate pertain to specific points in 
the line while the subscripts on matrices Di and Ci refer to the 
component location in the line. Equation (1Z5) completely defines the 
generalized matrices in Equation (121). An expression similar to 
Equation (124) follows directly from Equation (125). 
The foregoing discussion forms the basis for constructing a 
computer code to determine the frequency response of a feedline con­
taining an arbitrary number and sequence of components. The com­
puter code contains a controller program and a separate subroutine 
for each component in which the elements of each D i and Ci are 
calculated. The program has the capability of synthesizing a feedline 
with as many as fifteen different types of components. However, the 
program listing that is presented in the Appendix contains eleven 
component subroutines; the four vacancies are available for the 
addition of components during future programs. In addition, the 
source deck contains two subroutines for constructing matrices B 
and D and one subroutine for calculating the Bessel functions J, 
and J0 and their ratio for complex arguments. 
Another subroutine calculates the speed of sound in a liquid 
that may or may not contain a homogeneous distribution of bubbles. 
In either case, the radial elasticity effects of the line may be taken 
into account through the Korteweg equation. 
Since substitution of iW for the Laplace variable hIs" implies 
calculations in the complex plane, liberal use has been made of the 
complex variable operations afforded by FORTRAN IV. Complex 
quantities have been subscripted with as many as three indices to 
facilitate bookkeeping within the program. 
In summary, the user merely defines the feedline structure 
as was done in Figure 20 and indexes the components sequentially be­
ginning with the component that is attached directly to the propellant 
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Figure 20. Matrix Representation Of A Feedline In The Laplace Domain 
tank. An expression of the type presented in Equation (121) is then 
assigned to each component. From this point, a minimal amount of 
matrix manipulation is then required to arrive at an expression 
similar to Equation (125), but which reflects the particular configura­
tion under consideration. The flow of subsequent calculations in the 
program is governed by the following inputs: 
(1) 	 A coded set of integers describing the type of elements 
in the order in which they appear in the line, 
(2) 	 The number of Bi' s that are to be summed to arrive at 
matrix B and 
(3) 	 The number and type of matrices that are contained in 
each Bj. 
Using the codes in Item (1), additional data, relevant to each compo­
nent type, are read in and associated with a specific component lo­
cation in the line. Categorically, this data can include component 
lengths, line radii, friction factors, bubble radii, spring constants, 
damping constants, liquid-vapor mass ratios, etc. The complete 
input package also includes information that pertains to the line in 
general, e. g., input and terminal impedances, thermodynamic and 
fluid dynamic properties of the propellant, mean flow velocity, the 
elastic and geometric properties of the conduit wall, and the fre­
quency band over which the response is to be determined. 
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VII. 	 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF 
THE FEEDLINE MODEL 
An experimeiatal t~st program has been conducted to determine 
the validity of the analytical model and corresponding computer program 
for a liquid rocket propellant feedline. A basic test apparatus, which 
simulated in an elementary way a typical liquid rocket feed system, was 
constructed and assembled; this facility was sized so that the test 
parameters spanned the ranges of interest. From initial baseline tests, 
the system complexity was expanded by introducing various effects, and 
experimental responses were obtained for comparison with the com­
puter analysis. 
VII. 1 Experimental Feedline Test Facility 
The basic objectives in the design of the experimental feedline 
test facility were to approximately simulate the pressure response 
(amplitude and frequency) generated by a typical feedline excited by 
various means, while using water as the internal fluid rather than an 
actual rocket propellant or LOX. One feedline perturbation technique 
is illustrated in Figure 21 in which the feedline is externally excited by 
introducing a dynamic volume flow perturbation superposed on the steady 
This technique has been used by other researchers 1, 19, 20 mean flow. 
to obtain the dynamic response of specific feedline configurations, and 
it was chosen as the excitation scheme for the initial tests conducted in 
this experimental program due to its relative controlability. 
Dimensional analysis of a problem involving a typical LOX feed­
line with a finite terminal resistance and excited by a flow pulsar reveal­
ed that the following similarity parameters should be observed for exact 
simulation by the experimental facility: 
PP2 (126) OM PM 0 p (130) 
Zt.Q. ZtQ Zt. Q, ZtQ 
_ 	 
(l27) L 4 Zt
_ -Q .Q - 1 ) L 4 Zt. = 
Q PM Q p (131)Q, Q 	 m 
- L (128) 	 L 
d. d (132)01Q3. 
P= O 	 (129) -_ dQ._ 
id O Q (133)M 
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Figure 21. Illustration of Feedline Excited by a Pulsar
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W L . = WL (134) 
Co Co 
YM Lm = y L (135) 
P4ZUQ= P (136)Zt, Q, Zt Q 
where m = model. 
Ideally, it was initially desired to simulate a typical LOX feedline 
approximately 30 ft long and 8 in. in diameter with water as the fluid 
medium in a line 3 in. in diameter. The 3-in. diameter line was chosen 
based on available pumping equipment and power requirements. This 
allowed for the generation of a turbulent mean flow at the test conditions, 
which was necessary for verification of the turbulent flow propagation 
operator model developed for the computer program. The actual length 
of the line was 27 ft, and this dimension was chosen to obtain a first 
longitudinal mode resonant frequency with water in a rigid line of approxi­
mately 45 Hz. This provided a low enough resonant frequency such that 
the hydraulic actuator which drove the side branch pulsar piston operated 
with a suitable amplitude so as to produce a reasonable (measurable) 
pressure response slightly past the first anti-resonance. 
From the scaling laws presented above, the response of a LOX­
filled line of the same relative geometry as that of the model can be easily 
obtained. The primary frequency responses obtained during the test 
were the terminal impedance amplitudes, defined as the dynamic pres­
sure perturbation amplitude, P4, at the line terminus divided by the 
input dynamic volume flow perturbation amplitude, Qd. 
Dividing the similarity parameter in Equation (136) by Equation 
(133), the corresponding LOX line pulsar impedance amplitude can be 
obtained from the experimental model amplitude as 
_ P zt (137)Q \ d , Zt.


Combining Equations (129) and (130), the ratio of the terminal re­
sistances required for the simultaneous simulation of viscous effects 
(Reynolds number) and compressibility (acoustic effects) becomes 
Zt 2 c.' .d. (138) 
2 2zt.Ztm PM C$, 6 id 
6z


while the corresponding frequencies are determined from 
-W = W. - L. (C) (139)Coxr L 
From the remaining similarity or scaling laws, all the parameters that 
would exist in the simulated LOX feedline can be computed; each vari­
able in the model has a corresponding value in the simulated LOX feed­
line case. 
A schematic of the feedline flow facility used for the basic tests 
is presented in Figure 22. Shown are the relative locations of the lower 
reservoir, pump, hydraulic motor, upper reservoir, supply line and 
feedline, the pulsar piston, hydraulic actuator and terminal impedance 
or resistance. The photograph in Figure 23 reveals the actual relative 
sizes of each of the lower components, including the tower and support 
structure. The flow was produced by a five-stage, deep-well type tur­
bine pump, capable of producing 600 gallons/minute with a total dynamic 
head of 460 ft at 3500 rpm. The pump was powered by a Vickers fixed­
displacement, piston-type hydraulic motor rated at 100HP at 3600 rpm. 
The side branch pulsar piston was driven by a MOOG hydraulic servo 
valve and actuator assembly with a static force capability of 10, 000 lb 
force decreasing to 6, 000 lb at 100 Hz. The maximum stroke of this 
unit was 2. 84 inches. The piston area was designed large enough to 
produce a dynamic pressure amplitude equal to 50 psi (100 psi peak-to­
peak) with the use of a relatively low terminal resistance, Zt = 1. 9 Xl0 s 
lb-sec/ft5 . 
The transfer function relating the pressure response at the line 
terminal to the input dynamic flow perturbation, Qd, for the line con­
figuration used in the base line tests is given by 
-P4 ZA ' sinh (yL) (140) 
- (Z 0IAZt) sinh (yL) + cosh (yL)_d 
For an inviscid model, the terminal impedance amplitude at resonance is 
simply equal to the value of the terminal resistance, 
= Zt (141) 
Qd 
and from this expression, the required volume flow perturbation ampli­
tude was found to be Qd = 0.076 ft 3/sec. It was desired to conduct a 
given test with constant input perturbation amplitude over the frequency 
range; therefore, the piston stroke required was given by 
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XA (142) 
where f is the input or excitation frequency and Ap is the piston frontal 
area. Figure 24 presents the hydraulic actuator stroke limit, which is 
based on a maximum servo valve flow amplitude of 44.8 cubic inches per 
second (peak-to-peak) at 100 Hz and an internal actuator piston area 
equal to 3.3 inches Also shown is the stroke required versus frequency 
for the pulsar piston with diameter equal to 4 inches. 
The upper reservoir was fabricated from a 77-gallon stainless 
steel tank, rated at 400 psi. For all tests conducted, an inlet impedance 
approximately equal to zero was provided by trapping air in the top of the 
tank so as to provide a liquid-gas interface. The base of the reservoir 
support structure was 30 ft above ground level, and was supported by a 
triangular tower composed of three sections, each 10 ft long. The actual 
length of each line was 25 ft, the remaining 2 ft being 1 ft for the pulsar 
"tee" section and the other length connected to the tank outlet. Figure 25 
presents a photograph showing a close-up view of the pulsar "tee" section, 
the hydraulic actuator, and the pulsar piston cylinder. The piston was 
sealed with an "01 ring, and lubrication was provided from the rear by 
filling the remainder of the cylinder bore with hydraulic oil, which was 
displaced periodically into the attached accumulator. 
Instrumentation 
A simplified schematic of the basic instrumentation required for 
the experimental testing is shown in Figure 26. The flow of hydraulic 
pressure into the actuator was controlled by the servo controller. The 
servo control system consisted basically of a DC "set point" input which 
set the hydraulic actuator at the mid-range of its stroke, plus a sinu­
soidal input to generate the flow perturbations. The feedback from the 
piston was obtained by means of a velocity transducer. The servo con­
troller electronic circuit is shown in Figure 27. The servo controller/ 
valve was driven by an electronic oscillator, from which the input fre­
quency and amplitude could be manually controlled. The input flow 
perturbation amplitude was measured with a Sanborn linear velocity 
transducer, which had a sensitivity of 94 millivolts/inch/second and a 
maximum stroke of 1. 0 inch. From the known piston area, the flow 
perturbation amplitude, Q4 was calculated in cubic ft/second. The 
flow perturbation amplitude was displayed on the oscilloscope and con­
trolled manually at each frequency setting since the control loop was 
open. The velocity transducer can be seen in Figure 25. 
The dynamic pressure response was measured through the em­
ployment of Kistler 603A piezoelectric quartz dynamic pressure 
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transducers; the charge signals were converted to voltage readings with 
Kistler Model 504D electrostatic charge amplifiers. Special ultra-low 
noise cables were used to interconnect the transducers and amplifiers. 
These transducers were small with . ZZ nim diameter faces, and were 
mounted flush with the internal feedline wall. These transducers had a 
resolution of 0. 01 psi and were acceleration-compensated to null out 
spurious vibrations. Each transducer w'as calibrated with the charge 
amplifier to determine its actual sensitivity in psi/volt. 
It was discovered during early testing that the dynamic flow per­
turbation inputs were somewhat distorted from pure sinusoidal wave­
forms; this distortion was produced by mechanical friction along the 
hydraulic actuator shaft and pulsar piston. These input distortions not 
only made reading the correct flow perturbation amplitude difficult, but 
also produced distortions in the pressure signals and made measurements 
of its phase lag doubtful. A two-channel SKL 308A variable electronic 
filter was used to clarify both the input and pressure response signals. 
The low-pass cutoff frequency for each channel was set at 1. 5 times the 
excitation or input frequency. In this manner, the phase lags created by 
the filters were equal, keeping the phase lag between the input signal and 
the pressure response equal to its unfiltered value. 
The dynamic pressure and flow perturbation signals were then 
recorded on a CEC Type 5-116-P4-14 oscillograph recorder, which was 
operated at various paper speeds ranging from 8 to 64 inches/second, 
depending upon the input frequency. Each channel was calibrated so as 
to obtain the inches deflection/volt input, and from the known pressure 
and velocity transducer sensitivities, the pressure and velocity sensiti­
vities were obtained as psi/inch and cubic ft per second/inch, respec­
tively. Figure 28 presents typical raw oscillograph data obtained, with 
and without the electronic filters in the system. Also shown is the method 
used to determine the phase angle, 0, from the raw data records. 
VIL2 Base Line Test Results 
The feedline configuration used for the base line tests is prestnted 
in Figure 22. The initial tests were conducted with the termination of 
the line blocked. Also, the initial feedline employed was fabricated from 
thick-walled (Schedule 40S) type 304W stainless steel pipe, 3 in. nominal 
pipe size. With this material and geometry, the effects of the radial wall 
compliance were negligible or slight. By blocking the line terminal, 
possible effects of a mean steady flow component were eliminated from 
consideration, and the problem reduced to that of a closed hydraulic con­
duit connected to a large reservoir at one end and excited by a flow per­
turbation at the closed end. This simplified problem allowed for an 
evaluation of the instrumentation and testing techniques applied since 
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for this case, excellent agreement between theory and experiment should 
exist, as was the result obtained by Gerlach in Reference 18. This was 
the most elementary configuration tested. For this test, the pressure 
amplitude and its phase angle with the dynamic flow perturbation input 
was recorded at the line terminal and also in the reservoir. The pres­
sure amplitudes generated in the upper reservoir, even at line resonance, 
were insignificant, indiaating that the assumption of zero impedance at 
the line inlet was reasonably correct. 
Figure 29 presents the frequency response obtained for a stain­
less steel line 27 ft long and 3. 068 in. in diameter, with a wall thickness 
equal to 0. 216 in., and excited by the side branch flow pulsar. The 
pulsar flow perturbation double amplitude was set at Qd = 0. 007 ft 3 /sec, 
while the excitation frequency was increased from 5 to 100 Hz. Since the 
flow perturbation amplitude proved difficult to control at this exact ampli­
tude for all frequencies, the resultant pressure amplitude was divided by 
the input flow perturbation amplitude to produce a dynamic terminal im­
pedance amplitude, PT/Qd. The linearity of the system thus allows the 
pressure response at any frequency and input amplitude to be obtained 
from Figure 29. The terminal pressure response phase lag was also 
obtained and is plotted as a function of input frequency in Figure 30. The 
data were obtained by pressurizing the liquid to 100 psig by pumping the 
water into a "dead" head; 100 psig was chosen to eliminate any possible 
cavitation problems which might have been developed by the large ampli­
tude dynamic pressures at resonance. Figure 29 indicates excellent 
agreement between theory and experiment, except there appears to be 
more damping at resonance than predicted by the analytical model with 
an infinite terminal resistance. The apparent disagreement in phase 
angle near resonance can be attributed to the poor measurements of the 
phase relationships from the data traces, as these data were recorded 
before it was realized that electronic filtering of the signals was re­
quired as discussed earlier in Section VIL.L 
Effect of the Terminal Resistance 
To determine the effect of the terminal resistance, several tests 
were conducted with various values of the terminal impedance, AP/Q. 
Tests were accomplished with both linear and nonlinear resistance ele­
ments; the resistance for small perturbations from the steady mean 
value was assumed linear in the analytical model, and the validity of this 
assumption was to be verified. This is important for a liquid propellant 
feed system since the pump and injectors being simulated by the resis­
tance element actually have nonlinear steady flow characteristics which 
are generally linearized for modeling purposes. 
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By using various degrees of resistance in the experimental tests, 
various mean flow velocities were also established. In most cases these 
flow velocities were large enough that turbulent flow was established in 
the system, which was required to determine the success of the modified 
propagation operator for a turbulent mean flow discussed in Section IL 3. 
Tests with Linear Flow Resistance 
A considerable effort was directed toward the development of a 
suitable linear flow resistance element for the line terminus. The basic 
requirement for a linear relationship between pressure drop and flow 
rate through a hydraulic element was that the flow be laminar in the local 
passages of that particular component. Laminar flow required a local 
Reynolds number less than approximately 2000 for internal flows. From 
the definition of Reynolds number, 
NR = pVd (1431 
a low Reynolds number was obtained for a given fluid and velocity by de­
creasing the passage diameter, d. 
Initial attempts at constructing a linear resistance was through the 
use of fine mesh wire screen (325 mesh). This proved successful for low 
values of resistance, AP/Q. However, as the flow velocity and pressure 
drop increased, the relation between pressure and flow approached that 
.of an ordinary orifice, AP = kQ2 A suitable linear resistance was finally 
obtained by packing assorted diameter glass -beads between two 325 mesh 
wire screens and into a cylinder 3 inches in diameter and 4 inches long. 
This length was selected based on the experimental data collected in 
Figure 31 for several attempts at developing a true linear pressure-flow 
relationship. Figure 32 presents the actual pressure drop versus volume 
flow measured for this configuration, in which the bead diameters ranged 
from 0. 0117 in. to 0. 0029 in. , providing very small diameter flow 
passages. The 4-in. thickness provided a much more linear flow-pressure 
behavior than any of the other configurations shown, with the pressure drop 
and flow being related by AP = kQ 1 9 . The trend in the summary calibra­
tion of the various "linear" resistance elements tested indicates a true 
linear resistor might be approached or obtained but would require a con­
siderably long or thick resistor. increasing the length also increased the 
magnitude of the resistance, requiring an extremely high pressure drop 
for a given flow rate. For these reasons, the 4-in. thick resistance 
element was selected. 
The tests conducted with this linear resistance element were quite 
similar to those described for the base line test with an infinite terminal 
resistance. Figure 33 presents the frequency response obtained for an 
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aluminum line 27 ft long and with a diameter of 3 in., excited by the side 
branch pulsar located just above the line terminal. The wall thickness 
was 0. 050 in. and the terminal impedance, Z t , was 9.75 X l0 s lb-sec/fts 
producing a mean flow rate Q = 0.0108 ft 3 /sec at 80 psid pressure drop 
through the resi'str. The corresponding phase lag versu frequenfy is 
shown in Figure 34. The predicted amplitude, -phase, and resonant fre­
quencies agree quite well with the experimental data for the first and 
second longitudinal modes. 
Tests with Flow - Nonlinear Resistance 
Tests were conducted with the feedline configuration described 
above for nonlinear type resistors at the line terminal. These resistors 
were simple orifice plates; one designed to produce a terminal impe­
dance value, Zt , near that of the already described linear resistor and 
another had a nominal impedance much lower. The resultant terminal 
pressure responses versus excitation frequency were obtained with 
7/16-in. and 1/4-in, diameter orifices installed in the 3-in. internal 
diameter feedline. The discharge coefficient, kd, for the resultant 
diameter ratio, P, and Reynolds number was obtained from standard 
tables2 1 and checked by a direct calibration while installed at its posi­
tion in the flow facility. With a knowledge of the discharge coefficient, 
the pressure drop versus mean flow rate was calculated from 
-
=kdAo (144) 
where A. was the cross-sectional area of the orifice. From the defini­
tion of the terminal impedance, AP/ Q, the value of the resistance at 
the operating point was obtained by writing Equation (144) as AP = f(Q2 ) 
and differentiating to obtain the slope of the pressure drop versus flow 
curve. Since the orifice had a nonlinear pressure-flow characteristic, 
the magnitude of the resistance varied with the mean flow rate. The 
nominal value of the resistance or terminal impedance was therefore 
computed from 
d(AP)__-_Q__ (145)5Zt = dQ - (kdA )2 
where Q was the mean flow rate at the operating or test conditions. 
The frequency response of the 27-ft long aluminum feedline des­
cribed earlier was obtained for two nonlinear resistance elements 
(orifices). The 7/16-in. orifice provided a nominal terminal impedance 
of ZT = 3.91 X 10 s Ib-sec/ft s at a pressure drop of 100 psid; the ter­
ninal pressure response is presented in Figure 35 and the phase lag be­
tween the pressure and input flow perturbations is shown in Figure 36. 
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100 
For all data points, the amplitude of the dynamic flow perturbations 
created by the side branch pulsar was maintained at approximately 
Qd = 0. 024 ftS/sec. The second orifice had a diameter of 1/4-in., pro­
ducing a much higher terminal resistance at any given mean pressure 
drop measured across the orifice. Tests were conducted on the same 
feedline as used for the 7/16-in. orifice plate with a steady state 
operating pressure drop of 80 psid with the 1/4-in, diameter orifice. 
Figures 35 through 38 indicate fairly good agreement with the 
analytical computer model response, plotted as the solid curve in all 
figures. At the line longitudinal resonant frequencies there appears to 
be greater damping in the experimental tests than predicted by the 
computer simulation of the same problems. Later tests conducted with 
an aluminum line with a smaller wall thickness indicate that this dis­
crepancy cannot be necessarily attributed to the nonlinearity of the 
terminal resistance. 
An aluminum line with a 3-in. internal diameter, 27 ft long, anc 
a wall thickness, h = 0. 022 in., was tested with the 7/16-in. diameter 
orifice employed as the terminal impedance element. The steady flow 
pressure drop at the line terminus was 80 psid, producing an operating 
or nominal terminal impedance, Zt = 3.47 X 10 s lb-sec/fts . The mea­
sured frequency response of the terminal pressure/input flow perturba­
tion is plotted in Figure 39 along with the analytical model prediction. 
The experimentally measured phase lag is also given in Figure 40 along 
with the corresponding theoretical response. It should be emphasized 
that here the nonlinear resistance was again linearized for the computer 
computation and excellent agreement with theory resulted. The lower 
amplitudes of the response at resonance in Figures 35 and 37 are pro­
bably the results of experimental inaccuracies, as it was noted during 
several tests that the pressure response amplitudesnear resonance were 
difficult to repeat consecutively. Later tests with nonlinear resistance 
elements also produced very good agreement with theory for all cases 
where the dynamic flow perturbation amplitudes were considerably less 
than the mean flow rate. 
VII.3 Distributed Compliances 
Two types of distributed compliances were discussed in Section III, 
and analytical models were developed for their influence on the response 
of liquid propellant feedlines. Both effects have been examined experi­
mentally: First, distributed wall compliance effects were examined by 
using three different feedlines of the same length and internal diameter 
but with a different wall thickness, h, and in one case constructed of a 
different material. Second, the effects of entrained gases were experi­
mentally examined by keeping the geometric and elastic parameters of the 
feedline constant and varying the gas mass ratio, . 
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Distributed Wall Compliances 
In general, the flexibility of the feedline wall will produce two 
possible effects which may be of concern. First, the axial wall stiff­
ness effect would permit real wave propagation of higher order modes 
at low frequency by virtue of a coupling between the fluid and axial wall 
modes. However, it was found in Section I1. 3 that for all practical 
feedline applications this effect of the axial wall stiffness on the wave 
propagation can be neglected, since the amount of energy which is fed 
into the higher order modes at the line termination is small. Second, 
the wall compliance reduces the phase velocity, and increases the spatial 
attenuation for the longitudinal fluid wave propagation mode. The classic 
Korteweg correction to the phase velocity was incorporated into the ana­
lytical model to account for the wall compliance; the correction being 
1 
c=c(l+ P.cd) t 
Eth 
- (146) 
The validity of this correction has been determined from its effect on the 
resonant frequency of the feedline, since the first longitudinal mode fre­
quency is 
fo c) (147) 
and a shift in resonant frequency is a good measure of the phase velocity 
change, providing the lengths are equal. 
For feedlines of equal lengths, L, and diameters, d, and with 
the same internal fluid, the phase velocity and resonant frequency become 
a function of the elastic parameter, Et h. 
The responses of three feedlines terminated by an infinite resis­
tance (blocked line) were obtained for the 304 stainless steel line with a 
wall thickness, h = 0. 216 in. and two aluminum lines of the same length 
and internal diamter, but with wall thicknesses, h = 0. 050 and 0. 022 inch. 
The response of the relatively stiff stainless line was presented in 
Figure 29, while the results for the two aluminum lines are plotted in 
Figures 41 through 44. In all cases, the excitation was provided by the 
side branch pulsar piston. A summary plot, Figure 45, reveals the 
accuracy and validity of the model for distributed wall compliances. 
Shown on this plot are the measured and calculated values of the first 
mode resonant frequencies for the three feedlines tested. The resonant 
frequencies are plotted as a function of the elastic parameter, Et h. The 
results indicate that the Korteweg correction to the phase velocity is a 
valid means for modeling the effects of the wall radial compliance for 
thin-walled feedlines. 
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Figure 43. Frequency Response of aThin-Walled Blocked Aluminum Line 
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Tests were also conducted to verify the use of the Korteweg 
correction to the phase velocity for practical applications, where the 
terminal resistance or impedance has a finite value and where any in­
creased damping due to wall elasticity (which has been neglected in the 
analytical model) might show up. The response of an aluminum feed­
line with a wall thickness, h = 0. 050 in., and terminated with a non­
linear terminal impedance element operating such that the nominal 
terminal impedance value, Zt = 3.91 X l0 s lb-sec/ft s , is presented 
in Figure 46. The corresponding phase relation between the terminal 
pressure perturbations and the input dynamic flow perturbations is 
plotted in Figure 47. Also shown in Figure 46 is the computed theo­
retical response of the same configuration except that the feedline was 
assumed to be infinitely rigid; it is obvious that a correction is indeed 
required to properly model wall elastic effects. The results of Figure 46, 
where the terminal impedance was a finite value, justify the conclusion 
that the increased spatial attenuation for a line with an elastic wall is 
negligible over the frequency range of most practical feedline applica­
tion s. 
Entrained Gases 
The net effect of entrained gases in the propellant or simulation 
fluid has been found to decrease the phase velocity and also increase the 
spatial attenuation by introducing added damping. In determining the 
effect of a uniform distribution of gas bubbles on the frequency response 
of feedlines, it was found that a very accurate means of measuring the 
mass of gas present in the system at the time of testing was necessary. 
Nitrogen gas was chosen for these tests, and its theoretical effect on the 
reduction of the speed of sound in the water-gas mixture was computed 
for several mixture pressures and is shown in Figure 48. From these 
computations it was evident that only a small mass of entrained gas would 
drastically vary the frequency response of a given feedline requiring a 
sensitive method for the measurement of the mass ratio. An injector was 
also designed and fabricated to generate a uniform distribution of small 
nitrogen gas bubbles assumed by the analytical model. 
The mass ratio, , of the liquid-gas mixture was determined 
from measurements made of nitrogen gas mass flow rate into the feedline 
system. The gas bubbles were injected at the upper end of the feedline, 
just below the tank or upper reservoir. The mixture of nitrogen gas 
bubbles and water were then swept downstream with the mean flow at the 
rate 
V1 = v 0 - vER (148) 
where vo was the velocity of the water in the line and VSR was the bubble 
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rise velocity. In all cases, the bubble rate of rise had to be less than the 
mean water velocity; the gas flow rate measurements would have been 
meaningless if an unknown loss into the upper reservoir occurred. By 
making the bubbles small, their rates of rise were well below that of the 
water velocity at the test conditions. A Cole-Parmer low volume flow 
meter which had a range of 10 to 1900 cubic centimeters per minute was 
used to measure the volume flow rate; the pressure at the meter was 
recorded and used to calculate the gas density at the meter, from which 
the nitrogen gas mass flow rate into the feedline system was obtained. 
With the feedline facility being operated "open loop", the total 
mass of flow into the system at the injector was assumed to pass down­
ward through the feedline; i. e., none was assumed to escape upward into 
the reservoir. To verify the assumption regarding the bubble rise velo­
cities, a special bubble calibration chamber was designed to measure both 
the bubble sizes being generated by the injection device and their rates of 
rise. The photograph (Figure 49) shows the calibration tube, constructed 
of acrylic tubing (plexiglass) and partially filled with water. The chamber 
was pressurized to value approximating those at the feedline entrance 
(tank exit) which would occur during tests. For calibration purposes, the 
gas injector was installed at the bottom of the tube; and the nitrogen gas 
was injected at approximately the rates required for the test mass ratios, I. 
The pressure was maintained constant by allowing the gas to bleed from the 
upper volume at the same rate as it was being injected. Figure 50 shows 
a photograph taken close-up, with a scale mounted on the chamber wall 
from which measurements were made of the bubble sizes. From these 
visual observations, it was determined that the bubble distribution was 
nearly homogeneous. The bubble rates of rise were obtained by dividing 
a known distance marked on the calibration chamber wall by the time re­
quired for a selected group of bubbles to traverse that distance. The 
bubble rise velocities varied from 0.2 to 0. 4 ft/sec, depending on the 
bubble size. 
A close-up photograph of the bubble injector is presented in 
Figure 51. This injector was designed to bolt between the flange at the 
tank exit and the upper feedline flange. The nitrogen gas entered the 
injector at two ports located 1800 apart, and passed around a channel cut 
circurnferentially around the injector flange. The bubbles were finally 
created by passing the gas through small diameter tubes, fabricated from 
hypodermic tubing and drawn down by heating and stretching one end until 
the diameter was of the order of 0. 001 inch. Other researchers, 
Carstensen and Foldy2Z , and Fox, Curley, and Larson Z 3 , performed 
tests requiring a uniform distribution of gas bubbles in a liquid; it was 
from their experience that ideas were drawn for the development of this 
gas injector. 
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1 
-than for the = 4.31 X i0 and = 0 cases, indicating a possible in­
creased damping with mass ratio, . It should be noted, however, that 
the difference in amplitude between theory and experiment at resonance 
is really no greater than that observed without bubbles, as evidenced by 
-Figures-35 and-37.- The differefc bcoldbe only a iesiultof experi­
mental inaccuracies in measuring the correct amplitude at resonance. 
From Figure 48 it can be observed that near = 10 - s, the rate 
of change of the mixture speed of sound with mass ratio is near its maxi­
mum; hence, a small error in the measurement of mass ratio, , could 
have produced the apparent discrepancy between the theoretical and ex­
perimental resonant frequencies for this configuration and shown in 
Figure 54. The experimental data indicate that the mass ratio was 
larger than that measured and thought present. Data were also recorded 
sfor a measured mass ratio, § = 5. 61 X 10- , which was the greatest 
mass ratio produced for any of the experiments conducted. The results 
are shown in Figures 56 and 57. Again, the data showed a lower reso­
nant frequency for both the first and second longitudinal modes than the 
theoretical predictions, although in this case the resonant frequency was 
off by only 1. 5 Hz for the first mode and 5 Hz for the second peak. The 
pressure/flow perturbation amplitudes at resonance were considerably 
damped with this much greater volume of distributed nitrogen gas in the 
system, The theoretical response also indicated more dissipation of 
energy at resonance, but the degree of damping was significantly less 
than that which was obviously present. It is possible that further re­
finements should be made to the analysis to reflect this observed in­
crease in attenuation for the larger mass ratios of gas to liquid. This 
increased attenuation with increasing gas/liquid mass ratio, §, suggests 
that injection of inert gases, as suggested in earlier research24, might 
be a very suitable method of POGO suppression. Measurements made and 
reported in Reference 24 indicate that for reasonable volume fractions 
(volume gas/volume of liquid) the thrust produced is hardly affected. 
VII.4 Local Compliances 
The next phase of the experimental test program conducted for 
verification of the analytical model and computer program involved gen­
erating local compliances or compliance-type elements and experimentally 
measuring their effects on the frequency response of feedlines. More 
specifically, the. validity of the model used to simulate "complex" side 
branches and localized gas or vapor bubbles was established. The term 
complex side branch refers to any type branch in which there exists a 
fluid resistance and/or inertance as well as a compliant-type element. 
The analytical models for both categories of local compliances were 
discussed in Section IV of this report. 
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Complex Side Branch 
The types of side elements typical of rocket feet systems (accumu-' 
lators and partially gas-filled pressure-sensing lines) behave as local 
compliance-like elements. The experimental arrangement used to verify 
the computer simulation (analytical model) is shown in Figure 58. The 
side branch was located 4 feet above the line terminal; the length of the 
branch was 10. 2 feet and the diameter was 1.4 inches, with a wall thick­
ness equal to 0. 049 inch. A short (4-inch long) plexiglass tube was 
attached vertically at the end of the branch; this allowed for visual obser­
vation and measurement of the volume of trapped gas at the branch termi­
nus. Tests were performed to obtain response curves (amplitude ratio 
and phase angle) for the main feedline, with the system excited by the 
side branch pulsar. In addition, dynamic pressures were recorded at 
the end of the side branch for several of the tests. 
The feedline geometry described above was tested with water as 
the fluid media, and various volumes of gas (air) were trapped at the side 
branch terminus. Figure 59 presents the frequency response obtained 
with a terminal impedance, Zt = 3.91 X i05 lb-sec/ftr , and with a branch 
terminal volume equal to 0. 769 in. s. It appears that the measured reso­
nant frequencies have been shifted (lowered) by the amount predicted by 
theory, but the damping effect created by the side branch is somewhat 
greater than that predicted by the analytical model. The phase relation 
between the terminal pressure perturbations and the input flow perturba­
tions are plotted in Figure 60. 
Figures 61 and 62 present the measured pressure-to-flow pertur­
bation ratio amplitudes and their corresponding phase relation for the 
same line geometry with a larger air bubble volume (V. = 2.67 in. 3 ) at 
the side branch terminus. These data also generally agree with the 
theoretical results, also plotted in the same figures as solid lines, ex­
cept the experimentally determined amplitudes at resonance are some­
what less than expected. The-effects of a further increase in bubble size 
to a bubble volume equal to 5.25 in. s with the same terminal impedance 
and feedline geometry are presented in Figures 63 and 64. In general, 
these data represent the poorest agreement with theory of all the data 
collected for a feedline with a complex side branch. 
Close examination of Figures 59 through 64 reveal that the net 
effect for an accumulator-type complex side branch element, terminated 
by a trapped volume of gas, is to shift (lower) the resonant frequency in 
proportion to the trapped gas volume and to also produce increased 
damping due to the resistance in the branch line. Perhaps an improved 
model of side branch elements would be to treat the branch line as a 
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Figure 62. Phase Angle vs Frequency for a Line with a Side Branch with 
Trapped Air
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distributed parameter system rather than as a lumped element as des­

cribed in Section IV.


The above described tests experimentally measured the effects of 
an accumulator-type side branch on the frequency response of a simu­
lated feedline. A separate test was also conducted to simulate a pressure­
sensing line partially filled with gas. This side branch element was of a 
much smaller diameter than that used in the previous tests; the diameter 
was 1/4 inch, and the overall branch length was 89 inches. This branch 
was connected to the primary feedline at the line terminus, I inch above 
the resistance element and at the same longitudinal station as the pres­
sure transducer used to monitor the terminal pressure perturbation ampli­
tude. The branch line was curved slightly upward and was partially filled 
with air trapped between the liquid column and the branch terminal. A 
pressure transducer was also mounted at the end of the branch line to 
measure the dynamic pressure at the branch terminal in order that it 
might be compared with the actual pressure in the feedline at the same 
station. The volume of trapped air was measured to be 1. 96 in.s. The 
perturbation pressure/flow amplitude and phase versus excitation fre­
quency are shown in Figures 65 and 66, respectively, for this configura­
tion. The sharp, low-frequency peak at 4. 6 Hz predicted by theory was 
not detected or measured with the original test conducted2 5 since no data 
were collected below 5 Hz. After the computer simulation of the same 
problem was obtained, the response at 4. 6 Hz was observed on the com­
puter print-out, and the test was set up and re-conducted and data were 
obtained from 1 Hz to 7 Hz. Excluding the low-frequency response, the 
measured data shown in Figures 65 and 66 agree extremely well with the 
analytical model. 
The experimentally determined transfer function relating the pres­
sure amplitude measured at the branch terminus to that actually existing 
in the primary line at the same longitudinal station (terminal) is plotted 
in Figure 67. This problem simulates a remotely located pressure sensor, 
connected by a partially gas-filled pressure-sensing transmission line; 
it is obvious that care should always be taken in determining the transfea 
- function relating the pressure amplitude at the remote sensor to that at 
the actual feedline in order that the correct pressure amplitudes in the 
feedline are determined. 
Large Localized Gas Volumes (Bubbles) 
Section IV. 1 presented the analytical model developed for localized 
compliances, such as a large pocket of trapped gas or cavitation bubbles. 
For this particular model, it was assumed that a cavitation region could 
be approximated by a large spherical bubble, and that the condensation and 
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evaporization rates were such that a single-component, two-phase mixture 
of a liquid and its vapor could be treated as a constant quality process; 
that is, there is no change of state during successive expansions or con­
tractions of the cavitation region. For a two-component mixture, such as 
LOX and a large localized region or bubble of captured helium ullage gas, 
the above "assumption is unquestionably valid. 
Tests were conducted with the experimental feedline test facility to 
measure the effect of a local compliance located at an arbitrary position 
longitudinally along the feedline. Since the model used in the computer 
simulation assumed a spherical gas bubble of constant mass (no phase 
changes), it was desired to create a spherical bubble and keep it stationary 
in the feedline at any designated longitudinal station. This was accom­
plished by using a nearly spherical rubber balloon; a schematic showing 
how the balloon was held in place and the apparatus used to measure its 
compliance or pressure and volume is given by Figure 68. A plexiglass 
section 4 inches long was inserted into the feedline at a point just above 
the side branch pulsar, or 1 foot from the line terminal. 
In order to calculate the gas volume compliance, accurate mea­
surements of the balloon volume and pressure were required at the test 
conditions. To accomplish these tasks, the bubble was initially filled to 
an arbitrary volume by pressurizing it with the feedline operating pres­
sure near 1 atmosphere. The feedline was then pressurized to its desired 
internal test pressure. Valve B was then slightly opened, and the external 
pressure on the rubber balloon from the fluid forced the balloon to collapse 
until its volume was either zero or negligible. Valve B was then closed. 
The reservoir volume and the volume of the line connecting valves A and 
B, aswell as the volume of the line to the pressure gage, were measured 
previously and recorded as Vc. Valve A, which connected this apparatus 
to a high-pressure supply of nitrogen gas, was then opened and the known 
volume region was pressurized to approximately 10 psi over the pressure 
existing in the feedline; this pressure, Pi, was then recorded after 
valve A was closed. Valve B was then again opened and the entire system 
was allowed to come to equilibrium at pressure P 2 . From Boyles, law, 
PI V. = P 2 V2 (150) 
where 
V2 = V. + V. , (151) 
and the balloon volume was calculated from 
V0 = V0 - )(152)(R 
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This technique allowed for an accurate measurement of the local 
compliance and also provided a method for keeping the bubble at a station­
ary longitudinal position along the feedline. Due to the surface tension in 
the balloon skin, the bubble spring rate (stiffness) could not be given simply 
by 
k = YP 0 /Vo (153) 
but needed to be corrected by the addition of a wall tension correction 
factor, k'. The total balloon or bubble stiffness, k, became 
k = YP/V+ k' (154) 
where k was determined experimentally by measuring -AP/AV for the 
balloon under static conditions. From the measurements obtained pre­
viously for P. and V., the added stiffness, k', was then determined. 
This additional stiffness was determined to be relatively small when com­
pared with the uncorrected value, k = yP/Vo, at the operating pressures 
and bubble volumes used in the experimental tests. 
Tests were conducted with various values of the local compliance 
(bubble volume). An aluminum feedline 27 feet long, 3 inches in dia­
meter, and with a wall thickness equal to 0. 050 inch was used in the 
examination of local compliance effects. The frequency response of this 
same feedline without a localized compliance was presented in Figure 46. 
Figures 69 and 70 present the pulsar impedance frequency response and 
phase angle obtained for the first test case in which the bubble volume was 
1.645 cubic inches and the local pressure, P., was 111. 5 psia. Again, 
the pulsar impedance amplitude refers to the terminal pressure perturba­
tion divided by the input flow perturbation. The terminal resistance, Zt, 
was equal to 3.91 X 105 lb-sec/fts . The agreement between the analytical 
model and the experimental data is excellent; the measured amplitudes at 
resonance are only slightly below that predicted by theory, and the first 
and second mode resonant frequencies were predicted by the computer 
simulation within 1 cycle per second or less. 
Figures 71 and 72 present data obtained for a bubble whose volume 
was measured to be 4. 88 cubic inches; the pressure was measured to be 
109 psia. The bubble was located longitudinally at the same station as that 
previously tested, 1 foot above the line terminal. The terminal impedance 
was 3. 91 X 10s ib-sec/fts; the approximate average flow excitation ampli­
tude was 0. 02 ft 3 /sec. As predicted by the analytical model, increasing 
the local compliance value (bubble volume) lowered the first mode resonant 
frequency and sharpened the second mode peak. Figures 73 and 74 show 
the measured effect of still further increases in the bubble size. This 
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bubble was measured to be 5. 70 cubic inches at an internal presemure equal 
to 111. 2 psia. The bubble was also located 1 foot above the terminal re­
sistance element, and the feedline was excited by the side branch flow 
pulsar.- The amplitude at the fir st longitudinal mode r-es.onant fr aquency _ 
agrees very well with the analytical solution, while the second mode reso­
nant frequency agrees within 3.5%, but appears to be lower than the pre­
dicted amplitude. 
Figures 75 and 76 present the pulsar impedance frequency response 
and phase angle obtained for a bubble located at a position other than at the 
end of the line. For this experiment, the localized volume was 5. 75 cubic 
inches and at an internal pressure equal to 111. 5 psia. The nitrogen-gas­
filled balloon was located 4. 55 feet above the line terminus; the geometry 
of the feedline was exactly that used for the other three tests. Note that 
the volume, and hence compliance, of this bubble is almost exactly equal 
to that described in Figure 73. As evidenced by a close comparison of 
that data with Figure 75, the major effect of bubble longitudinal location 
is to increase the first mode resonant frequency and increase the response 
roll-off after resonance as the bubble is moved up the line toward the tank. 
The second mode response has a more gradual rate of increase as reso­
nance is approached than did the response for the same bubble volume lo­
cated nearer the line terminal. 
It should also be mentioned that the curves labeled "theory" in all 
the data collected for localized compliances did not include the previously 
discussed stiffness correction factor, k1; yet there is good agreement 
with the experimental data since k' was always small compared with 
YPj/V0 . The presence of the balloon wall between the gas and liquid also 
undoubtedly affected the natural damping of this compliant element, but 
since the bubble resonant frequencies were considerably higher than any 
of the test frequencies, the bubble dynamics were negligible, indicating 
that a more simple model can be used for a local compliance when the 
expected excitation frequencies are far below the bubble resonant fre­
quencies. 
VII.5 Structural- Hydraulic Coupling 
Experimental tests were conducted to determine the effects of 
structural-hydraulic coupling produced when the feedline was excited ex­
ternally. A feedline was fabricated from aluminum pipe; this feedline had 
two 900 bends (short radii elbows), and its geometry was as is shown in 
Figure 77.
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Line with Bends 
To determine the effect of bends or elbows on the frequency re­
sponse, the feedline was installed as shown in Figure 77. For this experi­
ment, it-was desiref to rneasure the effect-cftie bends without external 
structural acceleration; hence, the excitation was provided by the side 
branch pulsar, driven by an hydraulic actuator. The resulting frequency 
response (pulsar impedance amplitude, PT/Qd) and the phase relationship 
between the input flow perturbations and the terminal pressure perturba­
tions are presented in Figures 78 and 79. The terminal resistance was 
created by a 7/16-inch-diameter orifice which produced, when operated 
at a steady state flow pressure drop of 100 psia, a terminal impedance, 
Zt = 3.91 X 10 5lb-sec/ft s . The results shown in Figures 78 and 79 reveal 
that for no external structural acceleration inputs, the feedline with the 
two 900 elbows behaves as a simple, straight feedline of the same total 
length. 
Line with Bends and Structural Excitation 
Figure 80 presents the feedline geometry and method of excitation 
used to experimentally determine the effects of structural-hydraulic 
coupling. The objective of this test was to'verify the analytical model 
described in Section V. 4 for a feedline with external structural accelera­
tion applied at discrete locations. The mounting stiffness of the simu­
lated support structure was quite high; i. e. , the mounting structure was 
almost perfectly rigid. The spring rate, k, of the mounting structure 
was determined from the elastic properties of the stainless steel shaft 
of the hydraulic actuator which was attached directly to the feedline 3 
inches from the second elbow, as shown in Figure 80. The structural 
damping of the mounting structure (shaft) was~zero for all practical pur­
poses, and was thus programmed into the computer simulation. For the 
frequency range tested, the stiffness term, k, dominated such that the 
terms defined by Equation (114) became 
a 'z=> (Z 0 /s) sinh yL 
As Z, sinh yL 
k 
(155) 
. =-> A/s (I- cosh yL) 
A2 s (1 - cosh yL) 
k 
and the relation (Equation 112) between the applied structural acceleration 
to the actual line acceleration, a(s), simply became 
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at(s) --> aj(s) (156) 
and the problem was essentially reduced to that of an accelerated line, 
g-i-ven-by Euation-(1-08). Although the-stiffness term-dominated, -the ex-­
periment was modeled analytically using the more complex mounting 
stiffness model, Equation (113). Close examination of subroutine eight 
(given in Appendix D) reveals that the general computation method requires 
two horizontal line segments attached to the vertical line segment, one at 
each end. The problem under consideration, however, had only one hori­
zontal segment. To properly program this problem, an additional hori­
zontal line element was assumed to exist between the end of the vertical 
segment and the terminal resistance element. This extra horizontal seg­
ment was programmed to have a length equal to zero. The addition of 
this imaginary element was necessary for subroutine eight to properly 
function. 
The initial data collected for this test configuration bore no re­
semblance to the theoretically predicted response, and considerable time 
was taken to carefully re-examine the analytical model and the computer 
code. Re-consideration of the test procedures revealed that the actual 
input accelerations measured during the test were not the only source of 
structural-hydraulic excitation. Prior to the experiment it was assumed 
that the only excitation applied to the system would be that input created 
by the hydraulic actuator and would essentially invoke a vertical excita­
tion of line segment 3-4 and bending of the horizontal line segment 2-3. 
Further tests revealed, however, that there was actually a dependent 
horizontal acceleration of considerable magnitude of the horizontal line 
segment; this acceleration was actually measured with an accelerometer 
mounted at the first elbow (point 2) and at certain frequencies was com­
parable in amplitude to the measured vertical input excitation applied by 
the actuator. The experimental data were therefore the result of two 
simultaneous excitations of the feedline. To circumvent this problem, 
the feedline was attached rigidly to the support tower structure just up­
stream of the first elbow. This bracing was very rigid, and prevented 
the secondary horizontal excitation when the second test was performed. 
The actual structural input was now very near that measured in the 
vertical plane produced by the hydraulic actuator. 
The terminal pressure/input acceleration is presented in Figure 81 
for a feedline with two bends and excited through structural-hydraulic 
coupling. The lengths of the line segments are given, in Figure 80; the 
internal fluid was water at a nominal line pressure of 60 psig at the line 
terminal. The terminal impedance was produced by the 7/16-inch dia­
meter orifice; the steady-state mean pressure drop was 60 psid producing 
a linearized terminal resistance, Zt = 2. 95 X105 lb-sec/fts . The excitation 
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amplitude was measured with the velocity transducer attached to the 
actuator shaft; the experimental velocity amplitudes were transformed 
to acceleration amplitudes by 
a(W) Uj~(~ (157) 
Figure 81 indicates that the analytical model does predict the 
amplitudes reasonably well past the first anti-resonance, as well as pre­
dict the frequency at which this anti-resonance occurs. The scatter in 
amplitude measurements out to approximately 20 Hz is attributed to the 
low level pressure signals produced on the oscillograph trace, even 
though the system instrumentation was operated at maximum sensitivity. 
As yet we have been unable to explain the discrepancy between theory and 
experiment over the range from 40 Hz to 65 Hz. The analytical model 
did predict the resonant peak near 68 Hz; the experimental data show this 
peak to be at 70 Hz. The amplitude at resonance is, however, less than 
that predidted by theory. Between 70 and 82 Hz the system behaved very 
similar to the response predicted by the analytical model. The measured 
phase relations between the terminal pressure and acceleration inputs 
are presented in Figure 82, and the same general comments expressed 
above regarding the amplitude versus frequency response can be applied 
here also. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
VIII. 1 Conclusions 
The objective of this study has been to develop an analytical model 
and corresponding computer program to allow for the study of disturbances 
of liquid propellants in typical engine feedline systems. This model has 
been completed and includes (a) the effect of steady turbulent mean flow, 
(b) the influence of distributed compliances, such as dissolved ullage 
gases and flexible walls, (c) the effects of local compliances, such as 
cavitation regions and complex side branches, and (d) various factors 
causing structural-hydraulic coupling, such as bends, mounting stiffness, 
forces changes in line length and bellows or PVC joints. The computer 
program has been set up such that the amplitude and phase of the terminal 
pressure/input excitation is calculated over any desired frequency range 
for an arbitrary assembly of various feedline components. A users 
manual has been prepared and is attached as Appendix D of this Final 
Report. 
In addition to the development of the generalized computer code for 
the analysis of liquid rocket propellant feedline dynamics, an experimental 
test program has been conducted to verify many of the assumptions and 
models used in the computer simulation. Specifically, tests have been 
conducted to determine the validity of the analytical techniques used to 
model the effects of 
(a) steady, turbulent mean flow 
(b) linear and nonlinear resistance elements 
(c) blocked lines 
(d) elastic walls 
(e) dissolved gases 
(f) complex side branches 
(g) local compliances 
(h) bends; and 
(i) structural-hydraulic coupling with mounting stiffness. 
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the experience 
gained from both the analytical and experimental phases of this program: 
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(1) Investigation has shown that the predominant effect of turbu­
lence is to increase the spatial attenuation at low frequencies; at high 
frequencies the laminar and turbulent attenuations coincide. The effect 
of turbulence also has a tendency to reduce the phase velocity at low 
frequencies; however, this effect can be neglected for all feedlines where 
the parameter Wr2/V > 10 4 , which includes virtually all cases of interest. 
An additional factor, F., has been added to the laminar propagation 
operator to account for the turbulent attenuation contribution. 
(2) The terminal pressure amplitudes at resonance are affected 
more by the value of the line terminal impedance (resistance) than any 
other single factor. 
(3) The use of a linearized model for nonlinear type resistance 
elements provides satisfactory results for cases where the mean flow 
rate, Q, is considerably greater than the dynamic flow perturbation 
amplitude, Qd. 
(4) It has been concluded that the effect of the wall compliance 
(or elasticity) can be correctly modeled by the classic Kortew,eg correc­
tion to the phase velocity; the attenuation for the elastic wall is virtually 
indistinguishable from the attenuation of a rigid wall. We have also con­
cluded that for typical feedline problems, the axial wall stiffness effect 
will not permit real wave propagation of the higher order modes since 
the amount of energy which is fed into the higher order modes at the line 
termination will not permit sustained coupling of the fluid and the wall 
for these modes. 
(5) For the homogeneous distribution of very small gas bubbles 
entrained in the liquid propellant, the net effect over the frequency range 
of interest is to lower the phase velocity of the mixture. Experimental 
data indicate that there is also greater damping with increasing mass 
ratio than predicted by theory. 
(6) Small diameter gas bubbles entrained in the liquid reduce the 
phase velocity in the mixture by the amount predicted by an isothermal 
model for the gas speed of sound rather than the adiabatic model. 
(7) The model for a complex side branch such as an accumulator, 
predicts response amplitudes somewhat greater than those obtained ex­
perimentally. The experimental resonant frequencies were shifted in 
accordance with theory, but agreement with theory becomes poorer as 
the terminal gas volume is increased. 
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(8) The analytical model used for a local compliance (large local 
gas volume) agrees very well with the data from the experimental tests 
conducted. The experimental data also indicate that for cases where the 
gas bubble resonant frequency is far above that encountered through 
excitation, a more simple model for the compliance would be satisfactory; 
that is, a model which neglects the bubble dynamics. 
(9) A line with bends or elbows behaves exactly like a straight 
line of equal total length when the method of excitation does not involve 
structural acceleration of the line. 
(10) The model for the structural-hydraulic coupling of a feedline 
with bends (which provide local impedances) adequately predicts the line 
resonant frequencies, although the amplitudes measured were considerably 
different from the theoretical values. However, the specific example 
tested produced poor agreement with theory over a frequency range of 
40 to 65 Hz, and no satisfactory explanation for this behavior has been 
found. 
(11) The initial tests conducted involving structural-hydraulic 
coupling demonstrated the need for a thorough knowledge of the exact 
modes of -excitation applied to a given feedline geometry. It has been 
found that certain excitations can produce dependent or secondary modes 
of excitation which must be properly treated before a correct analytical 
simulation is possible. 
VIII.2 Recommendations 
Based on the experience gained from this study of liquid rocket 
propellant feedline dynamics, recommendations for future work include: 
(1) The development of an analytical model and computerized 
subroutine to compute the speed of sound or phase velocity in two-phase, 
single-component fluids. The equilibrium model described in Section 
III. 1 of this report would offer an excellent starting point, but would in­
volve programming a vast amount of thermodynamic data for each liquid 
propellant under consideration. 
(2) Improvement of the model used to compute the bubble dynamics 
of large cavitation bubbles, where the bubble stiffness (or compliance) is 
also dependent upon the vaporization and condensation rates as the bubble 
undergoes successive pressure perturbations. 
(3) An analytical model should be developed to predict the effects 
of nonlinear terminal resistances for configurations or operational condi­
tions where Q Qd. The nonlinear distortion created at these conditions 
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could prove significant; this analytical model should also be examined 
experimentally. 
(4) Further experimental tests should be conducted to determine 
the validity of the model used to simulate structural-hydraulic coupling 
and the effects of mounting stiffness. 
(5) An analytical and experimental study should be conducted to 
study the apparent added damping due to the presence of entrained gas 
bubbles. The data obtained in this study indicate that the increased 
damping is significant and should not be neglected. 
(6) General modification of the feedline computer code described 
herein to allow more versatility in the use of this program. For example, 
the present program can currently handle only one mode of excitation at a 
time, whereas, in reality, there can be numerous sources of simultaneous 
feedline excitation. 
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APPENDIX A


RATIONAL APPROXIMATE MODEL FOR


DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS


A-I


The four-terminal representation of a transmission line that 
has been utilized throughout this report is an exact model for the 
zeroeth mode transfer function equations. The value of this repre­
sentation for frequency response analyses has been proven. In 
-many problems, -however, -the-time domain--solution-is- required;- andk 
the Laplace transform representation constitutes a convenient tech­
nique for obtaining the space-dependent solution independently of the 
time-dependency. In the final analysis, the Laplace inversion inte­
gral must be evaluated. When hyperbolic functions are involved in 
the inversion, as they are in the distributed parameter line model, 
an infinite series of time-dependent terms is obtained due to the un­
bounded number of zeros of the hyperbolic functions. In many cases, 
closure of this series is extremely difficult, and the desired accur­
acy does not warrant laborious mathematical operations. The ob­
vious conclusion is that there is a definite need for a simple, accu­
rate, approximate technique for obtaining the time domain solution 
from the frequency domain representation. 
The rudiments of such a technique were first proposed by 
Oldenberger and Goodson 2 6 , and were later refined and put in a 
practical form by Gerlach 5 , 6. This technique is based upon ex­
panding the hyperbolic functions into an infinite product of second­
order polynomials, i.e., 
cosh I(s) = 1+±29S + f- (A.1) 
sinh F (s) = r(s) nl+Z s +S2w (A 2n el wen 
The coefficients, QCn, Won, Csn, W 8n are evaluated by solving for the 
value of Laplace operator, se at the zeroes of the hyperbolic func­
tions. These quantities are conveniently catalogued in Figures A-i 
to A-4. To evaluate any one of these coefficients, it is sufficient to 
calculate the damping number of the line, Dn . The damping number 
and the desired term number in the expansion completely define the 
four coefficients. It may be shown that for approximation purposes 
the term F(s), in the expansion for the hyperbolic sine, can be 
represented adequately by sL/c0 . Characteristic impedance can 
be approximated by p, c,. 
With these expansions, it is now possible to approximate the 
hyperbolic functions to any desired degree of accuracy with expres­
sions that can easily be (1) inverted into a time solution using 
standard transform pairs or (2) integrated in the time domain to 
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obtain the real time solution. For example, consider a transfer 
function in which a one-term approximation for the hyperbolic 
functions produces 
P(s) 1 1 	 (A. 3) 
pocoV, - 44 (+ .176 + S2


f 2
(+66 
Standard inversion pair yields 
- 5
= 1. 5e . 8t sin (66t) (A. 4)
P0 c0 V0 
As a second example, consider a transfer function of the type 
P(s) = -Z.(s) tanh I(s) V(s) 	 (A. 5) 
A one-term approximation in the model yields 
+2"eS + P(s) = -oc. 0 sL V(s) 	 (A. 6)WC0 wW0 02) 	 \cc, 
Interpreting the Laplace operator as a time derivative, the follow­
ing equation is obtained: 
(i+2o d I d f -- (. 7 
+Co d 1 ) = -pL dv(t) (A.7) 
With a second equation relating pressure and flow velocity, a stan­
dard numerical integration easily can be obtained on the computer. 
The 	 accuracy of this model is summarized below: 
(1) 	 One term of the model well approximates the hyper­
bolic operators up to the first critical frequency. 
(2) 	 Two terms improve the approximation up to the first 
critical point and roughly (not well) approximate the 
hyperbolic operators up beyond the second critical 
frequency. The use of more terms would improve the 
results near the second critical frequency. 
(3) 	 A one-term approximation for the hyperbolic function 
is generally adequate for most engineering problems. 
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APPENDIX B


SPEED OF SOUND IN A LIQUID CONTAINING


A HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION OF BUBBLES
 

B-I


Single-Component, Two-Phase Mixture in Equilibrium 
The speed of sound in a pure, two-phase substance can be 
expressed by the standard form 
a g0 ) (B. 1) 
or, in terms of specific volume rather than density, 
a? -gg v' (OR) (B.2) 
Following the approach of Gouse and Brown 8 , it can be shown that 
the partial derivative in Equation (B.2) can be expanded such that 
vS aS)T (B.3) 
Since constant pressure and temperature lines are coincident in the 
two-phase region beneath the vapor dome, 
asv as~ (B.4) 
or in finite difference form 
(asX = - s Vf (B.5)­
The subscripts, f and g, refer to the saturated liquid and vapor 
state, respectively. Substituting Equations (B.4) and (B.5) into 
Equation (B.6) 
a goxV2 S, -5r (6T) (B.6) 
\v- vf) a, v 
Equation (B.6) can be developed into a form that is suitable 
for use with a standard temperature-entropy chart. The quality of 
a two-phase state, X, is defined as 
X = M /(ML+ M) (B.7) 
and the specific volume for such a state can be written in terms of 
quality as 
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v = 	 Vf + X(vg- vf) 	 (B.8) 
Substituting this expression into Equation (B.6), the speed of sound 
can be written as a function of quality 
g0 [VgoiVf + X (sg - st)2 " s 	 (B.9) 
.j V9 
In finite difference form, the speed of sound in a single-component, 
two-phase mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium becomes 
1 
a= (ivt +X) (s9-sf) [gOs(AT.)] 	 (B.1) 
Single- Component or Two-Component, Two-Phase Mixture With 
Constant Quality 
The above section described the acoustic velocity in an 
equilibrium mixture of a liquid and its vapor phase. In this section, 
the speed of sound is analyzed for a constant quality mixture of a 
liquid and a distinctly different gas, but the results also apply to 
single-component mixtures as long as the vaporization and conden­
sation rates are low enough that no phase change occurs as a result 
of pressure disturbances (constant quality is assumed at all times). 
In the development of a constant quality model for the acoustic velo­
city in a liquid-gas mixture, the following assumptions are made: 
(1) 	 The mixture is homogeneous in phase composition. 
(2) 	 The mass of each phase remains constant. 
(3) 	 The gas behaves as a perfect gas with the appropriate 
equation of state and constant specific heats. 
(4) 	 The liquid compressibility is ignored. 
(5) 	 The gas and liquid phases are always at the same 
temperature. 
The subsequent derivation is based on total volume as opposed to the 
specific volume approach that was utilized in the previous section. 
Assuming an adiabatic process, 
or 21 =f d--­dp") 	 (B.l11)c =dp O C 
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For a two- component mixture, 
PMy+ M,


Vj+ Vg


c -Tp V'e+ V 
(M+ Mg) - (MAe+ M) ! (V+ Vg)]/(V,+Vg)2 
1 (MA+M, I d (VA+ Vg) 
-V+VgVj+V dp 
-
-P V2,V T_" V MY-)


-
' pc oV e+ V, '-p e M ,e V dp M

( M d {1 
C2 = P VL,+Vg dp IPe V6+Vs cip pI 
____ + 6 /Vg p(B122 ciM 
1My, 1 1 M 1 1­
P+ VI g-e -Fy i + Vg= V pA -e2 V Y+ pg2 c 92 (B.13) 
From the definition for density, 
V = M/P (B.14) 
V 2 + Vg- MA + _ M P + M, Py (B. 15)P e Pg PY PS 
The mass ratio, §, is now defined as the mass of vapor/mass of 
liquid. 
= Mg/MA (B.16) 
Substituting the mass ratio into Equation (B.15), 
V+ Vs = Mfe(Pg+ PA) (B.17)
Pg P) 
B-4 
Thus, the speed of sound in a constant quality mixture becomes 
I7 F__P §___&P[ 1 1- (B1S)
-2- = p p6+§pe Py c2, + py + p % (B . 18) 
CPg±~A P.~c~2 P+&pg Pg Cg2 J 
As mentioned in Section III, the isothermal velocity of sound 
might be more appropriate for two-component,, two-phase mixtures 
rather than the adiabatic (isentropic) velocity of sound. 
Plesset and Hsieh I 0 have shown that bubble dynamics are 
governed by an isothermal process at low excitation frequencies and 
an adiabatic process at higher frequencies, providing there is a uni­
form temperature distribution within the gas bubbles. However, 
this sharp division of thernodynamic behavior is not necessarily 
the case because the heat conduction rate of the gas is considerably 
smaller than that in the liquid. The liquid has a large specific heat 
and thermal conductivity, and behaves as a heat reservoir. Conse­
quently, in the liquid adjacent to the gas-liquid interface, there are 
no changes in the gas temperature during compression. In the 
center of the bubble away from a substance having a high specific 
heat, the gas follows the adiabatic equation of state. Therefore, the 
overall bubble follows a polytropic process. However, for very 
small bubbles, the heat diffusion into the liquid is so rapid that 
temperature changes in the bubble can not take place, and the pro­
cess is essentially isothermal. 
For this reason, the propagation of sound in a liquid with a 
homogeneous distribution of bubbles(basic assumption No. 1) indi­
cates a speed in agreement with isothermal speed of sound. To 
compute the isothermal speed of sound in the mixture, the acoustic 
velocity of the gas in Equation (B.13) should be changed to the iso­
thermal value, or 
c= ;! 0 YR-T (B.19) 
where y = 1.0 rather than 1.4. 
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APPENDIX C 
PARALLEL LINES 
C-i 
Consider the assemblage of parallel lines shown in Figure 
C-1. Although this configuration is not used frequently in pro­
pellant feed systems, the pressure-flow relationships for this com­
ponent have been developed and included in the computer code for 
application in special situations. Assuming that flow losses due to 
elbow -r-esi-stance-a-r-e--neg-l-ig-ible -a-standard--four-termina pressure 
flow equation can be written for the i-th line. For this particular 
problem, however, it is more convenient to express that pressure­
flow equation as 
(j. 	 = Z. Ai (P 1 coth~j - P 2 cschji)


-2.


021 = Z' Ai (P1 csch Fi - P2coth F1) 	 (C.l) 
The terminal pressures, P, and P 2 , are common to all line seg­
ments. The continuity equation requires that 
n 	 n 
= =Qj, QZ and n j Q2 	 (C.2)
i=1 	 i=1 
Summing Equations (C.1) and utilizing Equations (C.2) yields 
n n 
Q,= P Z4 Ai coth r- P2 z1 A, csh I' 
i=l 	 i=l 
n n 
Q 2 = Pi . Z- Acsch I- Ps Z A coth Fi (C.3) 
i=l 
Equations (C.3) can be easily rearranged into the standard form[2b11 b121 (C.4) 
IQsJ] ba b22 I Qtj 
where 
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The line length that appears in the expression for the propagation 
operator is taken to be the developed length measured along the 
pipe centerline. 
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APPENDIX D


USER'S MANUAL FOR GENERALIZED
 

FEEDLINE PROGRAM


D-1


D. I Program Organization 
This manual describes the mechanics of the Generalized 
Feedline Computer Code. It is assumed that the user has had pre­
vious experience in FORTRAN IV coding. 
The FORTRAN IV source deck is composed of a main or 
controller program, individual subroutines for each line component 
and several special purpose subroutines which either perform 
specific mathematical operations or. serve as function evaluators. 
The subroutine approach was chosen because of its distinct advan­
tages in the areas of program debugging, modification and expan­
sion. Using the Control Data Corporation 6400 system, the source 
deck is compiled each time the program is submitted to the terminal 
for execution, thus eliminating tape handling. The function of each 
routine is presented below in the order in which it will appear in the 
FORTRAN listing which is included in the next section. 
Controller: 
The 	 controller program performs the following functions: 
(1) 	 Read-in of all pertinent data for a particular line 
configuration; 
(Z) 	 Execute the calling of subroutines in the proper sequence; 
(3) 	 Evaluate the magnitude of the transfer function at each 
frequency;


(4) 	 Increment frequency, the independent variable, within 
a prescribed range; 
(5) 	 Perform all output operations. 
Subroutine ONE: 	 Calculates matrix elements for a straight duct 
of finite length and constant cross-sectional 
area having no external excitation. 
Subroutine TWO: 	 Calculates matrix elements for a single cavi­
tation bubble including the effects of radiation, 
thermal and viscous damping. 
Subroutine THREE: Calculates the matrix elements of a pressure­
volume compensator (PVC) joint including the 
effects of internal friction. 
D-2 
Subroutine FOUR: 
Subroutine FIVE: 
Subroutine SIX: 
Subroutine SEVEN: 
Subroutine EIGHT: 
Subroutine NINE: 
Subroutine TEN: 
Subroutine ELEVEN: 
Subroutine TWELVE 
to FIFTEEN: 
Subroutine SPEED: 
Subroutine DMAT: 
 
Subroutine BMAT: 
 
-Establishes the continuity requirements for 
a side branch pulser. 
Calculates the matrix elements for a straight 
line which undergoes rigid body motion as a 
result of an external velocity excitation. 
Calculates the matrix elements for several 
lines in parallel all of which have a common 
entrance-exit point. 
Calculates the matrix elements for a bellows 
with gas trap liner. Relative motion between 
the ends of the bellows is permitted. 
Calculates the matrix elements for a line with 
mounting stiffness having a structural accelera­
tion applied to the viscoelastic support. 
Calculates the matrix elements for a line 
undergoing forced changes in length. 
Calculates matrix elements for a line with 
mounting stiffness using the impedance method. 
Calculates the matrix elements for a com­
plex side branch with laminar flow. 
Available for future expansion. 
Calculates the speed of sound in a pure liquid 
or a liquid with a homogeneous distribution of 
an ullage gas. A mixture of a liquid and its 
own vapor may also be considered. However, 
in the latter case, the results are not precise 
because the theoretical model does not in­
clude the thermodynamic effect of phase change 
at the bubble surface. Finally, the speed of 
sound may be corrected for wall elasticity. 
Calculates the resultant matrix D in 
Equation (122). 
Calculates the resultant matrix B in 
Equation (123). 
D-3 
Subroutine JIORJ10: 	 Evaluates Bessel functions J.(Z) and J 0 (Z) 
for complex Z. Series expansion is used 
for moderate values of the argument; an 
asymptotic approximation is used for large 
arguments. 
D. 2 Program Listing 
This section contains a listing of the program source deck. 
Program control cards, which are described in Section D. 4, are 
applicable to CDC 6000 series computer systems. 
D. 3 Program Input 	 Package 
Due to the generalized nature of this computer program, the 
length of the input package is variable and is directly related to the 
number of components in the feedline model. The first card in the 
package is always an alphanumeric header card on which the user 
can punch pertinent information such as run number, configuration 
number, etc., to be printed as the first line of program output. 
Fifty-five (55) Holerith fields have been allocated for the informa­
tion on the header card. The actual data input is a combination of 
integer or floating point information. Integer data conforms to a 
(2413) format, while the floating point data is read in with a (6E12.6) 
format. The following data must be supplied in the order and with 
the units shown: 
CARD I Header 	 card 
CARD 2 NELM, dimensionless 	 Designates the number of 
components in the line. 
JBNUM, dimensionless 	 Number of matrices that 
must be summed to arrive 
at matrix B, Equation (123). 
NGAS, dimensionless 	 Indicates presence (NGAS= 1) 
or absence (NGAS= 0) of dis­
solved gases in propellant. 
NELAST, dimensionless 	 Includes (NELAST = 1) or 
excludes (NELAST = 0) line 
elasticity effects in speed 
of sound calculation. 
NEXCITE, dimensionless 	 Element type producing the 
primary line excitation. 
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PROGRAM CONTROLCINPUTOUTPUTTAPE bO=INPUT) 
C NELM=NUMBER OF DISCRETE ELEMENTS IN THE FEEDLINEI.E., LINES, 
C BELLOWS, PVC JOINTSrETC, 
C NELM INTEGER CONSTANTS ARE READ IN AND DESCRIBE THE TYPE OF 
C ELEMENTS IN THE ORDER THEY APPEAR IN THE LINE BEGINNING AT THE 
C OUTPUT OF THE FUEL TANK AND TERMINATING WITH THE COMBINED INPUT 
C IMPEDANCE TO THE TURBOPUMP,INJECTOR AND ENGINE. FOR EXAMPLE, 
C ITYPE(J)=M, J=ELEMENT NUMBER, M=ELEMENT TYPE 
C M=I SIMPLE LINE WITH NO EXTERNAL EXCITATION 
C M=2 CAVITATION BUBBLE 
C M=3 PRESSURE VOLUME COMPENSATOR 
C M=4 SIDE BRANCH PULSER 
C M=S RIGID BODY MOTION OF A SIMPLE LINEVELOCITY EXCITATION 
C M=b NPAR LINES IN PARALLEL WI-TH A COMMON INPUT-OUTPUT POINT 
C M=7 BELLOWS WITH RELATIVE MOTION BETWEEN THE ENDS 
C M=8 LINE WITH MOUNTING STIFFNESS(OPTION 1) 
C M=9 FORCED CHANGES IN LINE LENGTH 
C M=lO LINE WITH MOUTING STIFFNESS(OPTION 2) 
C M=11 COMPLEX SIDE BRANCH 
C M:12 
C M=13 
C M=l4 
C M=15 
C JBNUM=NUMBER OF MATRICES THAT MUST BE SUMMED TO CONSTRUCT MATRIX B 
C B=B(1)+B(2)+ ...... +B(JBNUM) 
C JTERM(J) IS THE NUMBER OF SUBMATRICES IN B(J) 
C K(J,M) IS AN ARRAY THAT DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF MATRICES THAT ARE TO 
C BE MULTIPLIED TOGETHER TO CONSTRUCT THE COMPONENTS OF MATRIX B, 
C M TAKES ON VALUES FROM 1 THROUGH JTERM(J) 
C FOR EXAMPLE, IF B(2)=DS*D4*C3 THEN K(2,l):5,K(2,2)=,K-(2,3)=3 
C NGAS=O, NO DISSOLVED GASES IN THE PROPELLANT 
C NGAS=I, DISSOLVED GASES IN PROPELLANT WITH GAS-TO-LIQUID MASS 
C FRACTIONrPHI 
C NELAST=O, SPEED OF SOUND IN PROPELLANT IS BASED ON AN INFINITELY 
C RIGID TRANSMISSION LINE 
C NELAST=l, SPEED OF SOUND IN PROPELLANT REFLECTS LINE ELASTICITY 
C (WALL MODULUS EWALL AND WALL THICKNESS HWALL) 
C NEXCITE=NELM PRODUCING THE PRIMARY LINE EXCITATION 
C BRCOMP=COMPLIANCE OF SIDE BRANCH ELEMENT 
C BRL=LENGTH OF SIDE BRANCH ELEMENT IN FEET 
C BDIAM=DIAMETER OF SIDE BRANCH ELEMENT IN INCHES 
C BRR=RESISTANCE OF SIDE BRANCH ELEMENT 
C 
COMPLEX ETAENUM,DENOMTRANS,B,D,XIARGRJGAMMAZCPCOSHGSINHGDD 
1,CCTCOTH,TCSCHBB,ZI,Z2,Xl,,X2,X3,Xt,UADRAT,ALPHAPBETAPALPHADP, 
2BETADP,GOFSSLCWCOSHCWSINHCWCOEFFALPHAIALPHA2 
COMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHA,BETA 
DIMENSION ITYPE(ES),JTERM(15),K(ISrS)tEL(l5),RADIUS(15),RBUB(IS), 
IFPVC(IS),AKBPVC(IS),AKCPVC(lS),PARLEN(ISS)PPARRAD(SS),FREQ(200) 
DIMENSION B(2Bl),D(2,2),SIZE(2O),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(IS), 
ICOMPLY(IS),AKBEL(IS),BSIGN(1O)DAMPER(IS),SPRINGK(IS) 
DIMENSION DD(2,2,1S),CC(2y,,1),BB(2l,fI5),RADSEC(200),AREA(I5) 
COMMON PIRADIUS,OMEGAENU,ETAELCORHOOTHERMKRBUB#CPCV,POVISC 
IFPVCAKBPVCAKCPVCNPARrPARRADPARLENBULKMODRHOLIQNGASGASMW 
COMMON GAMGAS,G,TO,PHICOMPLYNELASTEWALLHWALLNELMJBNUM.JTERM, 
IKDDCCD,BBBCPJ,AREAVMEANFBELAKBELBSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK 
COMMON GI,G2,RHOWALLZXZY 
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COMMON BRCOMPBRLBROIAM


C ********************************


I READ 1000


IFCEOFrbO)S,1O


S STOP


10 	 CONTINUE


READ 100SNELMJBNUMNGASNELASTNEXCITE


READ 1OO5r(ITYPE(J)oJ=I,NELM)


READ 1005, CTE RM(j.)-J. -JBNUM-

DO 1s J=I,JBNUM


KOUNT=JTERM(J)


15 	 READ IO05,(K(JM),M=IKOUNT)


READ 1020,(BSIGN(J),J=IJBNUM)


READ 1020,HERTZIDELHZIFILIMrDELHZ2,HERTZF


READ 1020,SIGNTERMZrRHOLIQpTHERMKPOrTO


READ 1020,EWALLHWALLrZINPUTCPCVBULKMODrPHI


READ 102UtVISCGASMW,GAMGASpCPVMEAN


C LOOP FOR READ-IN OF LINE ELEMENT DATA


PI=3.I*15927


DO 9S J=INELM"


INDEX=ITYPE(J)


GO TO (20,2S,30, 3S,'4,4S5SO,5S,bObS,70,75,8,S,qo),INDEX


20 	 READ la2OEL(J)hRADIUS(J)


AREA(J)=PI*RADIUS(J)**2/I14.


AREA1=AREA(J)


RADI=RADIUS(J)/12.


GO TO 9S


25 READ 1020FRBUB(J),RADIUS(J)


GO TO qS


30 READ 102O, FPVC(J),AKBPVC(J)rAKCPVC(J)


GO TO qS


35 GO'TO q5


40 READ 1020,EL(,I),RADIUS(J)
 

AREA(J)=PI*RADIUS(J)**2/I44.


GO TO 95


45 	 READ 1005rNPAR


READ 1020,(PARLEN(JrI)PARRAD(JI),I=INPAR)


GO TO 95


50 	 READ l02OFBEL(J)rCOMPLY(J),AKBEL(J)


GO TO q5


55 	 READ 1020,EL(J),RADIUS(J),DAMPER(J)r$PRINGK(J)


AREA(J)=PI*RADIUS(J)**2/I4.


GO TO qS


60 	 READ 1020,ELCJ),RADIUS(J),GIG2.RHOWALL


AREA(J)=PI*RADIUS(J)**2/1*4.


GO TO 95


65 	 READ 1020,EL(J),RADIUS(J),ZXZY


AREA(J)=PI*RADIUS(J)**2/144.


GO TO 95


70 READ 1020,BRLBRDIAMBRCOMP


GO TO 9S


75 READ 1000


GO TO 95


80 READ 1000


GO TO 9S


SS READ 1O0


GO TO 95


qo READ 1000
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qs CONTINUE


C


G=32.174049


ETA=(OD,r.)


IFREQ=i


FREO(IFREG)=HERTZI


C CALCULATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS


99 	 OMEGA=2.*PI*FREG(IFREQ)


DO 175 J:1,NELM


INDEX=ITYPE(J)


GO TO (Oioso, iiO S,120,i25,130,13S,140,*lSISOISSIbOI5,I7O


I),INDEX


100 CALL ONE


GO TO 175


105 CALL TWO


GO TO 175


110 CALL THREE


GO TO 175


115 CALL FOUR


GO TO 175
 

120 CALL FIVE


GO TO 175


125 CALL SIX


GO TO 175


130 CALL SEVEN


GO TO 175


135 CALL EIGHT


GO TO 175


14o CALL NINE


GO TO 175


14S CALL TEN


GO TO 175


ISO CALL ELEVEN
 

GO TO 175


155 CALL TWELVE
 

GO TO 175


160 CALL THIRTEN


GO TO 175
 

165 CALL FOURTEN


GO TO 175
 

170 CALL FIVETEN


175 CONTINUE


C


CALL DMAT


CALL BMAT


ENUM=B(1,1)*(D(2,1)*ZINPUT+D(2,2))-B(2,1)*(D(I,)*ZINPUTtD(,2))


DENOM=D(2,1)*ZINPUT+D(2,2)-(D(1,1)*ZINPUT+D(,2))/TERMZ


TRANS=SIGN*ENUM/DENOM


SIZE(IFREQ)=CABS(TRANS)


IF(NEXCITE.EQ.)GO TO 17b


IF(NEXCITE.EG.S)GO TO 177


IF(NEXCITE.EQ.7)GO TO 177


IF(NEXCITE.EQ.9)GO TO 177


IF(NEXCITE.EQ.B)GO TO 178
 

17b SIZEDBCIFREQ)=20.*ALOGIO(SIZE(IFREQ)*AREAI/SRT(RHOLIQ*BULKMOD))


GO TO 179


177 SIZEDB(IFREQ)=20.*ALOGIO(SIZE(IFRE)/SRT(RHOLIQ*BULKMOD))


GO TO 17q
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178 SIZEDB(IFREQ)=20.*ALOGIO(SIZE(IFREQ)/(RHOLIQ*RADI))


1V9 CONTINUE


ANGLE(IFREQ)=ATAN2(AIMAG(TRANS),REAL(TRANS))*570 8q578


180 ANGLE(IFREQ)=ANGLE(IFREQ)-180.


185 RADSEC(.IFRE)=OMEGA


IF(FREQ(IFREQ).LT.HERTZF) GO TO 190


GO TO 205


190 IFREQ=IFREQ+1


IF(FREQ(IFREQ-I)-FILIM)195,IqS,20O


155 F-Rg(IFREG)=FR-E(IFREQ-I)+DELHZI


IFINAL=IFREG


GO TO qq


200 	 FREQ(IFREQ)=FREQ(IFREQ-1)tDELHZ2


IFINAL=IFREG


GO TO qq


205 	 PRINT 1000


PRINT 1025


PRINT 1030


DO 250 I=1,IFINAL


250 	 PRINT 1O',RADSEC(I),FREQ(),SIZE(I)bSIZEDB(I)PANGLE(I)


GO TO I


1000 FORMAT(SSHX


1005 FORMAT(2I3)


1020 FORMAT(bEI2.b)


102S FORMAT(IHO,39X,ISHNON-DIMENSIONALSXPSHPHASE)


1030 FORMAT(14H OMEGA-RAD/SEC4X,7HFREQ-HZ,'X,9HTRANS-P/KpbXSHTRANS-DB


1,bX,9HANGLE-DEG)


1040 FORMAT(1X,Fq.lFIS.1,F13.3,F14.2,F15.1)


1050 FORMATCIHI,EI'.bbEIS.b)


END
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SUBROUTINE ONE


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX FOR


A STRAIGHT LINE OF LENGTH L WITHOUT EXTERNAL E'XCITATION


COMPLEX ETA,ENUM;DENOMrTRANSBrDXItARGRJ,GAMMA,ZCCOSHGSINHGDD


1,CCTCOTH,TCSCH,BB,ZI,Z2,XI,X2,X3,X4,QUADRATALPHAP,BETAPALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFSSLCW,COSHCW,SINHCW,COEFF,ALPHAI,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHABETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(S),JTERM(IS)rK(15,15),EL'(IS),RADIUS(IS)rRBUB(Is),


1FPVC(1S)rAKBPVC(15),AKCPVC(15),PARLEN(C1,S),PARRAD(1ES),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION 6(2,1),D(2a2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(15),


JCOMPLY(IS),AKBEL(S),BSIGN(CO),DAMPER(1S),SPRINGKCIS)


DIMENSION DD(2,2,1),CC(2, ,1S),BB(2,I, S),RADSEC(2f00),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIrRADIUSOMEGAENUETAtEL,CO,RHOOrTHERMK,RBUBCPCVPO,VISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVC,NPAR,PAPRAD,PARLEN,BULKMOD,RHOLIQ,NGAS,GASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,G,TO,PHICOMPLY,NELAST,EWALL,HWALLNELMJBNUMJTERM,


1KDD,CC,D,B,BB,CP,JrAREA,VMEAN,FBELAKBELBSI GN,DAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GI,G2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


CALL SPEED


REYNOLD=VMEAN*2.*RADIJS(J)/CENU*12.)


RT=44.*(2.*ENU*O.0055*REYNOLD**.85J)/(RADIUS(J)**2)


ZI=(OMEGA*EL(J)*ETA)/CO


Z2=CSQRT(CI.,O.)tR1/(OMEGA*ETA))


XI=SQRTCOMEGA/ENU)*CSQRT(-ETA)


ARG=XI*RADIUS(J)/12.


CALL JIORJOCARG,RJ)


GAMMA=ETA*OMEGA*EL(J)/(CO*CSQRT((I.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))+REAL(Z1*Z2)


ZC=RHOO*CO/(CSQRT(C(.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHG=(CEXP(GAMMA)+CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


SINHG=(CEXP(GAMMA)-CEXP-GAMMA))/2.


0D(1rI,J)=COSHG


)O(I,2,J)=-ZC*SINHG/AREA(J)


DD(2,1,J)=-AREA(J)*SINHG/ZC


DD(2,2,J)=COSHG


RETURN


END 
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SUBROUTINE TWO


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COMPLIANCE OF AND TRANSFER MATRIX


ACROSS A SINGLE BUBBLE


CPCV=RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS FOR THE GAS IN THE BUBBLE


CP=SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE FOR THE GAS IN THE BUBBLE


COMPLEX ETA,ENUM,DENOMTRANSB,DXIARGRJ, AMMAZC,COSHGSINHGDD


I CCrTCOTH,TCSCHBB Z Z2rXIX?,X3,X4rQUADRATALPHAPBETAP,ALPHADP,


2BETADPGOFSSLCW,COSHCWSINHCWCOEFFALPHAIALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHA,YtEIA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IS)rJTERMCIS),KCIS,IS),EL(IS),RADIUS(IS),RBUB(1S),


IFPVC(15),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVC(IS)rPARLEN(1S,5),PARRAD(I5,S),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION B(2l)rD(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(20O),ANGLE(200)rFBEL(Is),


]COMPLY(1S),AKBEL(IS),RSIGN(IO),DAMPER(IS),SPRINGK(IS)


DIMENSION DD(22,1s),CC(2,IiS) BB(2,1,IS),RADSEC(20o),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADIUSOMEGAENU,ETAEL,CORHOOTHERMKNRUBCPCVPOVISC


I,FPVCAKBPVCPAKCPVCNPARPARRADPARLEN,BULKMODRHOLIQ,NGAStGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,GTO,PHI,COMPLY,NELASTrEwALLHWALL,NELMtJBNUM,JTERM


IKDDCC,D,B,F8,CP,JAREAVMEAN,FBELrAK$ELBSIGN,DAMPFRSPRINGK


COMMON GI,G2rRHOWALL,ZX,ZY


GASCON=778.*CP*(i.-1./CPCV)


GASDEN=IWI.*PO/(GASCON*G*(TOt4bo.))


DTHERM=rHERMK/(GASDEN*CP*G)


PRo=SQRT(OMEGA*3bOn./(2.*DTHERM))*RBUB(J)/12.


IF(PRO .GT. 35.)20,fl


10 	 T1=(SINH(2.*PRO)+SIN(2.*PRO))/(COSH(2.*PRO)-COS(2.*PRO))


T2=(SINH(2.*PRO)-SIN(2.*PRO))/(COSH(2.*PRO)-COS(2.*PRO))


T3=2.*PRO/(3.*(CPCV-I.))


T4=(TI-1./PRO)/(T3+t2)


POLY=CPCV/((I.+T2/T3)*(I.+TW**2))


GO TO 30


20 	 POLY=CPCV


30 	 BUBVOL=4.*PI*RBUB(J)**3/(.*1728.)


CALL SPEED


SPRING=POLY*PO*I4./BUBVOL


AMAS52=RHOO/(q.*PI*RbUB(J)/12.)


IF(PRO.GT.3S.)50,QO


40 BTHERM=T4*SPRING/OMEGA


GO TO kG


50 BTHERM=3.*(CPCV-I.)*SPRING/(2.*PRO*OMEGA)


ho BRADOAMASS2*RBUB(J)*(OMEGA**2)/(12.*CO)


8VIS=I728.*VISC/(PI*RBUB(J)**3)


PUAMp=RTHERM+BRAD+8VIs


DO I, ,J )=(I0. , *)


DD(2,1 J)=-ETA*OMEGA/(-AMASS2*OMEGA**2ETA*BDAMP*OMEGA+SPRING)


fD(p2,J)=(I.,f.)


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE THREE


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TRANSFER MATRIX-FOR A PRESSURE-

VOLUME COMPENSATOR(PVC JOINT)


COMPLEX ETA,ENUMDENOMTRANS,BrD,XI,ARGRJ,GAMMAZCrCOSHGSINHGDD


1,CCTCnTHTCSCH,BB,Z1,Z2,XI,'X2,X3,X4,QUADRAT,ALPHAPBETAP,ALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFS,SLCWCOSHCW,SINHCW',COEFF,ALPHA1,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHA,BETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(15),JTERM(15),K(15,1S),EL(1s),RADIUS(1S),RBUB(15),


IFPVC(1S),AKBPVC(is),AKCPVC(1S),PARLEN(1ss),PARRAD(1Ss),FREQ(2oa)


DIMENSION B(2,1),D(2,2),SIZE(2O),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(15),


ICOMPLY(IS),AKBEL(IS),RSIGNCIO)-,DAMPER(15),SPRINGK(CS)


DIMFNSION DD(2,2,1S),CC(2,1,15),BB(2r,iS),PADSEC(200),AREA(IS)


COMMON PI,RADIUSOMEGAENU,ETA,EL,CO,RHOOrTHERMKRBUBCPCV,POVISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVC,NPAR,PARR-AD,PARLEN,BULK?OD,RHOLIQ,NGASGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,G,TO ,PHI,COMPLY,NELAST,EWALL,HWALLNELM,JBNUM,JTERM,


1KDD,CC,D,BBB,CPJ,AREAVMEAN,FBELAKBELBIGN,DAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GI,G2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


FRICT=FPVC(J)


AKB=AKBPVCCJ)


AKC=AKCPVC(J)


AKPVC=AKB-AKC


DD(I,I,J)=FRICT

DD(I,2,J):(0.,O.)

DD(2,i,J)=(O.,O.)


OD(2,2,J)=(1.,O.)


CC(2,1,J)=AKPVC


RE TURN


END
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SUBROUTINE FOUR


C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX FOR


C A SIDE FRANCH PULSER


COMPLEX ETAENUM,DENOMTRANS,BD,XIARGRJGAMMArZC.COSHGSINHGDD


IrCCrTCOTH,TCSCHrB,ZIZ2rXI,X2,X3,X4rOUADRAT,ALPHAPrBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFS,SLCW,COSHCWSINHCWCOEFFALPHAI,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHA,BETA 
DIMENSION ITYPE(IS),JTERM(S),K(IS,15),EL(1s),RADIUS(IS)rRBUB(IS), 
IFPVC (15), AKBPVC( IS), AKCPVCC(i), PAR LEPIS! q r 5)--PARRAD-cI.S,.S-,-FRE-Q(.2-OO-)-
DTMENSION B12, ),,(2j2rSiZE(2O)SIZED(200)ANGLE(200),FBEL(IS), 
ICOMPLY(1S),AKBEL(15.),RSIGNCIO),DAMPEPCES),SPRINGK(IS)


DIMENSION DD(C,2,lS),CCC2,,IrS),BB(2,lrIS)rRADSECCeOO),AREA(15)


COMMUN PI,RADIUS,OMEGA,ENU,ETAELCORHOOTHERMKRRURCPCV,PoVISC


1,FPVCAKBPVCAKCPVCNPARPAPRADPARLENBULKMOD,RHOLIQNGASGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,GTO,PHICOMPLY,NELAST,EALLrHWALLNELM,JBNUMJTERM,


IKDDCCrD,BBBCPJ,AREAVMEANFBELtAKBELBSIGN,DAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GIG2,RHOWALLZX,ZY

DD(I,iJ)=(I.,o.)


DD(2,IJ)=(O.pO.)


DO(2p2,J)=(I.,O.)


CC(I,Ifj)=(O.,O.)


CC(2,IJ)=(l.,O.)


RETURN


END
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03 
C 
 
C 
 
C 
 
SUBROUTINE FIVE


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRICES


A SIMPLE LINE OF LENGTH
FOR THE LONGITUDINAL RIGID BODY MOTION OF 

L. THE MOTION IS A RESULT OF VELOCITY EXCITATION.


COMPLEX ETA,ENUMDENOMTRANSB,D,XIARG,RJGAMMAZCCOSHGPSINHG,DD


1,CCTCOTHTCSCWBBZIZ2rXI,X2rX3,X4, UADRATALPHAPYBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFS,SLCWCOSHCW,SINHCWPCOEFF,ALPHAIALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHABETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IS),JTERM(lS),K(tS,15),EL(S),RADIUS(15),RdUB(IS),


IFPVC(IS),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVC(iS),PARLENC1SS),PARRAD(1ES),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION B(2,1),DC2,2),SIZE(200)rSIZEDB(200),ANGLEC200),FBEL(IS),


ICOMPLY(1S),AKBEL(1S),RSIGN(1O),DAMPER(IS),SPRINGK(15)


DIMENSION DD(2r2,15),CC(2,i,1s),BB(2,1,1S),RADSEC(200),AREA(15)


COMMON PIRADIUSOMEGAENUETAELCORHOOTHERMKRRUBCPCVP0,VISC


1,FPVCAKBPVCAKCPVCNPARPARRADPARLEN,BULKMODRHOLIQNGASPGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,GTofPHICOMPLY,NELASTEWALL,HWALL,NELMJBNUMJTERM,


]KDD,CC,D,BBBCPrJrAREAVMEANFBEL,AKBELBSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON G1,G2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


CALL SPEED


REYNOLD:VMEAN*2.*RADIUS(J)/(ENU*12.)


RT=1I4.*(2.*ENU*O.OO5S*REYNOLD**O.85)/(RADIUS(J)**2)


Z1:(OMEGA*EL(J)*ETA)/CO


Z2=CSORT((I.,O.)+RT/((IMEGA*ETA))


XI=SURT(OMEGA/ENU)*CSORT(-ETA)


ARG=XI*RADIUS(J)/12.


CALL J1ORJO(ARG,RJ)


GAMMA=ETA*OMEGA*ELCJ)/(CO*CSQRT((I.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))+REAL(ZI*Z2)


ZC:RHOO*CO/CCSQRT((I.,O.)e2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHGC=(CEXP(GAMMA)+CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


SINHG=(CEXP(GAMMA)-CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


DD( ,IJ)=COSHG


DD(I,2,J):-ZC*SINHG/AREA(J)


DD(PP,1,J)=-AREA(J)*SINHG/ZC


DD(2,2,J)=COSHG


CC(I,I,J)=ZC*SINHG


CC(2,1,J):AREA(J)*((I.,U.)-COSHG)


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE SIX


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MAIRIX FOR


AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF LINES IN PARALLEL ALL OF WHICH EMANATE FROM


AND CONVERGE ON COMMON INPUT-OUTPUT POINTS.


COMPLEX ETA,ENIJM,DENOM,TRANS,B,D,XI,ARG,RJ,GAMMA,ZC,COSHG,SINHG,DD


ICCTCOTHTCSCHPBBZIZ2,XIX2X3,X4,QUADRATALPHAPBETAPALPHADP


2BETADPGOFSSLCW,COSHCWSINHCW,COEFFALPHAIrALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCTrALPHA,BETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IS)rJTERMi15 ,K_(1.,1S--,EL-(
1- -)-rR-AD-US(-S-)-r-R8UB' S-)-,

IFPVC(IE),AKBPVCCIS),AKCPVC(IS),PARLEN(1SS),PARRAD(ISS)rFREQ(200)


DIMENSION B(21),D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(1S),


ICOMPLY(ISJAKBEL(15),BSIGN(IO),DAMPERCIS),SPRINGK(S)


DIMENSION DV(2,2,15),CC(2,1,1S),BB(2,,IS),RADSEC(200),AREA(15)


COMMON PIRADIUS,OMEGAENU,ETAEL,CoRHOOTHERMKRBUBCPCVrPO,VISC


I,FPVCAKBPVCAKCPVC,NPARPARRADrPARLEN,BULKMODRHOLIQ,NGASGASMW


COMMON CAMGAS,G,TO,PHTCOMPLYNELASTEWALLHWALLNELMJBNUM,JTERM,


IKUD,CCpDB,BBCP,JAREAVMEAN,FBELAKBELrBSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GIG2,RHOWALLZX,ZY


DO S IzINPAR


CALL SPEED


CO=CO/SQRT(I. BIILKMOD*2.*PAPRAD(JpI)i(14.*EWALL*HWALL))


S(FT=PI*PARRAD(J,I)**2/4'*.


XI:SQRTCOMEGA/ENU)*CSoRT(-ETA)


ARG:XI*PARRAD(JI)/12.


CALL JIORJO(ARGRJ)


GAMMA=ETA*OMEGA*PARLEN(J,I)/(CO*CSQRT((1.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


ZC=RHOO*Co/(CSoRT((I.,o.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHG:(CEXP(GAMMA)+CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


SINHG=(CEXP(GAMMA)-CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


TCOTH=TCOTH+SQFT*COSHG/(SINHG*ZC)


5 TCSCH=TCSCH+SQFT/(ZC*SINHG)


DLII,J):TCOTH/TCSCH


DD(1,2,J)=-l./TCSCH


DD(2,IJ)=TCSCH-TCOTH**2/TCSCH


DD(2,2,J)=TCOTH/TCSCH


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE SEVEN


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX FOR


A BELLOWS WITH A LUMPED COMPLIANCE REPRESENTING iRAPPED GAS UNDER


THE LINER PLUS A PERIODIC VOLUMETRIC CHANGE DUE TO RELATIVE MOTION


OF THE ENDS OF THE BELLOWS


COMPLEX ETAENUMDENOMTRANS,B,D,XIARGRJGAMMAZC,COSHG,SINHG,DD


ICCTCOTH,TCSCH,BBZIZ2,XIX2,X3,X4,QlADRATALPHAP,BETAPALPHADP.


2BETADPGOFSSLCWPCOSHCW SINHCWCOEFFALPHAIALPHA2


CnMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHABETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IE),JTERM(l5),K(ISlS),EL(1E),RADIUS(IS),RBUB(IS),


1FPVC(15),AKBPVC(lS)rAKCPVC(1S),PARLEN(5,5),PARRAD(SrS)rFREC(2O)


DIMENSION 8(2,l),D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(2o),ANGLE(200),FBEL(IS),


ICOMPLY(1S),AKBEL(IS),BSIGN(IO),DAMPER(15),SPRINGK(IS)


DIMENSION OD(2,2,IS),CCC2,1rlS),BB(2,i,IS),RADSEC(200),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADIUSOMEGAENU,ETAELCDRHOOrTHERMKRBUBCPCV,POVISC


IFPVCAKBPVCAKCPVCNPARPARRADPARLE rBULKMODRHOLIQNGAS,GASMW


COMMON f;AMGAS,G,TOPHI,COMPLY,NELAST,EWALLHWALL,NELMJBNUM,JTERM,


lKDDCCD,B,BBCP,J,AREA,VMEANFBELAKBELBS1GNDAMPERrSPRINGK


COMMON GI,62,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


FRICT=FBEL(J)


C=COMPLY(J)


AKBZAKBEL(J)


DD(I,I,J)=FRICT

DD{lr2,J)=(D°fO,)


D0(2,tJ)=-C*ETA*OMEGA


DD(2,2,J)=(I.,D.)

CC(Ifir)=(D.,O.)


CC(2,IJ)=AKB


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE EIGHT


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF 1HE TRANSFER MATRICES


FOR THE AXIAL MOTION OF A VERTICAL LINE wITH MOUNTING STIFFNESS


ON THE TWO ADJACENT HORIZONTAL LINES. THE TWO STIFFNESS TERMS ARE


LUMPED INTO ONE EFFECTIVE SPRING IN PARALLEL WITH ONE EFFECTIVE


VISCOUS DAMPER. THE FORCING FUNCTION IS AN ACCELERATION APPLIED


TO THE SPRING-DAMPER SUPPORT PLUS A PASSIVE INERTIAL LOADING


COMPLEX ETApENUM,DENOMTRANS,B,DXIARG,RJGAMMApZC,COSHGSINHGDD


1,CCTCOTHTCSCHrBBZPZ2,XI,X2X3,X4,QUADRATALPHAPBEAPrALPKADPr


dBETA-DP- GOFS-SLCW',COSHCwSTNH'CW,COEFFALPHAI,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSVRUCTALPHABETA


DIMENSIONv ITYPE(I5),JTERM(IS),K(1~rES),EL(1S),RADIUS(IS)rRBUB(IS),


IFPVC(IS),AKBPVC(ISbrAKCPVC(S)rPARLEN(15S),PARRAD(lSrS),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION B(2,1),DC2,2),SIZE(2n),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(2O),FBEL(I),


ICUMPLY(15),AKBEL(1S),BSIGN(IO),DAMPERCIS),SPRINGK(IS)


DIMENSION DD(2,2,1s),CC(2,1,1S),B(2,,1rS),RADSEC(2on),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADILJSOMEGAENUETAPEL,CO,RHOOrTHERMKRBUf3,CPCVPOrVISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVC,NPARPARRAD,PARLEN,BULKMOD,RHOLIQ,NGAS,GASMW


COMMON GAMGASG,TO,PHICOMPLY,NELAST,EWALL,HWALLNELMJBNUMJTERM,


1K,DDCC,DBBB,CP,JAREAVMEAN,FBEL,AKBELBSIGN,DAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GIG2,KHOolALL,ZX,ZY


CALL SPEED


REYNOLD=VMEAN*2.*RAD1US(J)/(ENU*12.)


RT=144.*(2.*ENLJ*O.tlf55*REYNOLO**I.8S)/(RADIUS(J)**2)


Z]=(OMEGA*EL(J)*ETA)/CO


72=CSQRT(1.,O.)+RT/(OMEGA*ETA))


XI=SQRT(OMEGA/ENU)*CSQRTC-ETA)


ARG=XI*RADIUS (J)/12.


CALL JIORJO(ARG,RJ)


rAMMA=ETA*EGA*EL(J)/(C*CSQRTC(I.,u.)-2.*RJ/ARG))+PEAL(/!*Ze)


ZC=RHOn*CO/(CSQRT((1.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHG=(CEXP(GAtlMA)+CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


SINHG=(CEXtP(GAM1MA)-CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


AMASS=RHOO*AREA(J-I)*EL(J-I)+AREA(J+I)*EL(J+)))


QUADRAT=-AMASS*OMEGA**2+ETA*OMEGA*DAMPER(j)+SPRINGK (J)


ALPHAP=CETA*OHEGA*DAMPER(J)+SPRINGK(J))*ZC*SINHG/(UADRAT*TA*OMEb


IA)


PETAP=AREA(J)*ETA*oMEGA*ZC*SINHG/QUAURAT


ALPHADP=(EA*OMEGA*DAMPER(J)tSPRINGK(J))*AREA(J)*((1.,O.)-COSHG)/(


IFTA*JMEGA*QUADR4T)


REIADP=(APEA(j)**2)*ETA*OMEGA*((I.,u.)-COSHG)/QUADRAT


DD(I,1,J)=(COSHG+8ETAP)/CI.+HET AP)


fn(I,2pJ)=-ZCkSINHG/(AREA(,j)*(I.+BETAP))


Df(di1J)=-AREACJ)*SINHG/ZCtBETADP*C(I.rD.)-COSHG)/(I.+BETAP)


f)(2,2,J)=COSHG+tEAP*ZC*SINHG/(AREACJ)*(.+t3ETAP))


CC(IL,J)=ALPHAP/(±.+BETAP)


CC(dl,J):ALPHADP/(I.+BETAP)


PETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE NINE


THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX


FOR A LINE WITH FORCED CHANCES IN LINE LENGTH


COMPLEX ETAENUM,DENOMrTRANSrR,DXI,ARG,RJGAMMA,ZC,COSHG,SINHG,DD


1,CCPTCOTHTCSC~pBBZl,Z2,X],XPXq,X ,QUAORATALPHAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFS,SLCWCOSHCW,SINHCWPCOEFFALPHA1,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHA,BETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IS),JTERM(18),K(IS,15),EL(15),RADIUS(1S),RBUB(15),
 
IFPVC(1S),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVC(15),PARLEN(IS,),PARRAD(ISFS)7FREQ(
2 00)
 
DIMENSION B(2rl),D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(15),


ICOMPLY(1S),AKBEL(IS),BSIGN(IO),DAMPER(IS),SPRINGKCIS)


DIMENSION DD(2,2,1S),CC(2,1,1S),BB(2rl,1S),PADSEC(200),AREA(15)


COMMON PI,RADIUS,OMEGAENUETA,EL,CORHOOTHERMK,RBUH,CPCV,PO,VISC


l,FPVCAKBPVC,AKCPVC,NPARPARRADPARLENBULKMODRHOLIQ,NGASGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,,TO,PHI,CUMPLY,NELASTrEWALL,HWALL,NELMJBNUMJTERM,


IK,DD,CC,D,B,BB,CP,J,AREA,VMEAN,FBEL,AKBELBSIGNDAMPER,SPRINGK


COMMON GI,G2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


GOFS=G+G2*ETA


CN=SQRT((EWALL*G)/RHOWALL*12.))


CALL SPEED


REYNOLD=VMEAN*2.*RADIUS(J)/(ENU*12.)


RT=14'.*(2.*ENU*O.UOSs*REYNOLD**.85)/(RADIUS(J)**2)


Zl=(OMEGA*EL(J)*ETA)/CO


Z2=CSORT((1.,O.)+RT/(OMEGA*ETA))


XI=SQRT(OMEGA/ENU)*CSQRT(-ETA)


ARG=XI*RADIUS(J)/12.


CALL J1ORJO(ARG,RJ)


GAMMA=ETA*OMEGA*EL(J)/(CO*CSQRT(Cl.,.)-2.*RJ/ARG))+REAL(ZI*Z2)


ZC=RHOf*CO/(CSORT((I.,O.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHG=CCEXP(GAMMA)+CEXPC-GAMMA))/2.


SINHG=(CEXPCGAMMA)-CEXPC-GAMMA))/2.


Do(1,1,J)=COSHG


DD(1l2,J)=-ZC*SINHG/AREA(J)


DU(2,1,J)=-AREA(J)*SINHG/ZC


DD(2,2,J)=COSHG


SLCW=ETA*OMEGA*EL(J)/CW


COSHCiv=(CEXP(SLCJ)+CEXP(-SLCW))/2.


SINHCW=(CEXP(SLCW)-CEXP(-SLCW))/2.


COEFF=(-OMEGA**2/C**2-(GAMA/EL(J))**2)/(-OMEGA**2/CW**2"(GAMMA/E


IL(J))**2)


ALPHAI=(RHOO*CO**2/(ETA*OMEGA))*((ETA*OMEGA*SINHCW/CW'GAMMA*SINHG/


1EL(-J))+(GOFS-COSHCW)*(COSHCW-COSHG)*ETA*OMEGA/(Cw*SINHCW))


ALPHA2=-((COSHCW-COSHG)+(GOFS-COSHCW)*(SINHCW-ETA*OMEGA*EL(J)*SINH


IG/(CW*GAMMA))/SINHCW)


CC(I,1,J)=COEFF*ALPHAI


CC(2,],J)=COEFF*ALPHA2*AREA(J)


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE TEN 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX 
FOR THE AXIAL MOTION OF A VERTICAL LINE WITH MOUNTING STIFFNESS. 
THE STIFFNESS IS REPRESENTED BY THE IMPEDANCE PRESENTED TO THE 
LINE BY THE VFHICLE STRUCTURE. 
THIS SUBROUTINE CAN 6E USEO ONLY WHEN ANOTHER SOURCE OF EXCITATION

IS PRESENT IN THE FEEDLINEr I.E. PULSER OR VERTICAL LINE VELOCITY


FXCITATION. THE FUNCTIUNAL FORM OF THE STRUCTURAL IMPEDANCE IS


THAT OF AN EQIUIVALENT SPRING AND DASHPOT IN PARALLEL.


ZX AND ZY -ARE-THE -RE-AL -AND- I-MA-G-I-NA-RY -PtRTS OF ZSTRUCT.


COMPLEX ETA,ENUMDENOMpTRANSrB,DXI,ARGRJGAMMAZCCOSHGSINHGDD


1,CC,TCOTHTCSCH,BBZ1,Z2XI,X2,X3,X,QUADRAT,ALPHAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADP,GOFSSLCWCOSHChSI NHC ,COEFF,ALPHAIALPHA2


CUMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHAHETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(1S),JTERM(15),K(15IS),EL(IS),RADIUS(IS),RBUB(I),


IFPVC(1S),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVC(1S),PARLEN(IS,S),PARRAD(IS,S),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION B(2,1 ,D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(IS),


ICOMPLY(15),AKBEL(15),BSIGN(IO),DAMPER(15)PSPRINGK(IS)


DIMENSION DD(2r2,1y),CC(2,I,1S)RBB(2,1,IS),RADSEC(dOo),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADIUS,OMEGArENUETA,ELrCO,RHOOrTHERMK,RBURCPCVPOVISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVCAKCPVCNPARPARRADPARLEN,BULKMODRHOLIQPNGASPGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,GTOPHICOMPLYNELAST,EWALLHWALLNELMrJBNLJM,JTERM,


IK,DOCC,0,BBBCPJ,AREA,VMEAN,Ft3ELAKRELBSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON G1,G2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


CALL SPEED


PEYNOLD=VMEAN*2.*RADIJS(J)/(ENU*12.)


RT:144.*(2.*ENIJ*II.OO5s*REYNI)LD**.5)/(RADIUS(J)**2)


71:(UMEGA*EL(J)*ETA)/CO


Zd=CSRTC(I.,O.)+RT/(OMEGA*ETA))


XI=SQRT(OMEGA/ENLJ)*CSQRT(-ETA)


ARG=XI*RADIUS(J)/12.


CALL JIORJU(ARGRJ)


GAMMA=ETA*OMEGA*EL(J)/(CO*CSQRT((I.,n.)-2.*RJ/ARG))+REALcZI*Z2)


ZC=RHOO*CO/(CSURTC(1.,D.)-2.*RJ/ARG))


COSHG:(CEXP(GAMMA)+CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


SI NHG=(CEXP(GAMA)-CEXP(-GAMMA))/2.


AMASS=RHO*(AREA(J-I)*EL(J-f)+AREA(,a+1)*EL(J+±))


ZSTRuCT=ZX-EIA*ZY/OMEGA


ALPHA=AREA(J)*ZC*SINHG,/(ZSTRIiCTtAMASS*ETA*OMEGA)


RETA=(1.-COSHG)*(AREA(J)**2)/(ZSTRUCf+AMASS*ETA*OMEGA)


hO (1,7JI)=(COSHI3+ALPHA)/(I.+ALPHA)


DO(I , J)=-ZC*SINHG/(ANEA(J) *(I. AIlPN A))


DD(2p,J)=-AREA(J)*SINHG/ZCtETA*(1.-COSHG)/cI.+ALPHA)


DD(2,2,J)=COSHG+ZCxSINHG*BETA/(AREA(,(J*(j.+ALPHA))


RETURN


FND
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SUBROUTINE ELEVEN 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFER 
C MATRIX FOR A COMPLEX SIDE BRANCH. THIS MODEL ASSUMES A 
C LAMINAR FLO IN THE SIDE BRANCH. 
COMPLEX ETA,ENUMDENOMTRANSB,D,XI,ARG,RJ,GAMMA,ZC,COSHG,SINHGDD


1,CC,TCOTH,TCSCHBB,Z1,Z2,X1,X2,X3,X4,OUADRATALPHAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADPGOFSSLCW,COSHCW,SINHCW,COEFF,ALPHAI,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHA,BETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(15),JTERM(1S)bK(1,18),EL(15),RADIUS(15),RBUB(15),


IFPVC(15),AKBPVC(15),AKCPVC(1S),PARLEN(19,5),PARRAD(I,5),FREO(200)


DIMENSION B(2,1),DC2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(2Of),ANGLEC200),FBEL(15),


ICOMPLY(IS),AKBEL(15),BSIGNC(O)FDAMPER(15),SPRINGK(15)


DIMENSION DD(t,2,IS),CC(2,1,lS),BB(2,1,1S),RADSEC(200),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADIUS,OMEGA,ENU,ETA,ELCORHOOTHERMK,RBUBCPCV,PO,VISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVCNPAR,PARRAD,PARLEN,BULKMOD,RHOLIQ,NGAS,GASMw


COMMON GAMGAS,G,TOPHI,COMPLY,NELAST,EWALL,HWALLNELM,JBNUM,JTERM,


IK,DD,CCDBBB,CP,J,AREAVMEAN,FBEL,AKBEL,BSIGNDAMPER,SPRINGK


COMMON"GIG2,RHOWALLZXpZY


COMMON BRCOMP,BRL,BRDIAM


CUMPLFX S


S=ETA*OMEGA


lo 	 CALL. SPEED


AREAB=(PI/4.)*(BRDIAM/12.)**2


BRI:RHOO*BRL/AREAB


BRR=I28.*VISC*BRL/(PI*(BRDIAM/12.)**4.)
U0(1,1, JI:CI. ,P. ) 
DD(,2,J)=(S.,O.)


UDt2,1,J):-S*BRCOMP/(BRI*BRCOMP*S**2+BRR*BRCOMP*S +1.)


DD(272,J)=(I. o.)


RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE SPEED


C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SPEED OF SOUND FOR THE FLUID IN THE


C FEEDLINE. THIS FLUID MAY BE A LIQUID OR A HOMOGENEOUS MIXTURE OF


C A LIQUID AND AN ULLAGE GAS


COMPLEX ETAENUMDENOMTRANSBrDXI,ARGrRJGAMMAZCCOSHG,SINHGDD


1,CCTCOTHTCSCHBB,ZIrZ2rX1,X2,X3,X',QUADRATALPHAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADPGOFSSLCWCOSHCWSINHCWCOEFFALPHAI,.ALPHA2-

COMPLEX ZSTRUCTALPHABETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(IS),JTERMCIS),K(ISrS),EL(IS),RADIUS(I5),RBUB(1E),


XFPVC(I5),AKBPVC(IS),AKCPVC(IS)rPARLEN(I5,5),PARRAD(Sr5)rFREQ(200)


DIMENSION 8(2,1),D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(IS),


ICOMPLY(1E),AKBEL(IS)rBSIGN(1O),DAMPER(IS),SPRINGK(1S)


DIMENSION DD(2,2,IS),CC(2,1,1S),BB(2,1,IS),RADSEC(2O)AREA(E)


COMMON PI,RADIUS,OMEGAENUETAELCORHOOTHERMKRBUBrCPCV,POVISC


IFPVCrAKBPVC,AKCPVCNPARPARRADPARLEN,BULKMODRHOLIQNGASrGASMW


COMMON GAMGASG,TOPHICOMPLYNELASTEWALL,HWALL,NELMJBNUMJTERM


IK,DD,CCD,B,BB,CP,J,AREAVMEANFBELAKBELBSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GI,G2rRHOALLZXZY


CLIQUID=SQRT(BULKMOD/RHOLIQ)


IFCNGAS.EQ.1)1O,20


10 	 RHOGAS=14.*P0*GASMW/(IS45.*(TD +bD.)*G)


CGAS=SQRT(GAMGAS*G* SS.*(TO+4UD.)/GASMW)


EI=RHOGASPHI*RHOLIQ


E2=RHOGAS/(RHOLIQ*CLIQUID**2*E1)+(PHI*RHOLIQ)/(E1*RHOGAS*CGAS**2)


E3=(.ePHI)*RHOGAS*RHOLIQ


CO=SQRT(EI/(E2*E3))


RHOO=E3/EI


ENU=VISC/RHOD


GO TO 30


20 	 CO=CLIQUID


RHOO=RHOLIQ


ENU:VISC/RHOO


30 IF(NELAST.EQ.1)40D0


40 CO=CO/SQRT(I.tCO**2*RHOO*2.*(RADIUS(J)+HWALL)/(1I4.*EWALL*HWALL))


50 RETURN


END
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SUBROUTINE DMAT


C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES MATRIX D IN THE EXPRESSION P=OQ+VB


COMPLEX ETAENUM-,DENOM-TRANS,B,DXJJARGRJ..GAMMA,ZCCOSHGtSINHG,DD


ICCTCOTHTCSCH,BB,ZI ,Z2,XlX2,X3,X*,OUADRAT,ALPMAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADPGOFSSLCW,COSHCW,SINHCWrCOEFFALPHA, ALPHA2,


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHA,BETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(ls),JTERM(15)K(IS,15IS),EL(1S),RAOIUSCIS),RBUB(IS),


IFPVC(15),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVC(IS) PARLEN(S,S)-,-PARRAD(ISmS),FREQ(200)


DIMENSION 8(2l),D(2,2),S'IZE(200),SIZE-DB(2ua),ANGLE(2ao),FBEL(1S),


ICOMPLY('S),AKBELC1S),BSIGN(IO),DAMPER(15),SPRINGK'(15)


DIMENSION DD(2r2,15),'CC('2,1,l8),BB(2,1,15) ,RADSEC(2.0D),AREA'(15)


COMMON PI,RADIUS,OMEGA,ENUrETA,ELCO,RHOOrTHERMKRBUBCPCVPOVISC


1,FPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVCNPKRPARRAD,PARLENBULKMODRHOLIQNGASGASMW


COMMON GAMGASGrTO,PHICOMPLY,NELASTEWALLHWALLNELMrJBNUM,JTERM,


IK,DD,CCI,BB8,CP,JAREA,VMEAN,FBEL,AKBEL,BSIGNDAMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GIG2,RHOWALL,ZX,ZY


DO 1o M=1,2


DO 10 N=1,2.


10 D(MN)=DD(MN,1)


IF(NEl.M-)50,20,30


20 RETURN


30 DO 40 J=2,NELM

Xl=DD(IPIJ)*DC1,1)+DD(1,2,J)*D(2,1)


X2=DD(I,1,J)*D(I,2)+DD(i,2,J)*D(2,2)


X3=DD(2,1,J)*U(I,l)+DD(2,2,J)*D(2,l)


X4=DD(2,1,J)*D(1,2)+DD(2,2,J)*D(2r2)


D(1,1)=X1


D(1,2)=X2


1(2,1)=X3


40 DC2,2)=X4


RETURN


50 PRINT BO


CALL EXTT


10 FORMAT(2SHOERROR IN NELM SPECIFICATION)


END
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SUBROUTINE BMAT


C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES MATRIX B IN THE EXPRESSION P=DO+vB


COMPLEX ETA,ENUM,DENOMTRANS,B,D,XIARGrRJGAMMA,ZCCOSHGSINHG,DD


IPCCTCOTH,TCSCHrBBZIZ2,XlpX2X3,X4,QUAURAT,ALPHAPBETAPALPHADP,


2BETADPGOFSrSLCW,COSHCW,SINHCW,COEFFALPHAI,ALPHA2


COMPLEX ZSTRUCT,ALPHABETA


DIMENSION ITYPE(15),JTERM(15),K(1S,15),EL(IS),RAuIUS(1s),RBUB(1s),


IFPVC(1S),AKBPVC(1S),AKCPVCI),PARLENS,),PXARRACI5.rS-,FREQ.2.00)


DI-MkNSION 8(2,1),D(2,2),SIZE(200),SIZEDB(200),ANGLE(200),FBEL(15),


ICOMPLY(15),AKBEL(IS),BSIGN(IU),DAMPER(IS),SPRINGK(15)


DIMENSION DD(2,2,15),CC(2,1,1S),BB(2,1,I5),RADSEC(200),AREA(IS)


COMMON PIRADIUS,OMEGArENUETArEL,CDRHOOTHERMKRBUBCPCVPOV'ISC


1PFPVC,AKBPVC,AKCPVC,NPAR,PARRADrPARLENBULKMODrRHOLIQ,NGASGASMW


COMMON GAMGAS,G,TO,PHICOMPLY,NELASTEWALLHWALLtNELMJBNUM,JTERM,


IKDD),CC,D,BBB,CPJ,AREAVMEANFBEL,AKBELBSIGNI)AMPERSPRINGK


COMMON GIG2,RHOWALLZXZY


DO IOU I=IPJBNUM


KOUNT=JTERMCI)


L=K(IrKOUNT)


DO I00 J=I,KOUNT


IF(J-I)S,5,15


5 DO 10 M=I,2


10 8B(M,1.I)=CC(MpIL)


GO TO 100


is L=K(I,KOUNT-J+I)


XI=DD(C1I,L)*BB(IjI)+DD(I,2,L)*BB(2,1,I)

Y2=DD(2,1,L)*BB(l,iI)+DD(2,2,L)*BB(2,1,I)


88(1,1,1)=XI


58(2, 1,I=X2


iO0 CONTINUE


B(2,1)=BSIGNCI)*BB(2,1,1)

iii DiU 2n11 Mz±,a


DO 2cM) I=2,JBNUM 
__


2fli R(MI zf3(M,I)+RSTGN(I)*BI3CM,I, I)


210 RETURN


END 
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SUBROUTINE JIORJO(Z,RJ)


CALCULATION OF JOCZ) AND JIZ) Z-COMPLEX


COMPLEY ZJ],JO,TERMO,IERMI,ZI,Z2,PO,QOPI,Q,PHOPHI,FZI,FZ2,RJ


X=REAL(Z)


Y=AIMAG(Z)

R=CABS(Z) 
IF(R-18.)lOo,1o0,110


100 TERMI=Z/2.


J=z/2.


TERMO=(I.,o.)


A=I.01=15. +R 
101 	 TERMO=TERNO*(-(Z/2.)**2)/A**2


JO=JO+TERMO


TERMI=TERMI*((Z/2.)**2)/((A+I.)*A)


JI=JI+TERMI


A=A+I.


IF(A-AM)1O1,1O1,115


110 IF(X)ll1,112,ll2


111 Zl='Z


GO TO 113


112 71=Z


113 	 PI=3.141Sq26


Z2=8.*ZI


IF(CABS(Z2)-50o.)120,120,121


120 PO=(i.,O.)-4.5/Z2**2+3675./(B.*Z2**4)


O0=-I./Z2+37.5/72**3-S953S./(8.*72**S)


PI=(I.,fl.)+7.S/Z2**2-4725./(8.*2**4)


OIl3./Z2-52.S/Z2**3+7275./(8.*Z2**S)


GO TO 122


121 PO=(I.,O.)-.5/Z2**2


00=-I./Z2 
Pl=(l.,O.) ?.5/Z2**2
Q1=3 . /Z2 
122 	 PHO=ZI-PI/4.


PHI=Z1-.75*PI


FZI=2./(PI*Z1)


FZ2=CSORT(FZI)


AZI=AIMAG(ZI)


IF(ABS(AZI)-S0.)116, 16,117


I1 	 Jo=FZ2*(P*CCOS(PHO)-0*CSIN(PHO))


JI=FZ2*(PI*CCUS(PH1)-OI*CSIN(PH))


IFCX)114,115,115


114 Jl=-JI


11S RJ=JI/J0


GO TO 119


117 SIN=Y/ARS(Y)


RJ=(SIN*(0.,1.)*P+1)/(Pn-SIN*(O.,I.)*O0)


119 RETURN


END
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CARD 3 ITYPE (J), J=1, 
NELM dimensionless 
CARD 4 	 JTERM (J), J= 1, 
JBNUM dimensionless 
CARD-5 	 K (J, M), dimensionless 
6 
4 + BJNUM 
CARD BSIGN (J), dimensionless 
(5 + JBNUM) 
CARD 	 HERTZI, Hz 
(6 + JBNUM) 
DELHZ1, Hz 
FILIM, Hz 
DELHZZ, Hz 
- HERTZF, Hz 
A sequence of dimensionless 
numbers that describes the 
type of elements in the line 
in the order in 	 which they 
appear beginning -withthe 
element attached to the fuel 
tank outlet. See the first 
page of program listing for 
an expanded definition. 
The number of 	 submatrices 
in B (J). For example, in 
Equation(125), 	 JBNUM = 3, 
JTERM(1)=2, 	 JTERM(Z)=3 
and JTERM (3) 	 = 4. 
An array that fixes the order 
of matrix multiplication in 
B(J). For example, in Equa­
tion (125), B(3) = DD.D C2 .4


Then K(3,1)=5, K(3,2)=4,


K(3,3) = 3 and K(3,4) = 2. 
Floating point array that de­
fines the algebraic sign pre­
ceding each B(J). Again in 
Equation(1Z5), BSIGN(l) = 
+1.0, BSIGN(Z) = -1.0 and 
BSIGN(3) = -1.0. 
The initial frequency where 
response calculations begin. 
Frequency step size for fre­
quencies between HERTZI 
and F1LIM. 
Frequency break-point which 
defines the boundary between 
regions of different grid size. 
Frequency step size for fre­
quencies beyond FlLIM. 
The final frequency to be 
evaluated.
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CARD SIGN, dimensionless 
(7 + JBNUM) 
TERMZ, lb-sec/fts 
RHOLIQ, lb-sec2 /ft 4 
THERMK, Btu/(hr-ft- R) 
P0, psia 
TO, 0 F 
CARD EWALL, lb/in? 
(8 + JBNUM) 
HWALL, in. 
ZINPUT, lb-sec/ft s 
CPCV, dimensionless 
BULKMOD, lb/fte 
PHI, dimensionless 
CARD VISC, lb-sec/ft2 
(9 + JBNUM) 
GASMW, dimensionless 
GAMGAS, dimensionless 
Algebraic sign preceding 
the parameter K in Equa­
tion (121). 
Terminal impedance of the 
line which reflects the com­
bined effect of the turbopump­
injector-engine combination. 
In its present form, TERMZ 
is a scalar resistance. 
Liquid propellant density. 
Thermal conductivity of the 
gas inside large bubbles. 
Mean propellant pressure. 
Mean propellant temperature. 
Wall modulus of elasticity. 
Wall thickness. 
Scalar flow impedance at the 
propellant tank outlet. 
The ratio of specific heats 
for the gas in the cavitation 
bubble at the propellant 
temperature. 
Bulk modulus of the pro­
pellant. 
Vapor-liquid mass ratio for 
the bulk propellant flow. 
Propellant dynamic viscosity. 
Molecular weight of dissolved 
vapor or ullage gas for use in 
speed of sound calculation. 
Ratio of specific heats for the 
gas whose molecular weight 
is GASMW. 
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CP, Btu/Ib- 0 R 	 Specific heat at constant 
pressure for the gas in the 
cavitation bubble. 
VMEAN ft/sec 	 Mean propellant feed velocity. 
The sequence and number of the remaining input cards cannot 
be stated a priori since they depend on the component structure of the 
feedline. However, the input for each line component appears se­
quentially in the same order as the components in the line beginning 
with the component attached to the fuel outlet. Listed below are the 
inputs for each class of component. 
Simple line: 
Cavitation bubble: 
Pressure-volume 
compensator: 
Side branch pulser: 
Line,with velocity 
excitation: 
Parallel lines: 
Bellows with relative 
motion: 
EL, ft 
RADIUS, in. 
RBUB, in. 
RADIUS, in. 
FPVC, 
dimensionless 
AKBPVC, ft2 
AKCPVC, ft? 
EL, ft 
RADIUS, in. 
NPAR, 
dimensionless 
PARLEN, ft 
PARRAD, in. 
FBEL, 
dimensionless 
COMPLY, ftS/ilb 
AKBEL, ff 
Line length. 
Line radius as measured to 
the inner surface. 
Bubble radius. 
Internal radius of the line 
surrounding the bubble. 
Friction factor expressed as 
the fraction of the inlet pres­
sure remaining at the outlet. 
Volume change constants 
for compensator. 
No input required. 
Same as simple line. 
Same as simple line. 
The number of parallel 
line s. 
Line length. 
Line radius. 
Bellows friction factor, same 
definition as FPVC 
Compliance of bellows.


Volume change constant. If there


is no relative motion, AKBEL= 0.
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Line with mounting EL, ft Line length.


stiffness (discrete


parameter): RADIUS, in. Line radius.


DAMPER, Coefficient of viscous 
lb-sec/ft damping. 
SPRINGK,lb/ft 	 Spring constant. 
Forced change's in EL, ft Line length. 
line length: 
RADIUS, in. Line radius. 
GI, G2 	 Real and imaginary parts 
of G(s). 
RHOWALL, Wall density. 
lb/in3 
Line with mounting EL, ft Line length. 
stiffness (impedance 
technique): RADIUS, in. Line radius. 
ZX, ZY Components of structural 
impedance. 
Complex side branch: BRL, ft Branch line length. 
BRDIAM, in. 	 Branch radius. 
RCOMP, ft5/lb 	 Compliance of the complex 
side branch. 
D. 4. Deck Structure for a Normal Compliation and Multiple 
Execution on the CDC 6400 Digital Computer 
Deck structure for multiple production runs is shown on the 
following page. 
The anticipated run time, core memory and output linage 
information indicated on the first two control cards are for illustra­
tion purposes only. Typically, the combined central processor/ 
print processor time for compilation, execution and listing of one 
run is approximately 25 seconds. In the case of production runs, 
time-line charges can be improved by inserting a NOLIST card in 
front of the PROGRAM CONTROL card which will delete the 
source program listing from the output. 
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H. 5. Computer Symbol List 
In order to facilitate program changes by the user, a corre­
spondence list of the symbols used in the program is given below. 
The quantities on the left are the FORTRAN alphanumeric symbols 
in the program; on the right is the corresponding item from the 
analysis. Dummy variables, which are frequently used to facili­
tate programming of long equations, have been omitted.

TERMZ -- Zt EL -- L

RHOLIQ 	 -- RBUB -- 1,

(Mass 	 density of propellant; 
liquid phase) PARLEN -- p 
THERMK -- k 	 PARRAD -- rp 
PO -- PO FBEL -- F(pV 2 , G)BEL 
TO - - T, COMPLY - - C 
EWALL -- Et AKBEL KB,BEL 
HWALL -- h FPVC F(PV2, G)pVC 
ZINPUT -- Zi AKBPVC -- KB, PVC 
CPCV -- C,/CV ACKPVC -- IcPVC 
BULKMOD -- K DAMPER -- b 
PHI --	 SPRINGK -- k 
VISC -- 4 OMEGA -- w 
GASMW -- MW ENU - V 
GAMGAS -- R EYNOLD -- NR 
CP - - Cp RT - - t 
VMEAN -- v0 ETA -- (+i) 
RADIUS -- r, 	 XI -­
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J1ORJO -­ 4/Jo RHOGAS -- P5 
GAMMA -­ " CGAS --
ZGC - - Z REQ-O , -­ p0 
COSHG -­ cosh F ENU -­ v 
SINHG -­ sinh I' PRO -­ §R 
AREA -- A DTHERM --
AMASS -­ + M3 B THERM bth 
ALPHAP _ _ ' BVIS -­ bVISC 
BETA-P __ BRAD -­ bRAD 
ALPHADP - - a POLY - -
BETADP -- VBUB -- VBUB 
CW -­ c SPRING -- rIPo/VBUB 
GOFS -­ G(s) ZSTRUCT -- Z, = Z, -iZy/w 
RHOWALL -- Pt AREAB -- Ab 
SLCW -­ sL/c BRI -- I 
COSHCW -­ cosh (sL/cw) BRCOMP -- C 
SINHCW -­ sinh (sL/c) BRR -- R 
ALPHA1 -­ 01 BRL -- Lb 
ALPHAZ - a­2 BRDIAM -­ db 
CLIQUID - - - cA 
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D. 6. Example Problems 
This section contains five example problems which will ac­
quaint the user with the mechanics of program setup and execution. 
The development of each problem follows the same general format: 
statement of the physical problem, generation of the system matrix 
equation, presentation of critical input data anid a computer listing 
and graphical representation of the configuration response. In all 
cases, only a portion of the output is shown since the remaining 
calculations follow the same format through termination of execution. 
Problem No. 1: 
The first feedline example, shown in Figure D-1, consists of 
a rigid length of line, a sidebranch pulser and a cavitation bubble in 
series with the fuel tank and a scalar terminal impedance, R. The 
perturbation pressure at Station 1 is assumed to be negligible. This 
assumption is for illustration purposes only, since the computer pro­
gram accepts an arbitrary scalar input impedance at Station 1. The 
physical distance between Stations 2 and 4 is assumed to be small 
compared to the total line length, L. It is required that the perturba­
tion pressure at Station 4 be determined for oscillatory pulser in­
puts, Qd . The first step is to set up the station numbers, component 
numbers and component matrix equations in the Laplace domain as 
indicated in the illustration. Note that the subscripts on pressure 
and flow perturbations correspond to a particular station number, 
whereas the subscripts on matrices Di and Ci refer to a specific 
component number. Beginning with the matrix equation for compo­
nent number 3, successive substitution of the remaining expressions 
yields the overall line equation: 
0
L 
R 
1[ 
J= _Ps D h [
P4 (D .)+ Q (s) (+ Ps 9 )P4 
The fundamental operations involved in the derivation of this system 
equation are common to the setup of all problems, and the user is 
required to perform these steps in order to execute the program. 
At this point, the user would make the following general ob­
servations regarding the program input: 
(1) NELM = 3 The number of components in the line. 
(2) NEXCITE = 4 Element number providing the excitation. 
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Station No. Component No. Component MatrixEquation 
- Q]


1 
E21= D
0 
L 30 ft. © 
r/A Qd 2 P? QJ +DQC2 © 1I~h2 IQ1+Q3
0 3 
R4 [1E4I D3 LQ 
Q4 = P4 /R 
Mean Flow Velocity 50 ft./sec. 3446


Bubble Radius = 1.2 in.


Line Radius 4.0 in.


Figure D-1. Line Model For Example Problem No. 1 
(2) 	 B = D3 C_2 Therefore, JBNUM = 1 
JTERM(l) = 2 (two sub­
matrices in B, =B) 
K(l,l) = 3 
K(l,2) 2 
-(3) ITYPE ('1) = 1 ITYPE(J) indicates the type of compo­
nent corresponding to component 
ITYPE (2) = 4 number J. Refer to comment cards on 
first page program listing. 
ITYPE (3) = 2 
(4) 	 SIGN = +1.0 The algebraic sign preceding the exci­
tation, Qa, in Equation (D.l). 
(5) BSIGN (J) = 1.0, J= JBUM= 1. BSIGN(J) is the algebraic 
sign preceding the Jth term in B .... The 
usefulness of this input will be demonstrated later in a 
more complex example. 
In this example, we will assume that the propellant does not contain 
any dissolved gases, and the calculated speed of sound in the pro­
pellant will reflect wall elasticity effects. 
Using typical values for the physical parameters associated 
with the line and the propellant, a complete input package would take 
the form shown in the following listing. At this point, the reader 
should thoroughly review the setup instructions listed at the begin­
ning of the PROGRAM CONTROL. These instructions pertain to 
program inputs between statement numbers 10 and 15, and they indi­
cate the flow of calculations within the program. Note that, when a 
pulser is involved in the feedline, no input is required for its des­
cription (see statement number 35). 
The computer inputs and outputs for this problem are shown 
on the following page. The column labeled TRANS is the magnitude 
of P4 /Qd. Due to the 	 flexibility of the computer code, the transfer 
function is not normalized. The reader may wish to normalize the 
output, and, in this event, a suitable normalization factor would be 
the characteristic line impedance, Z. = poc.. The response magnit 
tude for this configuration is presented in Figure D-2. 
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INPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1 
3 1 0I 1 4 
1 4 2 
2 
32 
*+ rriii n-T fl-+-fl-1­
+.lnonOfo0 +.50U00+flo +.bo0ooo+02 .50000+00 +.b00000+02 
+ .IiorO('+U1 
t.3r.OnO0+08 
±.4b1000fl05 
t.bboDo0-01 
±.22oiJf0nlol 
+.0Otn00 
t.4bfnlfp-n2 
00 +.140000+01 
+.3U7C0O+02 
t.qqo0O8 
-.2,8090+03 
+.OOOOO0uu 
+.Uj8lt'U-[5[ S.flO L'U±L-J+UfiU +.000 00000 .224flJUO+iO t.500000+02 
+.3uOfuli+02 +.'00U0uO01 
+. 2n,:flu+UI +.400uUI)+II1 
OUTPUT


OMEGA-RAD/SEC 
 
6.3 
 
9.4 
 
12.6 
 
15.7 
 
18.8 
 
22.0 
 
25.1 
 
28.3 
 
31.4 
 
34.6 
 
37.7 
 
4(.8 
 
44.0 
 
47.1 
 
50.3 
 
53.4 
 
56.5 
59.7 
 
62.8 
 
6b.0 
 
6q.l 
 
72.3 
 
75.4 
 
78.5 
 
81.7 
 
84,8 
 
88.0 
 
91.1 
 
94.2 
 
97.4 
 
100.5 
 
103.7 
 
106.8 
 
iin.0 
 
113.1 
 
FREQ-HZ 
 
1.0 
 
1.5 
 
2.0 
 
2.5 
 
3.0 
 
3.5 
 
4.0 
 
4.5 
 
5.0 
 
5.5 
 
6.0 
 
6.5 
 
7.0 
 
7.5 
 
8.0 
 
8.5 
 
9.0 
 
9.5 
 
1O.O 
 
i0.5 
 
11.0 
 
11.5 
 
12.0 
 
12.5 
 
13.0 
 
13.5 
 
14.0 
 
14.5 
 
15.0 
 
15.5 
 
16.0 
 
16.5 
 
17.0 
 
17.5 
 
18.0 
 
TRANS-P/K 
 
1197.728 
 
1809.636 
 
2438.83b 
 
3091.948 
 
3776.372 
 
4500.573 
 
5274.435 
 
6109.728 
 
7020.705 
 
8024.90S 
 
9144.224 
 
10406.364 
 
11846.773 
 
13511.200 
 
15458,904 
 
17766.119 
 
20528.217 
 
23855.386 
 
27847.643 
 
32515.468 
 
37590.935 
 
42239.563 
 
45045.750 
 
44918.2b5 
 
42195.753 
 
38205°405 
 
34073.188 
 
30335.271 
 
27134.204 
 
24444,038 
 
22188.596 
 
20288.054 
 
18673.392 
 
17288.818 
 
16090,349 
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NON-DIMENSIONAL PHASE 
TRANS-DB ANGLE-DEG 
-23,99 -92.9 
"20.40 -93.2 
-17.81 -93.8 
-15.75 -9+.s 
-14.01 -95.2 
-12.4q -96.1 
-11.11 -97.0 
-9.83 -98.0 
-S.63 -99.2 
-7.47 -100.4 
-6.33 -101.9 
-5.21 -103.5 
-4.08 -105.3 
-2.94 -107.5 
-1.77 -110.1 
-.56 -113.2 
.69 -117.0 
2.00 -121.8 
3.34 -129.0 
4.69 -135.9 
5.95 -14b.1 
6.96 -158.7 
7,52 -173.2 
7.49 -188.2 
6.95 -201.6 
6,09 "212,7 
5.09 -221,4 
4.08 -228.1 
3.12 -233.3 
2.21 -237.5 
1.37 -240.8 
.59 -243.5 
-.13 -245.7 
-.80 -247,b 
-1,42 -249.3 
*10.0 I I I 111111 I -iITi 
R =4.61 x104 lb.-sec. /ft? 
r. 1.2 in. 
'a 
E 
cc 
-o­
1.0 C-­
E 
C: 
.1 .2 .4 .6 1 2 4 6 10 
w LIC o 3440Dimensionless Frequency, 
Figure D-2. Frequency Response For The Feedline In 
Example Problem No. 1 
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Problem No. 2: 
in this example, the feedline configuration consists of a large 
cavitation bubble situated in the line midway between the fuel tank 
outlet and the terminal impedance,. R. As shown-in Eigure D-3, the --­
entire line is acted upon by a structural velocity, V 2 (s). For analysis 
purposes, it is assumed that bubble acceleration effects are negligible, 
and that the bubble diameter is small compared to the total line length, 
IL + LS. Proceeding as in Problem No. 1 with the assumption of zero 
tank exit pressure perturbation, the following system equation is 
obtained: ­
=P1Da D1Li-VY(s) 	 [rana c 1 + C3J 	 (D.2) 
Note that in this and the preceding example, the number of line com­
ponents is the same. However, the present configuration results in 
a more complex functional representation of matrix B: 
B= DD 2Ci+ Cs= BI + B2 	 (D.3) 
The following deductions can be made. 
(1) NELM = 3 	 The number of elements in the line. 
(2) 	 JBNUM = 2 The number of B's that must be 
summed to form B. 
(3) 	 JTERM (1) = 3 	 The number of matrices that comprise 
= 1 B and B 2 , respectively.JTERM (2) 
(4) 	 K (1, 1) = 3 Two-dimensional integer array desig­
nating the ordered subscripts of theK (l,Z) = 2 
matrices that comprise B and B2. 
K (1,3) = 1

K (2,1) =3

(5) ITYPE (1) = 5 Integers describing the type of compo­
nent located in the Jth component
position.ITYPE 
(2) = 2 poion
ITYPE (3) = 5
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Station No. Component No. Component Matrix Equations 
L =l~ft V,
2(S)

LI 15 ft. i V,(s ZT 
Vj ~~ [6P 3 - s)_ 
L3=15 ft F 
R 
4 
" 
Mean Flow Velocity 
Bubble Radius 
Line Radius 
= 50 ft./sec. 
= 1.2 in., 
=4.0 in. 
(Q4= P4/JR 
3436 
Figure D-3. Line Model For Example Problem No. 2


(6) 	 BSIGN (i) = +1.0 The algebraic sign preceding the 
Bi.submatrices,BSIGN(2)=+l.O 
(7) 	 SIGN=- 1.0 The algebraic sign preceding the 
. excitation, VA. 
The complete input package, followed by the program output is 
shown on the following page. The transfer function, which is the 
ratio of P4 and V6 , may be normalized with respect to the pro­
duct of the acoustic impedance, Z,, and the line cross-sectional 
area, A, as shown in the response plot of Figure D-4. Note that, 
in this example, both line segments have the same cross-sectional 
area; however, this is not a prerequisite. 
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INPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2 
- 2 - 1I 
5 J 
3 2 1


3


+. j ( P P.O1" I+ .I 0 1 0+(I]I 
+. l-En +JI +.5o ofo n+no +.booion +.0? finon+rn +.60000+02 
-. ifl9Ojui'+U +.4luO+05 +.220(100+01 +.b000fN-n2 +.347000+02 -. 29800tO+0 
+. 310nI,+08 +.bblII(10-tI- t.onoo±ofl +.34fliflO1 +.lqqno+0l +.OoonoOfn+Ro 
+.4nnnt-niS +.Onoor}O+uo +.000000+O0 +.2400l+Ofl +.S0000-*+f2 
+* I'aqOr±':2 +.4t100013+u1 
+.12C vOi'+iil t.40000fi+fl 
+. lqtnujI~f+? I-. trfl1J0O~li 
OUTPUT


NON-DIMENSIONAL PHASE


OMEGA-RAD/SEC FREQ-HZ TRANS-P/K TRANS-DB ANGLE-DEG


b.3 1.0 416.b82 
-24.02 
-272.8


q.4 1.5 
 b26.900 
-20.47 
 
-273.2


12.b 2.0 839.826 
-17.93 
-273.7


15.7 2.5 1056.454 
-15.94 
-274.4


18.8 3.0 1277.85b 
-14.28 
-275.1


22.0 3.9 1505.200 
-12.8b 
-275.8


2S.1 4.0 1739.787 
-11.b0 -276.b


2R.3 4.5 1983.077 
-10.47 
-277.S


31.9 S.0 2236.741 -9.42 -278.3


34.b 5.5 2502.710 
-8.44 
-279.3


37.7 6.0 2783.243 
-7.52 
-280.3


40.8 1.5 3081.011 
-b.64 
-281.4


44.0 7.0 3399.212 
-5.79 
-282.5


47.1 7.5 3741.710 
-4.95 
-283.8


50.3 8.0 4113.225 
-4.13 
-285.1


53.4 8.5 4519.572 
-3.31 
-286.6


86.5 9.0 4967.987 
-2.49 -288.3


59.7 9.5 54b7.531 
-1.66 
-290.2


b2.8 10.0 6029.b13 
-.81 -292.4


66.0 10.5 6668.586 .07 -294.9 
69.1 11.0 7402.340 .97 -297.8


22.3 11.5 8252.S22 1.92 -301.3


7S.4 12.0 9243.42b 2.90 -305.6


7P.5 12.5 10397.0b7 3.93 
-310.9


81.7 13.0 11718.b94 4.9b 
-317.6


84.8 13.5 13161.998 5.97 -32b.1


88.0 14.0 14964.733 6.85 -336.7


91.1 14.S 15588.090 7.44 
-349.5


94.2 15.0 15803.520 7.5b -3.9


97.4 155. 1S024.7Si 7.12 -18.3


100.5 16.0 13518.973 b.21 
-31.2


103.7 155 11747.600 4.99 -41.9


106.8 17.0 10038.740 3.62 
-50.4


110.0 17.5 8928.551 2.20 -57.1


113.1 18.0 7239.188 .78 -62.5
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--
10I I I I I I I I 
R=4.61 x 104 1b.­ sec./ft. 
L=L I + L3 
hOc


a 
1.0 
E 

.2 .4 .6 1 2 4 6 10 
Dimensionless Frequency, (AL/Co 3437 
Figure D-4. Frequency Response Of The Feedline In Example 
Problem No. 2 
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Problem No. 3: 
Setup procedures for the feedline example shown in Figure 
D"-5 parallel quite closely the procedures used in Problem No. 1. 
The basic difference is in the matrix representation of the center 
component, which reflects a structural acceleration input to the 
line through a viscoelastic mounting element. The functional form 
of the system equation, 
= D jD-a1(s) DsC 2 (D.4) 
is virtually identical to Problem No. i. Despite this apparent re­
dundancy, this problem affords the opportunity to incorporate a pre­
viously unused subroutine, Subroutine EIGHT, into the analysis. 
Since most vehicles employ lightly damped structures, a 
rather large amplification factor, Q, was assumed in order to size 
the spring constant and damping coefficient. By definition, 
•:Q - =-
The mass term is taken to be the combined fluid mass contained in 
the horizontal limbs of the feedline. For the line dimensions shown 
in Figure D-5 and Q = 100, k and b were taken to be 88 X 104 
lb/ft and 45.2 lb-sec/ft, respectively. 
For this problem, 
(1) ITYPE (1) = l; 
ITYPE (2) = 8; 
ITYPE (3) = 1; 
(2) SIGN= -1.0 
Input values for items (1), (2) and (5) in Problem No. 1 apply also to 
this example. The response magnitude, normalized with respect to 
LOX density and a characteristic length, is shown in Figure D-6. 
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INPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 
31I018 
3 
23 2 
+.IiOnO U+iJi 
+.IUOnoo+nl) 
-. lOnnC+il 
+.30ilIln+It8 
+.41Hr1'O-1S 
+.5flln+nO +.f.00000+U2 
+.4fnfl+"S +.22nooo+nl 
+.bbO)olO-l +.000000+00 
+.n10.1fl+00 +.000000+(10 
+.500000+0o 
+.lnonO+no 
+.000000+00 
+.OOOflp+Oo 
+.b00Ll0+2 
+.34?nOo+n2 
+.I1q000+08 
+.510000+02 
-. 2q80110+fJ3 
+.000000+00 
+.lOno0+02 +.400no+rl 
+.ilonOhi+f,2 +.w1OOrj1+,11 +.4521110+02 +.8R 
+.150000+'12 +.4U00Q00+1 
OUTPUT


OMEGA-RAD/SEC 
 
b.3 
 
q.4 
 
12.b 
 
1.? 
 
18.8 
 
22.0 
 
2S.1 
 
2R.3 
 
31.4 
 
34.6 
 
37.7 
 
4-0.8 
 
44.U 
 
47.1 
 
50.3 
 
53.4 
 
56.S 
 
59.7 
 
b2.8 
 
66.0 
 
69.1 
 
72.3 
 
75.4 
 
78.8 
 
81.7 
 
84.8 
 
88.0 
 
91.1 
 
94.2 
 
97.4 
 
100.5 
 
103.7 
 
106.8 
 
lln.0 
 
113.1 
 
FREQ-HZ 
 
1.0 
 
1.5 
 
2.0 
 
2.5 
 
3.0 
 
3,5 
 
4.0 
 
4.5 
 
5.0 
 
5.5 
 
6.0 
 
b.5 
 
7.0 
 
7.5 
 
8.0 
 
8.5 
 
9.0 
 
9.5 
 
10.0 
 
10.5 
 
11.0 
 
118. 
 
12.0 
 
12.5 
 
13.0 
 
13.5 
 
14.0 
 
14.5 
 
18.0 
 
18.5 
 
16.0 
 
1b.5 
 
17.0 
 
17.5 
 
18.0 
 
TRANS-P/K 
 
22.14b 
 
22.2b9 
 
22.453 
 
22.b99 
 
23.007 
 
23.382 
 
23.827 
 
24.347 
 
24.951 
 
25.646 
 
2b.442 
 
27.350 
 
28.384 
 
29.51 
 
30.900 
 
32.423 
 
34.15S 
 
3b.124 
 
38.361 
 
40.895 
 
43.748 
 
46.q29 
 
80.410 
 
54.107 
 
57.839 
 
61.306 
 
64.087 
 
b5.73S 
 
b5.928 
 
64.626 
 
b2.096 
 
58.775 
 
55.105 
 
S1.423 
 
47.941 
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rfln+06 
NON-DIMENSIONAL PHASE 
TRANS-DB ANGLE-DEG 
29.60 -3.3 
29.65 -3.q 
29.72 -4.7 
29.81 -5.6 
29.93 -6.6 
30.07 -7.7 
30.24 -8.7 
30.42 -9.9 
30.b4 -11.1 
30.87 -12.4 
31.14 -13.8 
31.43 -15.3 
31.7b -1b.9 
32.11 -18.b 
32.49 -20.S 
32.91 -22.6 
33.36 -24.9 
33.85 -27.5 
34.37 -30.4 
34.93 -33.7 
38.51 -37.5 
36.12 -41.8 
36.74 -46.8 
37.3b -52.b 
37.94 -5q,3 
38.44 -b6.9 
38.83 -75.3 
39.OS -84.3 
39.08 -93.7 
38.90 -102.8 
38.5b -111.4 
38.08 -119.2 
37.52 -126.2 
36.92 -132.2 
36.31 -137.4 
1 i~a(s) 	 b 2 
LI-2 =15 ft. 
o 	 LaZ3= 10 ft. 
L3-4=15 ft. 
IQ? 	 D I, Mean Flow Velocity = 50 ft./sec. 
Line Radius = 4.0 in. [P3]=- (e] a WsC 
[P4,R] 3 3 
4 
R 
3448The line length from Station 1 to the tank exit is assumed to be 
 
negligible. Tank exit conditions exist at Station 1.


Figure D-5. Line Model For Example Problem No. 3
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Problem No. 4: 
In this fourth example, shown in Figure D-7, an externally 
excited segment of line is coupled at its extremities to the remainder 
of the line through two flexible bellows. This problem was dis­
cussed briefly in Section VI. 
Initially, the user would set up the physical problem exactly 
as shown in Figure D-7. Note that the functional form of the bellows 
equations differs only in the algebraic sign of the excitation term, 
which reflects the fact that one bellows is compressed while the 
other is expanded. The response of the turbopump inlet pressure, 
Pe, in the presence of the velocity excitation, Ve, is to be deter­
mined. The component equations are combined manually to produce 
the system equation: 
I-s/tl [j+V4(D5 0 4 -DsD 4Gs3-DD 4 D3 C2)(.5DD4D3D2D1 Z 
Observe that this system equation is more complex than the system 
equations in the previous examples. The following information is 
immediately available from the system equation: 
(1) NELM = 5 
(Z) JBNUM= 3; therefore JTERM (1) = 2 
JTERM (Z) = 3 
JTERM (3) = 4 
and 
K(1,1) =5 
K (1,2) =4 
K (2,1) =5 
K (Z,2) =4 
K (2,3) = 3 
K (3,1) =5 
K (3,2)= 4 
K (3,3)= 3 
K (3,4) = 2 
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Station No. Component No. Component Matrix Equations 
Stationary Line 1P Q 
L = 15 ft. ©W 
r =4.0 in. 
2 fK =1.75ft. [x[Bellows 
~Line With Velocity 
= Q.] - Q ­Cw15 ft. 
w r = 4.0 in. 
4 t,[ K =41"75ft."
u 
P5 D 4Q+Uw c4Bellows IBOt'b . Q5 -4 Q;­

.5


Stationary Line 
r = 4.0 in. IQJ- Q] 'Q6/- " t 
- ned - 10 per cent Pressure Drop Through BellowsCombined TurbopumpSCombInjector '3445 ,

Engine Impedance, 3t

Figure D-7. Line Model for Example Problem No. 
(3) BSIGN(1)= +1.0 
BSIGN(2) = -1.0 
BSIGN(3)= -1.0 
(4) ITYPE(1)= l 
ITYPE (2) = 7 
ITYPE (3) = 5 
ITYPE (4) = 7 
ITYPE (5) = 1 
(5) SIGN = +1.0 
For computational purposes, it is assumed that Zj = 0 and 
Zt = R. In addition, there are no dissolved gases in the propellant 
(NGAS = 0). Wall elasticity is to be reflected in the speed of sound 
calculations (NELAST = 1). The entire input package is listed on 
the following page. At this point, the reader should make the 
correspondence between each numerical input quantity and the 
FORTRAN statement governing that input. The response magni­
tude, shown in the output listing, was normalized manually, and 
the resultant response is illustrated in Figure D-8. 
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INPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 
5 1 6 
4 
JI. 2 - 7 -]­
21 
54 4 
c 
5 3 2 
.1 'fI, JP+n1 
+ inpO+[IflU 
+*.Ifnnon+il 
+.3nonJ[:+Ui8 
+.ngnnP-'wm 
+. iSJn +u2 
+. qpl~ir+Itii 
+. 1',;jjlr1(+Jc' 
+.Qf.Oltti(+If 
- . 'tfnll:1+IIj 
+. O[Ii1+l0 
+. 1IQ0l+i5 
+.b0II;-1 
+.lII0'fI:+tlfi 
+.*f4flJ00?+[11 
+. wtn,1,i,-:1s 
+. fHliLOf+fl1 
+ . 4 InJifjo'-ir 
-. lOOnOn+ol 
+.bOnOn+02 
+.220nrfI+u1 
+. or;oofn+Of1 
+.IUJO0000+00 
+.1 75n00+01 
+ . 17 5011(1+r1 
+.sofoo+O0 
+.unr00ro0+r 1 
+.roOOOp+nn 
+.000100 +0" 
+. 60nnOo+n2 
+.34 700+n2 
t .lqqJluO+98 
+.5flOlil+fl2 
-
+.'if OL4-LU 
+01 OnI:[I+ _,2 +.40i110:1+11 
OUTPUT


OMEGA-RAD/SEC 
 
6.3 
 
q.4 
 
12.6 
 
15.? 
18.8 
22.0 
 
25.1 
 
2R.3 
 
31.4 
 
34.6 
37.7 
 
40.8 
 
44.0 
 
47.1 
 
50.3 
 
53.4 
 
56.5 
5q.7 
 
62.8 
 
66.0 
64.1 
72.3 
 
75.4 
 
78.5 
 
81.7 
 
84.8 
 
88.0 
 
91.1 
 
94.2 
 
97.4 
100.5 
 
103.7 
 
106.8 
 
110.0 
 
113.1 
 
FREQ-HZ 
 
1.0 
 
1.5 
 
2.0 
 
2.5 
 
3.0 
 
3.S 
 
4.0 
 
4.5 
 
5.0 
 
5.5 
 
6.0 
 
6.5 
7.0 
 
7.5 
8.0 
 
8.5 
 
9.0 
 
1.5 
10.0 
 
10.5 
 
11.0 
 
11.5 
 
12.0 
 
12.5 
 
13.0 
 
13.5 
 
14.0 
 
14.5 
 
15.0 
 
i5.5 
16.0 
 
1b.5 
 
17.0 
 
17.5 
 
18.0 
 
TRANS-P/K 
 
775.523 
 
1214.547 
 
1729.378 
 
237b.194 
 
3264.015 
 
4644.356 
7257.886 
 
14214.91b 
 
22266.0164 
 
9176.680 
4807.512 
 
2801.231 
 
1654.485 
 
611.527 
 
215.462 
 
1025.212 
103.656 
2142.767 
4281.64q 
6177.855 
 
9209.005 
15048.200 
 
31348.314 
 
130410.71q 
 
38101.154 
 
20414.111 
 
14332.930 
 
11267.83q 
 
9418.832 
 
8180.467 
7292.480 
 
6624.534 
 
6104.130 
 
5687.711 
 
5347.520 
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NON-DIMENSIONAL PHASE 
TRANS-OB ANGLE-DEG 
-18.62 -q3.6 
-14.72 -94.2 
-11.65 -9S.3 
-8.90 -96.9 
-b.14 -99.0 
-3.07 -102.3 
.80 -108.7 
6.64 -127.1 
10.54 -204.9 
2.84 -244.0 
-2.77 -259.6 
-7.47 -264.1 
-12.58 -266.6 
"20.68 -27.2 
-29.75 -97.4 
-16.20 -93.7 
-10.82 -94.3 
-7.04 -95.3 
-3.78 -6i.4 
-. 60 -97.8 
2.87 -99.7 
7.14 -102.8 
13.51 -110.5 
25.89 -179.S 
15.21 -261.0 
9.79 -269.4 
6.71 -272.6 
4.62 -274.5 
3.07 -275.9 
1.84 -27b.9 
.84 -277.9 
.01 -278.7 
-.70 -279.S 
-1.31 -280.3 
-1.85 -281.0 
I 
10.0 
I I I
40.0 i 
1.0 
.1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
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Frequency, Hz 
Figure D-8. Frequency Response Of the Feedline In'


Example Problem No. 4
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Problem No. 5: 
As depicted in Figure D-9, the vertical segment of the pro­
pellant feedline is undergoing forced changes in line length. The 
structural forces applied at Stations 2 and 3 producemeasurabTh 
velocities--which, in general, differ in magnitude and/or phase. 
Normally, these velocities can be related through a transfer func­
tion, G(s). This function has been assigned a simple complex 
variable form in the computer code: G = G, + iG2 . The user may 
wish to alter this form to include a specific type of frequency 
dependence based on experimental observations of velocity excited 
lines. Such a program modification can easily be accomplished. 
The length changes imposed on the vertical line segment do 
not influence the pressure-flow relationships of the horizontal seg­
ment. 
As in the preceding examples, the first step is to describe 
each component by the appropriate matrix expression. The matrix 
equations can then be combined to yield the overall line equation 
which, for this example, is 
(D.6)
V2 g_2[ P -D1 D 
The effect of the structural velocity at Station 3 is contained in the 
column matrix, C2 . In computing the response of P3 to changes 
in line length, the perturbation pressure at the exit to the fuel tank, 
P2,, has been assumed to be negligible. 
At this point, the reader should have no difficulty in con­
structing a data input package for this problem. For example, the 
input listing may take the form shown below in which the function, G, 
was taken to be 
The computer input and corresponding output for this package, is 
shown on the following page. The modulus of the transfer function 
relating Ps and V2 is shown in Figure D-10 
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INPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 5 
2 1 0 9 
1 9 
I 
+.1nnuoo+n1 
+.lOOnOo+Ol +.soonoo+nO +.bOopon+02 +.500000+0fl +.bflflO+02 
-.l00000+0l +.461000+05 +.220000+01 +.o0norf+Uf +.347000+02 -.2'8000+113 
+.300o00+08 +.660000-na +.000000+00 +.0aoU-10+00 +.lqqO00+OR t.u0to000+00 
+.408 0o-05 +.fioooU+on +.oonno+oo +.O000o0+n +.500(,0o+n2 
+.1OOn002 +.400000+01 
+.3f'Onfn+02 +.o0OO00+0l +.?L7O0fn+o +.707rj00O+no +.2810000 
OUTPUT


OMEGA-RAD/SEC 
 
b.3 
 
9.4 
 
12.6 
 
15.7 
 
18.8 
 
22.0 
 
25.1 
 
28.3 
 
31.4 
 
34.6 
 
37.7 
 
40.8 
 
44.0 
 
47.1 
 
50.3 
 
53.4 
56.5 
 
59.7 
 
62.8 
 
66.0 
 
69.1 
 
72.3 
 
75.4 
 
78.5 
 
81.7 
 
84.8 
 
@8.0 
 
91.1 
 
94.2 
 
97.4 
 
100.5 
 
103.7 
 
106.8 
 
110.0' 
 
113.1 
 
FREQ-HZ TRANS-P/K 
 
1.0 17.367 
 
1.5 17.b31 
 
2.0 17.888 
 
2.5 18.150 
 
3.0 18.424 
 
3.5 18.716 
 
4.0 19.030 
 
4.5 19.369 
 
S.0 19.738 
 
5.5 20.140 
 
6.0 20.579 
 
6.5 21.060 
 
7.0 21.587 
 
7.5 22.167 
 
8.0 22.806 
 
8.8 23.509 
 
9.0 24.282 
 
9.5 25.134 
 
10.0 26.066 
 
10.5 27.083 
 
11.0 28.178 
 
11.5 29.336 
 
12.0 30.525 
 
12.5 31.681 
 
13.0 32.703 
 
13.5 33.442 
 
14.0 33.714 
 
14.5 33.335 
 
15.0 32.193 
 
15.5 30.314 
 
16.0 27.863 
 
16.5 25.087 
 
17.0 22.228 
 
17.5 19.466 
 
18.0 16.906 
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NON-DIMENSIONAL PHASE 
TRANS-DB ANGLE-DEG 
-51.62 -157.2 
-51.49 -157.4 
-51.3b -157.9 
-51.24 -158.5 
-51.10 -159.1 
-50.97 -159.9 
-50.82 -160.8 
-50.67 -161.7 
-50.S1 -162.8 
-50.33 -163.9 
-50.14 -165.2 
-49.94 -166.6 
-49.73 -168.1 
-49.50 -169.7 
-49.25 -171.6 
-48.99 -173.6 
-48.71 -175.9 
-48.41 -178,5 
-48.09 -181.4 
-47.76 -184.6 
-47.41 -188.4 
-47.06 -192.7 
-46.72 -197.7 
-46.40 -203.4 
-46.12 -210.0 
-45.93 -217.5 
-45.8b -225.8 
-45.95 -234.9 
-46.26 -244.4 
-46.78 -254.1 
-47.51 -263.4 
-48.42 -272.2 
-49.47 -280.4 
-50.63 -287.8 
-51.85 -294.7 
0 
[ 3]L_1-2 lOft. 
L2_330 ft. Q =P3 1R 
Mean Flow Velocity = 50 ft. lsec.Line Radius = 4.0 in. 
3

Terminal Resistance, R V3= GV2 
3451

Figure D-9. Line Model For Example Problem No. 5
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Frequency, Hz 
Figure D-10. Frequency Response Of The Feedline In Example

Problem No. 5
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